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ABSTRACT
BI-PLANAR POSTURAL STABILITY MODEL: FITTING PARAMETERS TO
PATIENT DATA AUTOMATICALLY

Andrew M. Sovol, B.S.
Marquette University

Studies of children with cerebral palsy (CP) have shown that maintaining control
of posture in quiet standing is often difficult. Physical therapy and assistive devices, both
with or without surgery, may be employed in an effort to improve postural stability.
Assessing the effectiveness of such interventions is important for healthcare providers
and their patients. A previously created bi-planar model of posture control has been
further developed as a method of assessment. This MATLAB and Simulink model has
successfully replicated experimental results for typical adults and children, as well as
children with CP across three different test conditions: eyes open, eyes closed, and eyes
open with feedback.
Currently, a main disadvantage of the model is the time-consuming process of
fitting the model parameters to the experimental data, because a human operator is
required to change the model parameters manually. This parameter-fitting process takes
many hours, and after completion there is no guarantee that the fit is optimal. To address
these challenges, the current project aims to remove this disadvantage by modifying the
simulation model for children with CP so that the parameters are automatically adjusted
according to an algorithm designed to minimize a cost function. Because the project is
automated, no human intervention is required, and the cost function minimization
guarantees an optimal fit. It is anticipated that developing this automated software tool
will aid in pre-surgery analysis and patient consultation, leading the way to provide those
affected by balance disorders with a more comprehensive overview of potential solutions
to their problem.
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Chapter 1: BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
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1.1

Overview
Children with cerebral palsy often exhibit difficulties in maintaining control of

posture during quiet standing. Interventions such as physical therapy, assistive devices,
and surgery may be employed in an effort to improve postural stability. Assessing the
effectiveness of such interventions is an important goal for healthcare providers and their
patients.
One tool that can assist in this assessment is the bi-planar model of posture
control developed by Bustamante et al. [1]. This model, which is simulated using
MATLAB in conjunction with Simulink (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA), has
successfully replicated experimental results for typical adults [1], typical children [2,3],
children with cerebral palsy [2], and adolescents with idiopathic scoliosis [3]. These
experimental results include a total of 34 metrics of posture control calculated from data
acquired during quiet standing on force plates for three different test conditions: eyes
open, eyes closed, and eyes open with feedback. These same 34 metrics are also
calculated from model-simulated data, and the model parameters are then systematically
varied until the two sets of metrics are not statistically different.
The advantage of the model is its ability to characterize balance, noise and nerve
signal transmission delay using a set of 5 parameters (Kp, Kd, Ki, Kn and Td) for each
plane [anterior-posterior (AP) and medial-lateral (ML)], rather than using a set of 34
metrics calculated from experimental data. Furthermore, the model parameters
correspond to familiar characteristics of posture control [3]. The disadvantage of the
current model is the time-consuming process of fitting the model parameters to the
experimental data, because a human operator is required to change the model parameters
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manually. The parameter-fitting process takes many hours, and once the parameters are
successfully fit, there is no guarantee that the fit is optimal.
The current study aims to remove this disadvantage by modifying the model
simulation so that the parameters are automatically adjusted according to an algorithm
designed to minimize a cost function. No human intervention is required, and the cost
function minimization guarantees an optimal fit. Using numerical methods of data
analysis and prediction, an automated process has been developed that makes it possible
to fit Simulink-modeled data to experimentally-observed data, wherein no statistical
difference is observed based on user-specified goodness of fit tests.
1.2

Cerebral Palsy
This program primarily benefits health care providers and patients diagnosed with

cerebral palsy (CP). CP is a neurological, nonprogressive condition that is connected to
brain injury or damage. It is a permanent condition that can cause both muscle tightness
and uncontrolled reflex muscle movements [4, 5]. Possible co-morbid conditions include
cognitive delays, seizure disorders, scoliosis, and difficulties with vision, hearing and
speech [5].
Cerebral palsy (CP) is most often the result of serious head injury or problems
occurring before and during birth [5,6]. In fact, congenital CP accounts for 80% of cases.
Common causes at this stage are maternal infections during pregnancy, such as rubella
and toxoplasmosis, as well as severe oxygen deprivation during labor and delivery [7].
However, head injury or infections such as bacterial meningitis or viral encephalitis
during the first 1-2 years of life have also been linked to CP, and account for
approximately 20% of cases [4]. Additionally, there are many CP cases in which the root
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cause of the brain damage is uncertain or difficult to determine. Risk factors can include
intrauterine infections, premature birth, low birth weight, physical defects (especially
spinal deformations, and small jawbone or head size), vascular or respiratory problems
during birth, and multiple gestation [4, 6, 7].
The incidence of CP is generally between 2 to 3 cases per 1,000 live births [6, 7,
8], and is one of the most common causes of permanent disability in children. About
8,000 infants, as well as 1,200-1,500 preschool age children are diagnosed each year.
According to estimates by United Cerebral Palsy, the CP population comprises more than
764,000 Americans [9].
Symptoms of CP are often present at birth, but most cases are diagnosed at 1 or 2
years of age, when body movement and postural abnormalities become more evident. In
many cases, the symptoms at birth are slight. Possible indicators include abnormal
posture—infants with CP may have either unusually stiff or floppy posture. As
mentioned, some physical birth defects, such as spinal defects, and small jawbone or head
size, can also be early symptoms of CP [7. 10]. Recent research investigating possible
early predictors of CP has shown that measures of Heart Rate Variation (HRV) have
potential in predicting the development of CP in infants with central coordination
disturbance [10].
There are several types of CP, which are distinguished by variations in muscle
tone and degree of motor control. Within the category of nonspastic CP, there are two
distinct classifications. Diskinetic CP is exemplified by uncontrolled movements, which
may be either rapid and jerky or slow and continuous. The muscle tone in people with
diskinetic CP is variable. Ataxic CP, on the other hand, results in low muscle tone and
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involves the entire body. Ataxic CP creates balance difficulties and can impair depthperception and motor control, especially in the hands. The most common type, known as
spastic CP, accounts for about 75% of the CP population. Spastic CP involves
continuous reflexive muscle contraction, which results in tight muscles and stiff joints
that make it difficult to control movements and balance. These struggles can
significantly affect a person’s gait cycle and ability to walk [8]. Diagnoses of spastic CP
are further classified according to the effect on various extremities. Spastic diplegic or
hemiplegic CP affects 2 limbs (one arm and one leg in the hemiplegic condition, both
arms or both legs in the diplegic condition). This is the most common type of spastic CP.
Spastic monoplegic, triplegic, and quadriplegic CP variations affect 1, 3, and 4 limbs
respectively [11].
Spasticity in patients with spastic CP can vary widely, and is often measured by
trained professionals using scales such as the Modified Ashworth and Tardieu scales.
These scales involve passively flexing or extending a joint through the range of motion
and identifying the amount of muscle resistance on the scale. However, these scales are
primarily qualitative and the validity, precision and clinical efficacy of the scales is under
investigation. Puantitative measurements have been proposed [12] and may be more
reliable and objective.
Due to the fact that CP is a permanent condition, a great deal of research on the
treatment of CP focuses on methods of improving quality of life. There are three main
treatment approaches: various types of physical or speech therapy (often incorporating
the use of adaptive devices), medication, and surgery.
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Some type of physical therapy is a key component of almost any patient’s CP
treatment. Physical therapy may include stretching of extremities, strength training,
balance training, and, depending on the type of CP and level of functionality, gait
training, transfer training, and bed mobility training, among others. A recent case study
done with a nonambulatory 10-year-old female shows promising results for intensive,
multi-faceted physical therapy interventions. The patient engaged in a five-week, multifaceted rehabilitation program that included overground gait training. The assessments
used, including Gross Motor Functional Measure (GMFM) scores and Physical Abilities
and Mobility Scale (PAMS) scores, showed a significant increase in motor function [13]
Training to maintain and increase muscle strength is often a primary goal [14],
although results regarding the value of strength training have been mixed. Many
ambulatory children with CP have excessive hip and knee flexion during gait, which
tends to reduce antigravity support and rotate hip muscles in a way that impairs their gait.
Studies using strength training to impact gait posture have found that it is advantageous
to those children whose problems derive primarily from muscle weakness. However, it
can have little effect or even adverse effects on other CP patients. More research is
needed to better predict which individuals will benefit from strength training [15].
Other therapies are also under investigation. A meta-analysis of studies using
Constraint-Induced Movement Therapy (CIMT) revealed that children with hemiplegic
CP treated with CIMT showed a significantly increased frequency of use of the upper
extremities [16].
Adaptive equipment is also a critical component for improving the quality of life
of many CP patients. Splints, braces, walkers and wheelchairs are among the most
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common devices. Many of these tools are crucial to training and therapy and help
patients with CP maintain and improve mobility [17, 18]. Medications aim at addressing
primary symptoms, so the most common medications for CP patients are muscle
relaxants.
Surgical options may be considered if a child with CP has a bone or joint defect
that interferes with functioning, causes pain or is not responding to other forms of
treatment. Surgery is also considered if muscle spasms or tightness have created
difficulties that interfere with daily functioning. The most common orthopedic surgeries
for children with CP involve incisions in the muscle to release or loosen muscle tightness
that is affecting a child’s ability to sit and walk. Another common surgery lengthens the
heel cord or Achilles tendon to help improve gait by allowing a child to walk with a
flatter foot [5, 19]. There are many considerations to take into account when deciding on
surgical treatment for a child with CP. The type of CP, presence of other conditions, age,
risk of infection, time off school, current progress and likelihood of future procedures and
outcomes must all be carefully analyzed.
Mobility is a primary factor in a person’s quality of life. The degree of mobility
affects both a person’s level of independence and the level of participation in community
and social life [20]. Therefore, the maintenance of long-term mobility is a primary goal
in the treatment of CP [14]. Accurate analysis of a child’s condition and accurate
prediction of the outcomes of various treatment methods are important in providing a
child with the best prospects for increased mobility and quality of life.
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1.3

Force Plate Testing
The ability to engage in stable balance is defined as maintaining and controlling

the body’s center of mass within the foundations of support. When this is achieved, one
may execute desired movements and prevent falls. While quiet standing may appear
inactive and constant to the outside observer, quite the opposite is true. Good posture is
dynamic, and requires an ongoing and intricate interaction between sensory, central, and
motor adaptive mechanisms of the central-nervous system in order to provide continuous
feedback regarding the sustained support of the carriage of the body. Postural stability
management throughout quiet standing additionally entails ankle, knee, hip and stepping
control strategies. These have been described in populations of both adults and children.
[21].
Dual force plate instrumentation systems can be used to observe the postural
stability issues inherent in numerous diseases, including cerebral palsy [22], cerebellar
ataxia, [23] and Parkinson’s disease [24] among others [25, 26]. The process of using
force plate equipment to obtain postural data experimentally has been studied through
measurement of the Center of Mass (CoM) and the Center of Pressure (CoP). CoM
models require an inverse dynamic analysis of a multi-joint model. This complexity is
not found in the CoP model, making it an ideal candidate for use. Degree of sway during
quiet standing cannot be directly measured from postural stability. Following the
inverted pendulum model, as a patient delicately sways during stance, the measureable
CoP data is approximately equal to that of the body’s entire CoM [27]. This changes,
however, as sway becomes a product of joint movement, negating the stiff inverted
pendulum model. When CoP is measured during sway containing accessory joint
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motion, it no longer mirrors the body’s exact CoM position. It is because of this that the
CoP is often used to approximate the movement of the patient, thus providing better
insight into the patient’s ability to maintain proper stability. Dual force plates serve as a
method to obtain this two-dimensional CoP stability signal trace.
The equipment used to acquire experimental stability data consisted of two 6-axis
force plates (AMTI ORS6-500, Advanced Mechanical Technology, Newton, MA, USA),
a computer system containing a data acquisition card (PCI-6031E, National Instruments,
Austin, Texas, USA) running matching data acquisition software sampling at 100.0 Hz
(LabView, National Instruments, Austin, Texas, USA), and a visual feedback monitor
capable of providing the patient with instantaneous stability data based on the real-time
data acquisition [28]. The force plates contain force transducers capable of detecting
minuscule force differences, resulting in measureable signals consisting of forces and
moments, ultimately leading to a CoP measurement related to the generalized movement
of the body. Because the force plates are very accurate and the data is sampled at a high
frequency, movement in both the AP and ML planes are dependent on the patient’s
height and weight, as will be discussed later in more detail.
Each patient assessment consisted of three individual testing conditions: patients
with their eyes open (EO), patients with their eyes open while receiving live postural
stability feedback (EOF) by way of the measurement system’s visual feedback monitor,
and patients with their eyes closed (EC). All patients signed an informed consent
document. All interactions and measurements were carried out in conformity with IRB
and HIPAA guidelines.
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Each patient was instructed to settle into a comfortable barefoot stance with their
feet positioned so that one foot rested on each force plate, heels aligned evenly and arms
resting inactive to the sides. Foot position on each force plate was traced onto paper
overlaying the force plate cluster as a means to guarantee consistent positioning of the
patients’ feet during each of the three testing conditions. The visual feedback monitor
was positioned two meters in front of the patient, horizontal to eye level so as to
minimize the likelihood of off-center head and neck movement. The visual feedback
monitor was capable of displaying both fixed targets and real-time postural stability data,
depending on the test condition being performed.
While investigating the EO test condition, patients were asked to engage in quiet
standing while watching a fixed image on the visual feedback monitor, abiding by the
standardized foot, heel and arm positioning. This posture was maintained for a period 30
seconds, after which patients were instructed to take a seated resting break for a period of
120 seconds. After this break, the patients resumed their previously occupied position on
the dual force plates, as signified by the previously traced foot position outline. Patients
were instructed to return to the same postural stance as that of the previous test, close
their eyes, and again maintain quiet standing for a period of 30 seconds. This concluded
the EC test condition. Patients opened their eyes and a seated break of 120 seconds was
repeated. For the EOF test condition, patients again returned to their previous force plate
positioning and maintained quiet standing in the same posture as that of previous tests for
another period of 30 seconds. During this period of measurement, live visual feedback
was provided on the visual feedback monitor in the form of the patient’s active CoP. A
circular area of natural CoP was displayed on the center of the visual feedback monitor
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while an active dot representing the patient’s live CoP moved about the screen in two
dimensions. The patients were instructed to maintain the dot’s position within the natural
CoP perimeter.
Three 30-second tests were conducted for each test condition. Only the middle 20
seconds of postural stability data was retained from each test for the purpose of
calculating sway metrics. The mean values associated with each trail were also removed.
In this way, a comparison could be drawn between numerous other studies that also
analyzed patients for 20 seconds of quiet standing [29, 30, 31]. Earlier studies of postural
stability during quiet standing additionally recommended patient engagement in the
stance for a period of 20 seconds. The reasoning behind this approach was to preserve
the stationary of the data, as CoP data may become non-stationary when measured for
durations greater than 30 seconds [22, 32, 33, 34, 35]. Before analysis of any measured
data, the CoP x and y components were calculated from the force projected into the
ground plate combined with the AP and ML movement data from each plate. These
forces and moments enabled the calculation of individual CoP measurements for both the
AP and ML direction. The force plate signals obtained during all three postural stability
procedures were passed through a Hanning window function and filtered by a fourthorder Butterworth low pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 5.0 Hz. This CoP data was
then used to calculate sway metrics, previously proven to be a reliable form of system
representation [22].
1.4

Existing Postural Stability Model
Several different models of quiet standing postural stability have been studied and

developed, as the exact mechanics of postural stability itself remain unclear. Kiemel et
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al. used optimal control theory to characterize sway through the use of stochastic models
including slow and fast oscillatory components. The presence of a feedback loop,
specifically related to the coupling of the slower oscillatory component, distinguished this
model [36]. Johansson et al. reported that two components of an inverted pendulum, an
angular deviation and a time derivative, are required for stabilizing torque. A third
component incorporating a mathematical integral provided even better stabilization. A
feedback loop was also included. This three-component controller method is frequently
referred to as a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) model [37]. A further study by
Jiang et al. established a dynamic model consisting of five joints making up a multi-link
inverted pendulum system guided by two pairs of muscles. A PID controler was also
incorporated into this model [38]. Rocchi et al. focused their study on the definition of
stability-driven metrics that help characterize postural stability. In total, 37 stability
metrics based on component analysis were computed in both the AP and ML directions
[38]. A simple feedback model also incorporating an inverted pendulum was developed
by Maurer et al. that also used variations of time delay, simulated noise and 15 sway
metrics. This model, however, only focused on sway in the sagittal plane [29].
A bi-planar model has been developed by Bustamante et al. that uses PID
controllers in both the AP and ML planes to characterize postural sway during quiet
standing [3]. Similar to the model developed by Maurer et al., an inverted pendulum
provides the backbone of the model. The key difference between these two postural
sway models is the inclusion Bustamante et al. made of sway in the coronal plane, as well
as the more commonly studied sagittal plane. In all, 34 postural stability sway metrics
were calculated in the time domain and frequency domain. Extensive use of this model
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over time has exposed beneficial relationships between the postural sway metrics and the
control parameters. The intent of the model was to generate postural stability data in both
the sagittal and coronal planes that replicates experimentally obtained data with little or
no significant differences.
As seen in Figure 1 below, position sensing signals are sent to the controller with
a simulated time delay from sensory propagation represented as Td. The sensed position
is compared to a coordinate reference point. The difference between the desired and the
actual position is fed into the PID controller, which is simulating the response of the
central-nervous system. From this input, the PID controller effects a corrective torque
action, which is added to a disturbance torque to represent the deviation from the vertical
position. More specifically, this signal represents a deviation from the upright inverted
pendulum position.

Figure 1: Bi-planar postural stability block diagram [3]
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The angular position of this pendulum may be described in more detail through
Equation 1 listed below.
 

     ·

·

·



(1)

In Equation 1, J represents the moment of inertia around the ankle joint. The mass of the
body is represented by m, height by h, and gravity by g. Disturbance torque is
represented by a noise source followed by a low pass filter and gain of Kn. The PID
controller, still acting as the central-nervous system, retains specific values of Kp, Ki and
Kd to represent sensory integration. More specifically, the proportional section of the
controller relating to the stiffness of the system is represented by Kp. The derivative
section of the controller relating to the dampness of the system is represented by Kd.
Finally, the integral part of the controller relating to the slow reset of the system is
represented by Ki [28, 37].
The calculated angular positions in the AP and ML planes are used to determine
the CoP in the AP and ML planes and the resultant CoP, as known on the right of Figure
1. The CoP values are then used to calculate 34 sway metric values, which are compared
to the sway metric values calculated for experimental data. The model parameters are
adjusted until the sway metrics for model data and the sway metrics for experimental data
are not statistically different.
Experimentally acquired forces and moments, represented as F and M
respectively, in a given direction (x, y or z) are recorded by the dual force plate system
and are used to calculate the CoP for both the AP and ML directions. Offsets pertaining
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to the approximate center of the force plates to the top surface of the force plates are
represented by X0, Y0 and Z0. These calculations are seen below in Equations 2 and 3.
 
$ 

  

 % 


! "#

(2)

& '#

(3)

Using AP and ML CoP data calculated from Equations 2 and 3 above and CoP
data as obtained from both the right and left force plates, accompanying resultant AP and
ML CoP data can be calculated as seen in Equations 4 and 5 below.
($ 
( 

)*+,-./01 23-./01 )*+,4561 %234561
34561 3-./01
)*78-./01 3-./01 )*784561 34561
3-./01 34561

(4)
(5)

Thirteen individual sway metrics were calculated based on the above mentioned
CoP definitions. Eleven of these thirteen were calculated in the AP and ML directions,
along with a resultant value as well. These 33 metrics are combined with sway area
(SA), which is a multi-dimensional metric by definition, as seen in Equation 12 below.
This results in a sway metrics collection totaling 34 characterizing metrics. Equations 6
through 18 listed below define these 13 postural sway metrics. Specifically, Equations 6
through 13 are used to describe the time domain metrics of sway, where n is the number
of samples (2000), T is the testing time (20 seconds), P(f) is the power spectrum and ∆f is
the frequency increment within the time domain signal.
The Mean Distance (MD) displacement of the CoP has a measured reference from
the center of each force plate, or from a zero-point coordinate, and is the average distance
of the measured data points from this reference, as shown in Equation 6.
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MD =

∑

CoP

(6)

n

The root mean square (RMS) metric defines the standard deviation of the sway
signal and may contain data points relating to sudden CoP irregularities [31], as shown in
Equation 7.
RMS =

∑ CoP

2

(7)

n

Calculated maximum peak to peak distance between two CoP traced data points
defines the Maximum distance (Range), as shown in Equation 8.
(8)

Range = max (CoP) − min (CoP)

Total Travel Distance (TX) is the total distance traveled by the CoP traced route,
as shown in Equation 9. This representation of path length builds upon the differences of
successive CoP traced data points, as opposed to the magnitude of the traced data points
alone. Because TX measures successive differences, the patient’s height and weight will
be less of a factor in this metric, as opposed to the RMS or Ranges metric.
n −1

TX =

∑ {[CoP

ap

i +1

− CoP ap

i

]2

+ [CoP ml

i +1

− CoP ml

i

]2 }

(9)

i =1

The average of measured CoP velocities is described by the Mean Velocity (MV)
metric, as shown in Equation 10.
MV =

TX
T

(10)

Mean Frequency (MF) is a metric used to define the frequency of the sinusoidal
oscillation, or mean rotational frequency, as related to movement metrics MD and MV, as
shown in Equation 11.
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MF =

MV
4 2 MD

(11)

An estimation of the total area covered by the stability trace is represented by the
metric Sway Area (SA), as shown in Equation 12. A generalized version of this term
may be seen as the product of MD and MV.
SA =

1
2T

n −1

∑

CoP ap

i+1

× CoP ml

i

− CoP ap

i

− CoP ml

i+1

(12)

i =1

The average distance from each CoP tracing position to the mean radial reference
point of the CoP position, over the entire collection interval, is represented by the metric
Radial Displacement (RD), as shown in Equation 13.
RD =

1 n −1
∑ CoPap 2
∑ CoPml 2
) + (CoPml −
)
∑ (CoPap −
n
n
n i =1

(13)

Equations 14 through 18 are used to describe the frequency domain metrics of
sway. Total Power (TP) represents the integrated area, or sum, of the complete power
spectrum from 0.15 Hz to 5.0 Hz, as shown in Euqation 14. The power spectrum of the
signal was calculated using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
n1

TP =

∑ P ( f ),
no

no =

0 .15
,
∆f

n1 =

5
∆f

(14)

The frequency at which the mass of the power spectrum is weighted in
concentration defines the Centroidal Frequency (CF) metric, as shown in Equation 15.
CF =

µ2

µo ,

n1
m=no

µ k = ∑ ( m × ∆ f ) k P ( m)

(15)

Frequency Dispersion (FD) represents a unitless measurement of the variability in
the frequency of the power spectrum content, as shown in Equation 16.
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µ2
FD = 1 − 1 µ µ
o 2

(16)

The frequency below which 50% of the total power is present is described by the
metric 50% Power Frequency (FP50), as shown in Equation 17. This is also known as
the median power frequency.
n1
FP50 = ∑ P ( f ) ≥ 0.50 × TP
i=no

(17)

The frequency below which 95% of the total power is present is described by the
metric Power Frequency (FP95), as shown in Equation 18.
n1
FP95 = ∑ P( f ) ≥ 0.95 × TP
i =no

(18)

A comprehensive listing of all observed relationships between postural stability
model parameters and sway metrics is provided in Table 1 below [28]. In this figure,
sway metrics are listed on the left and control parameters horizontally. A (+) indicator
suggests that as the matching control parameter is increased in value, the accompanying
sway metric has been observed to increase. A (-) indicator likewise suggests that as the
matching control parameter is increased in value, the accompanying sway metric has
been observed to decrease.
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Kp(+)

Ki(+)

Kd(+)

Td(+)

Kn(+)

MD

(-)

(-)

(-)

(+)

(+)

RMS

(-)

(-)

(-)

(+)

(+)

Range

(-)

(-)

(-)

(+)

(+)

TX

(+)

(+)

(+)

(+)

(+)

MV

(+)

(+)

(+)

(+)

(+)

MF

(+)

(+)

(+)

(+)

no change

SA

(-)

(-)

(+)

(+)

(+)

RD

(-)

(-)

(-)

(+)

(+)

TP

(-)

(-)

(-)

(+)

(+)

CF

(+)

(-)

(+)

(+)

no change

FD

(-)

(-)

(+)

(-)

no change

FP50

(+)

no change

(-)

(+)

no change

FP95

(+)

(-)

(+)

(-)

no change

Table 1: Stability parameter vs. sway metric relationships [3]
As shown in Table 1, increasing the sensory time delay (Td) of the system results
in increases for all metrics, except for the frequency dispersion (FD) and the power
frequency below 95% (FP95), which both decreased in value. Of additional note is the
gain of the low pass filter relating to the model’s noise input (Kn). As this parameter is
increased no changes are observed in the frequency domain sway metrics, such as the
centroidal frequency (CF), frequency dispersion (FD), half power frequency (FP50) or
95% power frequency (FP95). In relation to other sway metrics, however, an increase in
the gain (Kn) results in increases in every time domain metric except mean frequency
(MF).
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Calculated metrics for a single iteration are used to calculate mean values over all
iterations. These means are compared to the experimentally obtained means using an
unpaired t-test with a significance level of 10% (p < 0.1) [3]. This comparison is done
for all 13 metrics described above, for each test condition (EO, EC and EOF), and returns
statistical matches and mismatches between the simulated results and those found
experimentally.
1.5

Summary of Purpose
A beneficial end goal of this study is the ability to improve the accuracy of post-

surgery expectations for pre-surgery patients suffering from poor postural stability.
Previously analyzed patient populations, which used measurements both before and after
corrective surgeries in order to formulate accurate predictors of surgery outcomes,
established a comparative groundwork. This provided a foundation for exploring
methods to better calculate the effectiveness and value of surgery for specific populations
[39, 40]. The post-surgery measurement results using the postural stability model aid
other pre-surgery patients from a similar population in predicting and evaluating the
expected outcomes that may occur if corrective surgery is performed.
Observing postural stability patients before surgery alone has proven effective in
providing a direct comparison between those patients and other similarly-statured, ablebodied patients [28]. For this comparison to be valid, both populations require physical
characteristics such as weight, height and age to remain uniform across both populations.
The purpose of this comparison centers on the investigation of noticeable stability
parameter differences between people who experience difficulty maintaining quiet
standing and those who do not, based on calculated postural stability metric values.
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Without observing populations before and after surgery, trending of postural
results attributable to surgery becomes impractical due to the absence of comparative,
experimentally-obtained stability data. Ideal conditions for evaluating pre-surgery
patients with reduced postural stability require normal pre-surgery and post-surgery
populations that have previously been analyzed with the stability model. This
comparison between three populations provides insights not only into the expectations of
stability after surgery, but also into the cause of any relative remaining differences
between post-surgery patients and healthy normal patients.
1.6

Hypothesis
The previous development and testing of the postural stability Simulink model

showed that by manually analyzing parameter results after each simulation, the overall
number of statistical mismatches between experimentally found data and simulated data
decreased as calculation iterations increased. An automated process can be established to
determine model PID parameters that match 34 standard sway metrics in a population of
children with cerebral palsy. The hypothesis for this study is that the automated process
will be equally effective at determining model parameter values based on fitting
computed sway metrics to experimental data.
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Chapter 2: AUTOMATED PROCESS FOR FITTING POSTURAL STABILITY
MODEL PARAMETERS TO PATIENT DATA
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2.1

Introduction

2.1.1

Manual Simulation Process
Successful execution of the bi-planar model of posture control under manual

operation is an arduous process. Operating the model using MATLAB is a time
consuming process, as the operator is required to continuously monitor and modify both
inputs and outputs. This constant manipulation of model parameters and metrics
becomes more of a burden when the required calculation run-time is factored in. The
addition of simulation processing time in between entering the model input parameters
and receiving the model output metrics creates an interrupted workflow for the operator,
as they must wait for the simulation to execute completely before making adjustments to
the model. Even then, many uncertainties exist when adjusting model inputs. It is
possible to use observed trends to help select parameter values for subsequent iterations,
but this requires the due diligence of the operator to successfully record output data
results manually after every simulated iteration.
A human operator must begin the manual process by initializing each simulation.
This requires the entry of noise, gain, nerve delay and sensory integration component
parameter values for both the AP and ML directions (Kpa, Kda, Kia, Kna, Tda, Kpm,
Kdm, Kim, Knm and Tdm). These parameter values are regularly saved in a file for
organization and future operator reference, once the simulation is complete. Once
defined, the ten parameter values are then loaded into the MATLAB Workspace and the
postural stability simulation is manually executed for a single iteration.
Upon completion of the iteration, the program will stop and return to the
command line prompt. The operator must then enter a specific command to view the
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iteration results. These results contain a comprehensive listing of statistical matches and
mismatches between the experimentally entered population data and the recently
simulated model data. In all, 245 (35 metrics by 7 iterations) of these statistical matches
and mismatches are presented to the operator at the conclusion of every iteration. The
operator must then select a new set of model parameter values for the next iteration. This
task is often accomplished using observed trends from previous iterations. Specifically,
the operator must observe how each sway metric has either retained or changed its
statistical mismatch state, as well as which input parameter values were altered before the
simulation and were likely responsible for the observed statistical state. Once new model
parameter values have been selected, the operator changes the parameter values in the
file, loads them into the MATLAB Workspace and manually launches the simulation
again.
Due to the 10 to 15 minute simulation run time, it is to be anticipated that the
human operator will not always be immediately ready and waiting to analyze the results.
This non-automated inefficiency lengthens the overall time commitment of the operator.
This continuous process of simulating the model, experiencing down-time away
from the simulation, and then analyzing compounded statistical matches and mismatches
has been recorded as taking approximately 20 minutes to complete per single-iteration
simulation using the manual method [41].
The method described above, while laborious at best, is an excellent process to
accurately obtain bi-planar postural stability metrics which are also statistically
comparable to those of experimental data. Despite this fact, many improvements can be
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made to automate this process, creating an environment with fewer demands on the
operator.
2.1.2

Automated Simulation Process
Many inadequacies are present in current methods of postural stability simulation.

Currently developed automated assessments of postural stability in children do not
provide biplanar capabilities. Likewise, those that do provide AP and ML assessment do
not offer automated parameter fitting. Thus, a target application clearly exists that fills
this void between non-automated bi-planar models and automated non-bi-planar models.
Manually operating the existing bi-planar model in order to obtain simulated
stability parameter results that are statistically similar to those obtained experimentally
can prove troublesome. The operator is responsible for manually selecting the model’s
inputs, executing the simulation, opening the received results file, analyzing the results,
adjusting the model’s inputs and re-launching the simulation. Performing all of these
actions in a timely manner, so as to avoid wasteful down time that accumulates across
multiple iterations, is even more challenging.
The newly developed automated process remedies the above-mentioned
limitations that a manual operator typically experiences. Easy to understand Graphical
User Interfaces (GUIs), as discussed in greater length later, help the operator through the
automated process. Upon launching the simulation for the first time, the operator is
greeted by a GUI, that prompts the operator to enter the initial parameter values for the
stability model. These inputs are then automatically transferred to the Simulink model.
The first calculation iteration is performed. Once complete, and without any operator
input, the automated process interprets the simulated metric results, adjusts the stability
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parameter values accordingly and re-launches the simulation for the next iteration. This
process is repeated until simulated metrics match the experimentally obtained metrics
with no statistically significant differences. At any time during this cycle, the operator
may choose to halt the program for any reason. When this occurs, all previously
calculated metric results, along with each accompanying model parameter set, are saved
into an archive file for operator reference.
In all, initialization of parameters, interpretation of results, adjustment of new
parameters and further simulation is entirely handled by the automated process. This
uninterrupted flow produces minimal computational down-time until the simulation
reaches its end, either through a successful minimization realization or an operator
program halt. While this process is entirely automatic, the operator may still wish to
adjust model parameter values during any point in the simulation. Under the automated
process, this is possible due to the program’s fail-safe ability to save simulation results
whenever the simulation is halted. Effectively, any pause to the automated process may
occur without the loss of input or output data.
Further advancements have been made within the automated procedure to help
expedite the computationally intensive simulation section. Previously, the Simulink biplanar model was processed directly through the Simulink. This process required
approximately 10 to 15 minutes for successful completion. A C complier has been
incorporated into the automated method that helps reduce this runtime. Specifically,
Simulink’s Rapid Accelerator simulation mode is used. Using this method, portions of
the bi-planar Simulink model are re-built into sections that are capable of being processed
by a C complier. The process of enabling this mode, various computer system software
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requirements and a partial list of supported C compliers is detailed in Appendix A.1.
Using a C complier to process sections of the bi-planar model, total simulation time for
the automated process per iteration has been reduced to less than two minutes, as
compared to the approximately 20 minutes with the manual operator method—a more
than ten-fold reduction in total computational and operator-required maintenance time.
This new automated method can be viewed as either a way to reduce the time
required to perform a set number of simulation iterations, or as a way that enables more
parameter cases to be simulated in the same amount of time compared to the old manual
method. As explained in detail below, the addition of two search methods that use trends
from previous iterations generate simulation results which are now guaranteed to be
optimal, as measured by the cost function and logic controls. This differs from the end
results obtained through the manual process, which were not guaranteed to be optimal. In
essence, every aspect of the bi-planar modeling process, save for the direct model itself,
has been improved to provide the operator with faster, more reliable postural stability
results, while simultaneously providing a more efficient and easier to understand
simulation process.
2.2

Materials and Methods

2.2.1

Patient Population
This IRB study involved 17 children with spastic diplegic CP who were analyzed

using the dual force plate system. The study population consisted of 12 male and 5
female CP patients with a mean age of approximately 12 years. The average height was
1.4885 meters and the average weight was 49.4573 kg. Furthermore, foot length was
measured with the calculated mean of 22.63 cm. Based on these measurements, an
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average ankle height of 5.8 cm was calculated along with an average foot mass of 0.6776
kg [42]. A detailed listing of patient gender, age, height, weight and BMI may
ma be seen in
Table 2 below.

Table 2: Physical data of CP patient population
All patients signed an informed consent document before beginning the study.
study
All interactions and measurements were carried out in conform
conformity with IRB and HIPAA
guidelines.
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2.2.2

MATLAB—Simulink Relationship
Both the MATLAB development suite and Simulink simulation environment

were used in the creation and optimization of the automated process. Simulink version
7.3(2009a) and MATLAB version 7.8.0.347 (2009a) were used during development.
These versions were selected as they were both the most recent versions available at the
time of this study. As noted in Appendix A.1, MATLAB 2009b functioned entirely as
expected, but would not immediately support the Rapid Accelerator mode when using
Simulink. Changes to MATLAB 2009b code may have solved this issue, but for this
reason alone, its use was discontinued for this study.
The MATLAB suite and the Simulink environment run tightly paired control
processes that form the entirety of the automated program. This automation tool
encapsulates the original Simulink model developed by Bustamante et al. and handles
most instances of the previously required operator interaction. This tool is supported by
three types of interactive, easy to understand GUI windows. These GUIs serve to make
the operator’s use of the model significantly easier, as well as to guide the operator
through the automated process. Created through MATLAB’s GUIDE layout editor, the
three GUIs facilitate the process of creating and assigning the model input parameters
while also displaying and managing output metrics and miscellaneous variables of use to
the operator.
Upon launching the application, the operator is immediately prompted by the
“OpeningGUI” window, as seen in Figure 2 below. This GUI serves as a portal to the
main programming body, wherein vital global variables are established. Specifically, the
interface asks the operator to chose which method of search logic to implement, the
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satisfactory stopping value for the program’s cost function, estimated model parameter
values and also suggests static initial model parameter values. Once the operator input is
complete, the GUI is closed and the abovementioned properties are defined as variables
and assigned into MATLAB’s Workspace. Other values associated with the simulation
and automated process, such as Kpa, Kda, Kia, Kna, Tda, Kpm, Kdm, Kim, Knm and Tdm
are saved into a ‘.mat’ data file. The automated process then loads in all other required
saved data from a second ‘.mat’ data file, including physical population data,
environment constants and simulated noise, including values for J, m, h, g, eo, eof, ec,
noiseam and noiseml. At this stage, with these variables and constants loaded into
MATLAB’s Workspace, Simulink is then ready to begin simulation.

Figure 2: Display of the “OpeningGUI” pop-up window

To support a tracking system of calculated results, matrices are first initialized
that will store results pertaining to model parameters, occurrences of previous parameter
adjustments and total number of statistical mismatches between simulated sway metrics
and experimentally obtained sway metrics. Upon completion of the first simulation
iteration, calculated simulation sway metric results are compared experimental sway
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metric values using of an unpaired tt-test
test built into the existing model. The level of
significance for this t-test
test is 10% (p < 0.1). A
Any
ny value of simulated sway metric data
outside two standard deviations of the metric value computer from experimental sway
data is considered a statistical mismatch. These mismatches are calculated across all 34
analyzed sway metrics and saved into a ‘.ma
‘.mat’
t’ file to archive the results from this
iteration. Lastly, overall single
single-iteration
iteration MATLAB processing time is measured using
the ‘tic’ and ‘toc’ MATLAB start and stop commands and is recorded into a global
variable. This entire data
data-flow process of single-iteration
iteration simulation may be seen in
overview form in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3: Generalized MATLAB and Simulink data flow relationship

A more detailed model of the Simulink flow may be seen in Figure 1. This flow
diagram shows the representation of the AP and ML stability parameters as inputs, as
well as the resulting AP and ML CoP measurements used to calculate the 34 postural
stability metrics.
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With a single iteration completed and all analysis results captured, the operator is
presented with a graphical method to track various results. As displayed in Figure 4
below, the “TimingGUI” window is presented to the operator as a useful method of
gathering and displaying all currently known simulation data. The figure displays current
values of postural stability parameters, values of postural stability parameters from the
previous iteration, the number of times the postural stability parameters have been
adjusted, overall statistical metric mismatches, the ten most recently simulated results and
the time required per single-iteration simulation. The automation process checks to see if
the number of statistical mismatches detected is greater than the operator’s initially
entered stop value. If the number of sway metric mismatches exceeds the requested stop
value, the automation program re-initializes all required starting parameter values and
begins an additional simulation iteration through the aid of logic-calculating methods.

Figure 4: Display of the “TimingGUI” pop-up window

At any point in time during the simulation process, the operator may select a more
detailed view of one or more of the ten most recently calculated simulation results. These
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simulation results are displayed in the “Results History” plot in the “TimingGUI”
window. Specifically, clicking the mouse on the number immediately below the previous
simulation result of interest that is plotted on the “Results History” chart will bring up a
GUI containing a more expansive representation of the previous simulation result. This
GUI is titled “mini”, and is represented the program “n_Iterations_Ago.m”, as seen in
Appendix C.4, where n is how many iterations ago this simulation of interest was. The
“Results History” plot in the “TimingGUI” window, as well as the smaller accompanying
ten buttons beneath the plot that launch this detailed GUI may be seen in Figure 4 above.
The GUI’s depiction includes the previously used AP and ML stability parameters, as
well as the total number of mismatches, as seen in Figure 5 below.

Figure 5: Display of the “mini” pop-up window

As the MATLAB automated process loops through iteration after iteration of
Simulink postural stability simulations, the Rapid Accelerator simulation mode aids to
reduce the computational runtime required. This express simulation method is the result
of using a C complier, as mentioned earlier. For the purpose of this study, Microsoft
Visual Studio 2008 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, Washington, USA) was used as
the C complier, as it is registered on MATLAB’s supported and compatible compliers
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list. A link to this list, as well as installation instructions and suggestions may be found
in Appendix A.1.
As statistically significant matches between simulated sway metrics and
experimentally found sway metrics are discovered, the entering of new population data
into MATLAB will be required. A manual has been written to facilitate this process, as
seen in Appendix A.2, including examples of defined arrays.
A more detailed model of the MATLAB flow may be seen in Figure 6 below.
This better illustrates the function of the three GUI windows, the loading and saving of
model variables and constants, integration of the Simulink model built by Bustamante et
al. as well as the location of the search logic nodes.
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Figure 6: Detailed MATLAB data flow process

Due to the computationally intensive process of postural stability
modeling and automation, a collection of MATLAB, Simulink and C complier related
error codes are listed with detailed explanations in Appendix A.3. These serve to
assist the operator in identifying common errors experienced in using MATLAB,
Simulink and the C complier.
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2.2.3

Logic Overview
Two methods of parameter-adjusting logic, each with a different design objective,

were written to aid in the automation process. The primary logic method, coined the
‘Wide’ search method, is best suited for unfamiliar populations wherein large numbers of
statistical mismatches are returned after simulation. Within this method, a spiral-like
search function was developed to optimize the parameter adjustments one at a time,
ultimately implementing a ±10% variation of each parameter value individually, as seen
in Equation 19. Specifically, one parameter is chosen at a time and then varied by 1% of
its initial value exactly 20 separate times through a combination of increments and
decrements. After execution of 20 single-parameter adjustment simulations that do not
fulfill the minimum stop condition set by the user, the active parameter value is reset to
its initial definition, and the next parameter in line is modified through the same 20-step
approach. This parameter-by-parameter line of attack enables returned postural stability
simulation results to be easily characterized and sorted for further analysis. Because only
a single parameter is changing in value at a time, trending of overall statistical
mismatches is easily available, at the operator’s discretion [43, 44]. Equation 19 lists the
values for the first 40 iteration cases for stability parameters Kpa and Kia. Note that the
defined values for Kpa in the first 20 iterations, and then for Kia in the next 20 iterations,
are given as weighted sums, where n represents the current iteration number.

‘Wide’ Search Method
9: 1 <
9: 6 <
9: 1 <
9: 6 <

< 5 ; 11 <
< 10 ; 16 <
< 5 ; 11 <
< 10 ; 16 <
I

< 15
< 20
< 15
< 20

?
?
?
?

@AB  @ABC1 &
@AB  @ABC1 !
@ B  @ BC1 &
@ B  @ BC1 !
I

0.01F
0.01F
0.01F
0.01F

(19)
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A process flow diagram of this logic method may be seen in Figure 7 below.
Here, the first 20 iterations are stepped through, with resulting Kpa values defined as a
product weighted 0.90 through 1.10 of the original Kpa value.

Figure 7: “Wide” search method routine

The secondary logic method, coined the ‘Narrow’ search method, is best suited
for familiar populations wherein small numbers of statistical mismatches are returned
after simulation. Within this method, a lexicographical routine is used to cycle through
alll ten postural stability parameters, wherein each parameter can retain one of two values,
either its initial value or its initial value +1%, as seen in Equation 20 below. The search
logic cycles or “binary counts” through each combination either until all combinations
have been tried, or the cost function has been successfully minimized within the
operator’s stopping specifications [45, 46]. Note that the defined values for Kpa in
Equation 20 remain constant for all even iterations, but transition to the initial value +1%
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for all odd iterations. Likewise, the value of Kia transitions to its initial value +1% in
pairs, every other two iterations, similar to standard binary lexicographical methods.

‘Narrow’ Search Method
(20)

Table 3 represents the defined values for the postural stability parameters as
assigned through the “Narrow
“Narrow” lexicographical search method. Here, the first 8 iterations
are explicitly defined, with resulting Kpa, Kia and Kda values defined as a product
weighted 1.01 for the original value
value,, while all other parameters remain at their initial
values. Iteration 16 and iteration 32 are included in the table to illustrate this
lexicographical method.

Table 3: “Narrow” search method definitions
A more efficient model using lexicographical techniques was considered that
would step through combinations of parameters without explicitly considering each
combination along the way. This approach immediately reduces computational time, but
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due to its linear function requirement, was not continued into full development for this
study [47].
Genetic algorithms were also considered due to the large number of model
parameters whose values can be adjusted. This large set of parameters is a good fit for a
genetic algorithm approach, capable of finding optimal solutions for large data sets, and
is being considered for later versions of this model.
2.2.4

Simulation Tracking Availability
Supplementing the logic control of the automation utility are three methods of

historical data result tracking. The first method—numerical tracking—and the second
method—graphical tracking—serve to provide convenient and intuitive display of
returned results, as previously demonstrated through the “OpeningGUI” pop-up window
shown in Figure 2. Numerical values for all 34 metrics present in the table titled
“Measurement Mismatches” are color-coded green and red, representing a good
statistical match and a bad statistical match, respectively. This color scheme provides the
operator with a rapid lookup option for determining the overall success of the simulation
based on currently entered parameter values. Adjacent to this colored numerical format,
within the “OpeningGUI” window, is a graphical stem plot titled “Results History” that
displays the number of statistical mismatches across the last 10 instances of simulation.
This provides the operator with a higher-level sense of real-time results tracking, as
patterns and trends of statistical mismatches are more easily visible through this stem-plot
display. A ‘.mat’ output file serves as the third and final history tracking method for the
automation program operator. At the completion of each simulation iteration, the current
value of each parameter is recorded, along with the total number of statistical
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mismatches. These iteration-specific values are recorded in the ‘.mat’ file as a single row
of values, and additional iteration results occurring thereafter are recorded as
concatenated rows within the same ‘.mat’ file. This provides the user with all previously
simulated parameter sets, along with the resultant total number of statistical mismatches.
2.3

Results

2.3.1

EC/EO Findings
The automated bi-planar postural stability modeling process was used to assess a

population of 17 CP children, as discussed previously. The complete statistical
minimization in this section refers to an unpaired t-test comparison performed between
the experimentally obtained sway metrics and the sway metrics obtained from within one
simulation iteration of the bi-planar Simulink model. The level of significance was 10%
(p < 0.1) [3]. In all, 126 simulation iterations were required to completely minimize the
statistical mismatches for the EC test condition, whereas 515 simulation iterations were
required for the same minimization for the EO test condition. These minimizations are
shown together in Figure 8.

Eyes-Open vs. Eyes-Closed Test
Condition Minimization

Statistical Mismatches
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Figure 8: Statistical mismatches of EO and EC test conditions
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Based on these results, a paired t-test was chosen for statistical comparison of the
first 100 simulation iteration points. This method was chosen as it assists specifically in
the comparison of parallel testing conditions for a matched population. Here, the parallel
testing conditions consist of EO or EC testing, where the matched population is the group
of 17 CP children. A significance level of 10% (p < 0.1) was used [3]. The iteration
minimization required between the EO and EC test conditions is significantly different,
as the resulting significance level was calculated to be less than 10% (p < 0.10).
Moreover, the p-value continued to decrease even further (p < 0.05) after sample points
beyond the initial first 100 were taken into account.
2.3.2

Manual vs. Automated Simulation Comparison
A bi-planar postural stability model was developed by Bustamante et al. capable

of additionally determining statistical differences between experimentally obtained sway
metrics and simulation obtained sway metrics. The model is very useful, but the process
of optimizing statistical differences is a burden on the operator. An automation tool was
developed to encapsulate the model and aid the operator. Comparisons between these
two methods suggest that use of the automated method produces overall time savings for
both the operator and the computer.
Many differences exist between the manual operator method and the automated
tool method. All data entry pertaining to the bi-planar postural stability testing under the
manual method requires explicit knowledge of the MATLAB interface. Specifically, the
relationship of the command prompt, MATLAB’s Workspace and all required simulation
model variables and constants is required. No visual cues, prompts or suggestions are
given through this manual simulation process. With the automated process, however, no
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working knowledge of the MATLAB or Simulink interface is required, aside from
instances when new population data or test conditions require changes within the model.
GUIs simplify the operator’s interaction with the simulation, while simultaneously
creating a more intuitive approach.
Computational time required per single simulation iteration is approximated at 10
to 15 minutes when using the original manual operator method. The same single iteration
simulation requires less than two minutes of computation runtime using the established
methods within the automation utility. Elimination of simulation down-time is achieved
using the automated process logic architecture. This results in approximately five
minutes of idle time savings per simulation iteration.
2.4

Discussion
The purpose of this study was two-fold. First, create an automated environment

that makes it easier for the operator to statistically fit Simulink-modeled bi-planar
postural stability data to experimentally-observed data by routinely handling most of the
instances that previously required operator input. Second, test the automated method
with data from different test conditions (EO and EC) to determine if the automated model
handles each condition in a statistically significant manner.
Using the former manual operation method to acquire simulation results for a
single test condition required approximately 96 uninterrupted hours of combined
computation and analysis time. Taking into account practical considerations, such as the
fact that most operators do not have 96 uninterrupted hours to devote to simulation
runtime and maintenance, the actual length of the entire simulation process was closer to
two weeks. On the other hand, use of the automation process now requires
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approximately 12 uninterrupted hours of combined computation and analysis time to
acquire the same type of simulation results. More practically, this equates to an actual
work length of one day. Therefore, both the required simulation solving time and
operator participation have been greatly reduced in comparison with the original manual
method.
Time savings through the automated process are the direct result of two practices:
the addition of automatic parameter-adjusting logic and the incorporation of a C
complier. The first part of this dual stage attack, the automated logic method, eliminates
the operator’s previously-required contributions both before and after each simulation.
This is approximated to save five minutes per iteration simulation. The second stage of
overall time reduction, through the use of a C complier, saves approximately 8 to 13
minutes per iteration simulation. Approximated time savings between the two methods
may be seen in Table 4.

Computation /
Analysis Time

Manual Method

Automatic Method

4 days

12 hours

2 weeks
1 day
Typical Pace
Iterations
80
400
Required
Table 4: Approximate time savings comparison
Although an operator may successfully use any combination of the included
search methods, there is a specific order that is ideal for obtaining highly accurate results
within a minimal time span. Selecting the “Wide” spiral-like search method for initial
simulation is typically best, as its search process is broad and extensive. After simulation
results using the “Wide” method have resulted in approximately 10 or fewer statistical
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mismatches, it has been found to be more time efficient to switch search techniques to the
“Narrow” lexicographical method, thus enabling a more precise exploration of additional
simulation parameters.
It has been found that reasonable value ranges exist for each model parameter,
and assigning parameter values outside of these ranges results in an error-ridden
MATLAB simulation due to non-finite temporary values. The model will recognize this
variable assignment fault and terminate the simulation. With the exploration of
additional populations, it is imperative to consider this constraint during initial analysis of
an unknown population.
The postural stability results of 17 CP children were analyzed using the automated
bi-planar model for both the EC and EO test conditions. The sway metric results of each
simulation iteration were recorded, and a paired t-test used to determine if the results
were statistically different throughout the first 100 simulation iteration points. A
significance level of 10% (p < 0.1) was used and iteration minimization required between
the EO and EC test conditions was found to be of a significant difference. This
difference disproves with the original hypothesis that equal numbers of statistical
parameter mismatches would result between each testing condition, provided the same
number of simulation iterations. With this data, it is anticipated that minimization of
further test conditions and populations will result in varying numbers of required
simulation iterations before a significant statistical mismatch is achieved. This variation
in required iterations is not anticipated to affect the use or slow the future development of
the automated process.
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A limitation of this study, specific to the hypothesis and hypothesis testing, is the
small sampling of test conditions analyzed. Ideal findings would have incorporated all
three test conditions (EO, EC and EOF) across all available postural stability populations,
including pre and post-surgery CP and AIS populations.
Comparisons to other studies were difficult to perform, as no other documented
cases of automated bi-planar postural stability models were found. The most effective
use of previously documented studies were found in those pertaining to logic
development of large variable sets. Because this study was primarily software focused,
limitless references were available to assist with logic creation, GUI implementation and
satisfying operator expectations.
Development and results from this study are intended to assist those suffering
from postural instability, their healthcare providers and all biomedical researchers
working in the target area of this automated bi-planar method.
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Chapter 3: CONCLUSION
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3.1

Summary of Findings
Many shortcomings and inconsistencies are present in current methods of postural

stability simulation. Currently available automated assessments of postural stability in
children do not provide a means of simulating biplanar complexity. Those methods that
do provide AP and ML bi-planar evaluation do not currently support automated
parameter fitting. Thus, the first goal of this study was to develop a tool that fit
seamlessly into the bi-planar model developed by Bustamante et al., to automate postural
stability model parameter fitting. This process was successful overall, reducing the
amount of time required per simulation iteration. Incorporated logic methods eliminated
many operator interactions and reduced the single iteration simulation time by
approximately five minutes. Additionally, the use of a C complier to simulate repetitive
complex sections of the stability model resulted in the single iteration simulation time
being reduced by approximately 8 to 13 minutes. These approximated time savings may
be seen in Table 4.
The second goal of this study was the focus of the hypothesis. A comparison was
made between the number of iterations required to achieve a statistically significant
match between experimentally gather sway metrics and simulated sway metrics, across
different test conditions. The results of this study did not support the hypothesis that the
automated process would be equally effective at determining eyes-open (EO) and eyesclosed (EC) sway metrics. In fact, successful minimization of statistically significant
mismatches between experimentally obtained and simulation calculated data showed that
the EC test condition required approximately four times as many iterations to achieve the
same level of fit as that of the EO test condition.
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With the small sample size used for this study, it is not suggested that the
automated process will always fit EC test conditions with minimal statistical mismatches
before EO test conditions. The results do suggest, however, that no “one set” of standard
simulation iterations is capable of solving any number of test condition cases through this
automated method.
3.2

Suggested Future Work
The possibilities for future work on the automation tool to benefit the operator

have also been contemplated. The ability to effortlessly input patient data from new
populations would enable the operator to focus less on satisfying conditional matrix
requirements, and more on the analysis itself. This could be accomplished through the
additional programming of a patient population input GUI. The interpretation of patient
data from spreadsheets would be a welcomed support feature to once again ease the
operator’s tasks.
A more comprehensive results GUI that incorporates parameter value and
statistical sway mismatch information across a limitless time span would also be useful.
This improved GUI could also integrate all populations ever analyzed, thus granting the
operator an extensive archive of all calculation results ever performed using the
automated tool.
The addition of a GUI to help the operator switch test conditions (EO, EC or
EOF) would also aid in making the model easier to use. Likewise, a single master GUI
could replace the collection of GUIs developed in this study, as well as those proposed
above as future work.
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Further logic development, including the anticipation of non
non-calculated,
calculated,
intermediate parameter sets, as well as appreciation for the difference of parameter set
resolutions when automatically incrementing or decrementing, would serve to minimize
the total number of calculations performed. A method employing this logic, which
senses trends in parameter results, has been developed sp
specifically
ecifically for linear applications
[47]. Trends similar to this were observed for several parameters during simulation
iterations, such as that seen in Figure 9.

Statistical Mismatches
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Figure 9: Parameter
Parameter-mismatch trending during simulation

The addition or substitution of a ggenetic
enetic algorithm capable of handling parameter
variations would be a suitable addition to this study, specifically due to the needs
associated with the large set of postural stability model parameters. The attractiveness of
a genetic algorithm has decline
declined
d since the inception of the automated process presented
here—as
as the simulation time between iterations has now been reduced to less than two
minutes. If the original manual method time cost of 15 to 20 minutes per iteration was
still in effect, the development
opment of this advanced algorithm would appear a better fit.
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3.3

Conclusions
This study enhanced a MATLAB and Simulink program that simulates a bi-planar

model of postural stability, a tool which assists in the assessment of interventions to
improve postural control in patients with cerebral palsy. The previously created model
was successful in replicating experimental results for typical adults and children, as well
as children with cerebral palsy and adolescents with scoliosis. However, a human
operator was required to change model parameters manually during the process of fitting
model parameters to the experimental data. The result was an impractical and timeconsuming process. The aim of this study was to eliminate this disadvantage by revising
the simulation to automatically adjust parameters according to an algorithm designed to
minimize a cost function.
The hypothesis of this project was that the developed automated process would be
equally effective at determining sway metrics for patients in both the eyes-open and eyesclosed test conditions, with equal numbers of statistical mismatches resulting from the
same number of provided calculation iterations. In practice, the eyes-open testing
condition actually required four times as many simulation iterations to effectively
determine the statistically significant sway metrics. This difference in required iterations
is not expected to impact the effectiveness or usefulness of the program. Overall, the
development of this automated tool should provide a more efficient means of assessing a
patient’s postural stability.
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Appendix A: SUPPLEMENTAL OPERATOR INFORMATION
A.1 Simulink Setup
A.2 Entering New Population Data
A.3 Error Code Look-up
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A.1 Simulink Setup

Version Support
Verified Supported Versions:
MATLAB 2009a

Verified Non-Supported Versions:
MATLAB 2009b

Determine if Rapid Accelerator mode already works for your
setup
To determine the need of investigating the presence of a C-Complier on your computer,
execute the following steps:
1. Load all simulation-required variables (J, m, g, h, knm, kna, etc) by executing
‘simulations_sep_07.m’ from a Windows Explorer window or MATLAB’s ‘Current
Directory’ pane.
•

The entire simulation does not need to run for completion for all of the
simulation-required variables to have successfully loaded. As soon as
individual plot windows begin to pop-up (a total of 74 individual plot
windows will pop-up during each simulation iteration), the simulation may
be terminated. Do this by re-focusing on the main MATLAB window (leftclick on the main MATLAB window) and press < Control > + < C >.

•

The ‘Workspace’ pane on the right side of the screen should now be
populated with numerous variables.

2. From a Windows Explorer window or MATLAB’s ‘Current Directory’ pane, open
the Simulink file “maurer_ap_ml_aug_07.mdl”.
•

An individual stand-alone window containing a block diagram should
pop-up.

3. Adjust the ‘Simulation mode’ drop-down box, to the right of the ‘Start simulation’
button, so that it displays ‘Rapid Accelerator’, as seen in Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1 - 'Simulation mode' drop-down box location.

4. Attempt to begin the simulation by left-clicking on the triangular ‘Start
simulation’ button.
•

The simulation will display ‘Initializing’ in the bottom left corner of the
‘maurer_ap_ml_aug_07’ Simulink window while the model is building.

5. If the model is able to run, individual plot windows will begin to pop-up (a total
of 74 individual plot windows will pop-up during each simulation iteration). This
signifies a successful ‘Rapid Accelerator’ capability.
•

You will not need to proceed any further in this document, as you are able
to use the ‘Rapid Accelerator’ capability!

6. If the model is unable to run, a window titled ‘Simulation Diagnostics:
maurer_ap_ml_aug_07’ will appear. It should list two errors, whose summaries
should state:
i. Unable to locate a Visual C/C++, Watcom, Borland, Intel, or LCC
compiler. Please define one of the following environment
variables: Real-Time Workshop builds with Microsoft Visual C on
64 bit windows require that the compiler be installed. At least one
of these environment variables is expected to be set:
VS80COMNTOOLS VS90COMNTOOLS Please check your Microsoft
Visual C installation and ensure the appropriate environemnt
variable is set. set WATCOM=<WatcomPath> set
BORLAND=<BorlandPath> or you can run "mex -setup" to
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configure the location of your compiler or to use LCC compiler
shipped with MATLAB.
ii. Problem creating Accelerator MEX file for model
'maurer_ap_ml_aug_07'. Error returned is: Unable to locate a Visual
C/C++, Watcom, Borland, Intel, or LCC compiler. Please define one
of the following environment variables: Real-Time Workshop
builds with Microsoft Visual C on 64 bit windows require that the
compiler be installed. At least one of these environment variables
is expected to be set: VS80COMNTOOLS VS90COMNTOOLS
Please check your Microsoft Visual C installation and ensure the
appropriate environemnt variable is set. set
WATCOM=<WatcomPath> set BORLAND=<BorlandPath> or you
can run "mex -setup" to configure the location of your compiler or
to use LCC compiler shipped with MATLAB. To see the build
output, use
set_param('maurer_ap_ml_aug_07','AccelVerboseBuild','on').
•

The presence of these errors suggests that the required C-Complier is not
currently installed, and thus needs to be installed.

•

Close out of the error window titled ‘Simulation Diagnostics:
maurer_ap_ml_aug_07’

•

Continue reading this document for information on how to properly
install a C-Complier that will enable the use of the ‘Rapid Accelerator’
Simulink mode.
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Determine if you need to install a C-Complier
To find out whether or not you have the required C-Complier installed on your
computer, execute the following steps:
1. At the MATLAB Command Window prompt enter: mex –setup
•

The following message should then display:
Please choose your compiler for building external
interface (MEX) files:
Would you like mex to locate installed compilers [y]/n?

2. Enter at the prompt: y
•

If a C-Complier is not installed on the system, the following message should
then display:
Select a compiler:
[0] None
Compiler:

o

Enter at the prompt: 0


The following message should then display:
mex: No compiler selected. No action taken.

o

A C-Complier will need to be installed. Skip reading the remainder of
this section and continue reading the remainder of the document
beginning with the next section titled ‘How to install and configure a
C-Complier’.

•

If a C-Complier is already installed on the system, the following message
should then display:
Select a compiler:

[1] Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 SP1 in C:\Program Files
(x86)\Microsoft Visual Studio 9.0
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[0] None
Compiler:

o

In this instance, where only one complier is installed, enter at the
prompt: 1


The following message should then display:
Please verify your choices:
Compiler: Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 SP1
Location: C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Visual
Studio 9.0
Are these correct [y]/n?

3. Enter at the prompt: y
•

The following result should display in the Command Window:
Trying to update options file:
C:\Users\UserName\AppData\Roaming\MathWorks\MATLAB\R20
09a\mexopts.bat
From template:
C:\PROGRA~1\MATLAB\R2009a\bin\win64\mexopts\msvc90opts
.bat
Done . . .

4. Type at the prompt:
mex -setup
copyfile(fullfile(matlabroot,'extern','examples','mex'
,'yprime.c'))
mex -v yprime.c
yprime(1,1:4)

•

The following result should display in the Command Windows:
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ans =
2.0000

•

8.9685

4.0000

-1.0947

A C-Complier will not need to be installed, as it is already functioning
properly. The ‘Rapid Accelerator’ method should now function properly in
Simulink. You may discontinue reading this document.
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How to install and configure a C-Complier
If, based on the above sections titled ‘Determine if Rapid Accelerator mode already
works for your setup’ and ‘Determine if you need to install a C-Complier’, you have
determined that you require the installation of a C-Complier, obtain and install a
compatible licensed C-Complier based upon the following instructions.

1.

Obtain a supported and compatible C-Complier for installation. Note: not all CCompliers are compatible with all versions of Simulink and/or MATLAB. View a
complete list of recommended C-Compliers here:
http://www.mathworks.com/support/compilers/R2009b/win64.html

The following instructions will walkthrough a Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 Professional Edition
installation. Specific instructions may vary, depending on the C-Complier of choice. The overall
installation and configuration objectives, however, remain independently constant.

2. If prompted during the Visual Studio 2008 installation, make sure to include the
following choices for installation:
•

X64 Compilers and Tools

•

64-Bit Runtime

3. Complete C-Complier installation.
4. Restart your computer.
5. Re-launch MATLAB and load all simulation-required variables (J, m, g, h, knm,
kna, etc) by executing ‘simulations_sep_07.m’ from MATLAB’s ‘Current Directory’
pane.
•

The entire simulation does not need to run for completion for all of the
simulation-required variables to have successfully loaded. As soon as
individual plot windows begin to pop-up (a total of 74 individual plot
windows will pop-up during each simulation iteration), the simulation may
be terminated. Do this by re-focusing on the main MATLAB window (leftclick on the main MATLAB window) and press < Control > + < C >.

•

The ‘Workspace’ pane on the right side of the screen should now be
populated with numerous variables.

6. From a Windows Explorer window or MATLAB’s ‘Current Directory’ pane, open
the Simulink file “maurer_ap_ml_aug_07.mdl”.
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•

An individual stand-alone window containing a block diagram should
pop-up.

7. Adjust the ‘Simulation mode’ drop-down box, to the right of the ‘Start simulation’
button, so that it displays ‘Rapid Accelerator’, as seen in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2 - 'Simulation mode' drop-down box location.

8. Attempt to begin the simulation by left-clicking on the triangular ‘Start
simulation’ button.
•

The simulation will display ‘Initializing’ in the bottom left corner of the
‘maurer_ap_ml_aug_07’ Simulink window while the model is building.

9. If the model is able to run, individual plot windows will begin to pop-up (a total
of 74 individual plot windows will pop-up during each simulation iteration). This
signifies a successful ‘Rapid Accelerator’ capability.
•

You will not need to proceed any further in this document, as you are now
able to use the ‘Rapid Accelerator’ capability!

10. If the model is unable to run, a window titled ‘Simulation Diagnostics:
maurer_ap_ml_aug_07’ will appear. It should list two errors, whose summaries
should state:
i. Unable to locate a Visual C/C++, Watcom, Borland, Intel, or LCC
compiler. Please define one of the following environment
variables: Real-Time Workshop builds with Microsoft Visual C on
64 bit windows require that the compiler be installed. At least one
of these environment variables is expected to be set:
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VS80COMNTOOLS VS90COMNTOOLS Please check your Microsoft
Visual C installation and ensure the appropriate environemnt
variable is set. set WATCOM=<WatcomPath> set
BORLAND=<BorlandPath> or you can run "mex -setup" to
configure the location of your compiler or to use LCC compiler
shipped with MATLAB.
ii. Problem creating Accelerator MEX file for model
'maurer_ap_ml_aug_07'. Error returned is: Unable to locate a Visual
C/C++, Watcom, Borland, Intel, or LCC compiler. Please define one
of the following environment variables: Real-Time Workshop
builds with Microsoft Visual C on 64 bit windows require that the
compiler be installed. At least one of these environment variables
is expected to be set: VS80COMNTOOLS VS90COMNTOOLS
Please check your Microsoft Visual C installation and ensure the
appropriate environemnt variable is set. set
WATCOM=<WatcomPath> set BORLAND=<BorlandPath> or you
can run "mex -setup" to configure the location of your compiler or
to use LCC compiler shipped with MATLAB. To see the build
output, use
set_param('maurer_ap_ml_aug_07','AccelVerboseBuild','on').
•

The presence of these errors at this stage suggests that specific Windows
Environmental Variables are not currently defined, and thus needs to be
defined.

•

Close out of the error window titled ‘Simulation Diagnostics:
maurer_ap_ml_aug_07’

11. The Windows Environmental Variables will now be defined. Start this process by
opening the Windows ‘System Properties’ window. Do this by right-clicking on
‘Computer’ or ‘My Computer’, depending on your version of Windows, and then
selecting the ‘Advanced’ system settings tab or link, again depending on your
version of Windows.
12. Once in the ‘Advanced’ tab, left-click on the ‘Environment Variables’ button near
the bottom of the window, as seen in Figure 3 below.
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Figure 3 - 'Environment Variables’ button location.

13. A new window titled ‘Environment Variables’ will have appeared. Scroll near the
bottom of the ‘Variable’ list within the ‘System variables’ pane until the variable
‘VS90COMNTOOLS’ appears. Left-click on the Variable ‘VS90COMNTOOLS’ so
that its line appears highlighted. Then left-click the ‘Edit’ button in the ‘System
variables’ pane, as seen in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4 – ‘Edit’ button location.
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14. A new window titled ‘Edit System Variable’ will have appeared, as seen in Figure 5
below. Highlight and select the entire text of the ‘Variable value’ text box and
copy it to the clipboard by pressing < Control > + < C >. The path-text that was
copied should be similar to the following:
•

C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Visual Studio
9.0\Common7\Tools\

Figure 5 – ‘Variable value’ path textbox location.

15. Left-click the ‘New’ button in the ‘System variables’ pane and create a variable
with the following parameters, utilizing what is copied to the clipboard for the
‘Variable value’:
•

Variable name:

•

Variable value:
C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft
Visual Studio…
…9.0\Common7\Tools\

VS80COMNTOOLS

16. When the ‘VS80COMNTOOLS’ variable has been successfully created, it should
appear in the ‘System variables’ list next to ‘VS90COMNTOOLS’.
17. Re-launch MATLAB and load all simulation-required variables (J, m, g, h, knm,
kna, etc) by executing ‘simulations_sep_07.m’ from MATLAB’s ‘Current Directory’
pane.
•

The entire simulation does not need to run for completion for all of the
simulation-required variables to have successfully loaded. As soon as
individual plot windows begin to pop-up (a total of 74 individual plot
windows will pop-up during each simulation iteration), the simulation may
be terminated. Do this by re-focusing on the main MATLAB window (leftclick on the main MATLAB window) and press < Control > + < C >.
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•

The ‘Workspace’ pane on the right side of the screen should now be
populated with numerous variables.

18. From a Windows Explorer window or MATLAB’s ‘Current Directory’ pane, open
the Simulink file “maurer_ap_ml_aug_07.mdl”.
•

An individual stand-alone window containing a block diagram should
pop-up.

19. Adjust the ‘Simulation mode’ drop-down box, to the right of the ‘Start simulation’
button, so that it displays ‘Rapid Accelerator’, as seen in Figure 6 below.

Figure 6 - 'Simulation mode' drop-down box location.

20. Attempt to begin the simulation by left-clicking on the triangular ‘Start
simulation’ button.
•

The simulation will display ‘Initializing’ in the bottom left corner of the
‘maurer_ap_ml_aug_07’ Simulink window while the model is building.

21. The model should now successfully run in ‘Rapid Accelerator’ mode! Individual
plot windows will begin to pop-up (a total of 74 individual plot windows will popup during each simulation iteration). This signifies a successful ‘Rapid
Accelerator’ capability!
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A.2 Entering New Population Data

Entering New Population Data
The process of entering a new population’s experimentally-observed data into MATLAB
requires four main steps:
1. Formatting of obtained data into MATLAB-specific matrices
2. Defining the physical parameters of the new population
3. Loading of newly created matrices and defined physical and static data into static
variables
4. Adjusting MATLAB matrix dimension expectations

Formatting New Data into Matrices:
Newly obtained patient data relating to postural stability is typically obtained in a single
session, but through three separate measurement methods. They are:
•

Patients with their eyes closed (EC)

•

Patients with their eyes open (EO)

•

Patients with their eyes open, while also receiving feedback of their movement
(EOF)

Each population testing section, be it EC, EO or EOF, more completely consists of four
separate data measurement sections. They are:
1. means (38 x 1)
o

38 subjects were each measured 1 time. The array is 38 rows by 1
column.

2. sd (38 x 1)
o

38 subjects were each measured 1 time. The array is 38 rows by 1
column.

3. means_array (n x 38), where ‘n’ is the number of subjects tested
o

n subjects were each measured 38 times. The array is n rows by 38
columns.

4. Ranges (38 x 2)
o

38 subjects were each measured 2 times. The array is 38 rows by 2
columns.
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In sum, three individual measurement methods (EC, EO and EOF) each with four separate
data measurement sections, results in a total of 12 matrices. The software tool has been
developed to recognize these 12 matrices as having the following MATLAB workspace
names:
•

means

•

meansec

•

meanseof

•

sd

•

sdec

•

sdeof

•

means_array

•

means_arrayec

•

means_arrayeof

•

ranges

•

ranges2

•

ranges3

Consult attached array examples for actual data examples of what these arrays should
look like.

Defining Physical Data & Population-Independent Variables:
1. Begin a fresh session of MATLAB by clearing out all Workspace variables. To do
this, in MATLAB’s Command Window type:
clear all
clc
o

The Workspace of MATLAB should appear empty

2. Obtain values to the following five population-specific variables:
•

J

(Some value near 27 through 66)

•

m

(Some value near 47 through 76)

•

h

(Some value near 0.73 through 0.87)

•

noiseap

(Some value near 23340)

•

noiseml

(Some value near 23343)
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3. Using the obtained population-specific values for the above variables, enter them
into the Command Window, as seen below using AIS population-specific values:
J=66;
m=76;
h=0.87;
noiseap=23340;
noiseml=23343;
4. Six additional population-independent variables will also need to be defined.
Type into the Command Window:
eo=1;
eof=0;
ec=0;
cpdip=0;
cphem=0;
g=9.81;

Loading New Matrices & Physical Data into Static Variables:
Once all 12 matrices (three individual measure methods, each with four separate data
measurement sections) have been formatted into the proper ‘n x m’ matrix format (as
outlined in the section above titled ‘Formatting New Data into Matrices’), they then must
be saved into MATLAB’s static variables. To load these matrices as such, execute the
following steps:
1. Take all 12 recently formatted data matrices and enter them into MATLAB’s
Command Window – either individually or in one large block. The result of this
entering should be the appearance of 12 variables in the Workspace pane, with
names matching those 12 variables listed in the section above titled ‘Formatting
New Data into Matrices’.
2. With the Workspace now populated with a total of 23 variables, they must be
placed into MATLAB’s static variable used by the program. Verify that MATLAB’s
Current Directory path, located near the top left of the screen, is pointing to the
same directory that ‘simulations_sep_07.m’, ‘OpeningGUI.m’ and
‘StaticVariables.mat’ are located in. This is the same directory that the simulation
program is executed from.
3. To save the 23 new variables into MATLAB’s static variable type in the Command
Window:
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save('StaticVariables.mat', 'eo', 'eof', 'ec',
'cpdip', 'cphem', 'J', 'm', 'h', 'g', 'noiseap',
'noiseml', 'means', 'sd', 'means_array', 'meanseof',
'sdeof', 'means_arrayeof', 'meansec', 'sdec',
'means_arrayec', 'ranges', 'ranges2', 'ranges3');
4. The 23 variables listed above have successfully been saved to
‘StaticVariables.mat’. To verify that all values have been properly recorded, type
at the prompt:
clear all;
clc;
ec=0;
load('StaticVariables.mat', 'eo', 'eof', 'ec',
'cpdip', 'cphem', 'J', 'm', 'h', 'g', 'noiseap',
'noiseml', 'means', 'sd', 'means_array', 'meanseof',
'sdeof', 'means_arrayeof', 'meansec', 'sdec',
'means_arrayec', 'ranges', 'ranges2', 'ranges3');
5. The 23 newly assigned variables will populate the Workspace window near the
top right of the screen.

Adjusting MATLAB-Expected Matrix Dimensions:
Sections of MATLAB code that define the expected matrix dimension sizes used during
simulation are crucial to proper simulation operation. Portions of this MATLAB code
require manual alteration each time a population with a different sample size is used – a
variability common among groups of populations. To adjust these vital MATLABexpected matrix dimensions, execute the following steps:

1. Open ‘simulations_sep_07.m’ so that it is displayed in MATLAB’s ‘Editor’ pane,
ready for editing. All edits below will take place within the three large repeated
blocks of code titled ‘ORIGINAL CALC’. These repeated blocks start near lines 83,
308 and 939.
2. Lookup the first dimension in the matrix size of variable ‘means_array’. As stated
previously, the dimensions associated with this variable are (n x 38), where ‘n’ is
the number of subjects tested, wherein each subject was measured 38 times.
Thus, the first dimension in the matrix size here – the one of interest – is the one
represented by ‘n’. The dimensions of ‘means_array’ will be synonymous to those
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of ‘means_arrayec’ and ‘means_arrayeof’. In previous population sets ‘n’ has been
‘17’ or ‘31’, such as having the complete dimensions of (17x38) or (31x38).
3. Note the value of the above-discovered first dimension in the matrix size of
variable ‘means_array’. The four lines of code displayed below are each present
three separate times throughout the MATLAB code – these locations are detailed
below each line of code. In the instance that ‘31’ was the newly discovered first
dimension of the variable ‘means_array’, the number ‘31’ would be edited to
replace the number ‘17’ in every occurrence below. Thus, edit the following lines
at each specified location, replacing the correct number, in this example ‘17’, with
the newly-discovered first matrix dimension, in this example ‘31’:

•

statsarray=simulationsmeans(:,1:17); %EDIT HERE...
o Near lines 201, 426 and 1057.

•

array(:,n3)=zeros(17,1); %EDIT HERE...
o Near lines 213, 438 and 1069.

•

highervalue=max(simulationsmeans(:,1:17),[],2); %EDIT
HERE...
o Near lines 219, 444 and 1075.

•

lowervalue=min(simulationsmeans(:,1:17),[],2); %EDIT
HERE...
o Near lines 220, 445 and 1076.

Changing Which Test Condition to Analyze
Three types of test conditions are typically obtained during a postural stability
measurement session:
•

Patients with their eyes closed (EC)

•

Patients with their eyes open (EO)

•

Patients with their eyes open, while also receiving feedback of their movement
(EOF)
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These conditions are defined in MATLAB as the following variables:
•

Patients with their eyes closed = MATLAB variable ‘ec’

•

Patients with their eyes open = MATLAB variable ‘eo’

•

Patients with their eyes open, while also receiving feedback of their movement =
MATLAB variable ‘eof’

By default, the simulation reads in and analyzes the ‘ec’ test condition data only. It does
this by reading the variable definitions of all three test conditions and then only reads in
the actual data of the test condition whose variable is assigned a ‘1’. For instance, the
default variable assignments are:
•

ec = 1

•

eo = 0

•

eof = 0
o

This assignment will only read in the ‘eyes closed’ test condition data.

Changing the assignment of these variables will change which test conditions are read in.
To do this, execute the following steps:
1. Verify that MATLAB’s Current Directory path, located near the top left of the
screen, is pointing to the same directory that ‘simulations_sep_07.m’,
‘OpeningGUI.m’ and ‘StaticVariables.mat’ are located in. This is the same
directory that the simulation program is executed from.
2. Load the current set of static variables by entering:
load('StaticVariables.mat', 'eo', 'eof', 'ec', 'cpdip',
'cphem', 'J', 'm', 'h', 'g', 'noiseap', 'noiseml', 'means',
'sd', 'means_array', 'meanseof', 'sdeof', 'means_arrayeof',
'meansec', 'sdec', 'means_arrayec', 'ranges', 'ranges2',
'ranges3');
3. Adjust the ‘ec’, ‘eo’ and ‘eof’ variables to reflect which test condition is the one
and only condition in which data is intended to be read from. For instance, if
‘eyes open’ test data is of interest to be read in, assign the test condition
variables appropriately by entering:
ec = 0;
eo = 1;
eof = 0;
4. Save this progress into MATLAB’s main static variable by entering the following:
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load('StaticVariables.mat', 'eo', 'eof', 'ec', 'cpdip', 'cphem',
'J', 'm', 'h', 'g', 'noiseap', 'noiseml', 'means', 'sd',
'means_array', 'meanseof', 'sdeof', 'means_arrayeof', 'meansec',
'sdec', 'means_arrayec', 'ranges', 'ranges2', 'ranges3');
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Array Examples
means=[3.236143011
2.829267742
1.103708602
3.768922581
3.464719355
1.382731183
8.798105376
15.12366452
6.888616129
134.5342333
100.1749527
67.78435484
6.726708602
5.008745161
3.389221505
0.362660215
0.349894624
0.61475914
6.40764086
3.236143011
3.557050538
6.471388172
1.313764516
0.75187957
0.573988172
0.768478495
0.697383871
0.701955914
0.660362366
0.317645161
0.226816129
0.423704301
1.422313978
1.045344086
1.356163441
15.93918387
13.72502688
2.232557609
];
sd=[1.116126825
1.102681099
0.459025103
1.324120549
1.31889509
0.552706765
3.207475477
4.867342108
2.590701735
33.16277571
26.04308056
24.94207031
1.658137852
1.302152228
1.247104554
0.128642504
0.134819225
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0.267843308
2.983283915
1.116126825
3.270800375
5.236651754
1.065439987
0.138532721
0.112071537
0.192208974
0.045426092
0.054629146
0.071195157
0.116004636
0.088361997
0.220979901
0.307321501
0.279865398
0.402464388
12.34702741
11.89727944
1.895469121
];
means_array=[2.6590 1.8940 1.5448 2.9750 2.3044 1.8755 6.6310
10.9490 8.7436 156.8774
100.9947
97.2206 7.8439 5.0497 4.8610
0.4947 0.4880 0.6065 6.8482 2.6590 1.6008 3.2798 2.1080 0.9318
0.6494 0.8339 0.6592 0.6756 0.6894 0.4883 0.2930 0.4232 1.7741
1.2370 1.6764 9.1872 5.4429 3.7443
2.0183 1.6845 0.8288 2.3109 2.0813 0.9922 5.2208 9.9320 5.0531
120.0344
88.9302 61.3096 6.0017 4.4465 3.0655 0.4909 0.4897
0.6769 3.8270 2.0183 1.1283 2.1506 0.5444 0.8651 0.6743 0.9786
0.6559 0.6420 0.5942 0.4720 0.3092 0.7324 1.6764 1.3021 1.7253
5.4658 4.4699 0.9958
5.8013 5.5999 1.0604 6.6172 6.4624 1.3572 12.8654 22.7576 6.4901
105.3502
75.7760 57.9996 5.2675 3.7888 2.9000 0.1463 0.1202
0.5442 8.7818 5.8013 8.0290 7.9378 1.1830 0.6051 0.5671 0.7541
0.7736 0.7648 0.7055 0.1628 0.1628 0.3581 1.1068 0.9603 1.3346
44.2944 42.2476 2.0467
2.8471 2.5448 0.8346 3.3284 3.1299 1.0676 7.6599 14.4099 5.3083
136.6883
114.7464
52.8708 6.8344 5.7373 2.6436 0.4044 0.4350
0.5602 5.0912 2.8471 2.3559 5.1421 0.7586 0.8591 0.6430 0.7006
0.6792 0.7208 0.6892 0.4232 0.1953 0.3906 1.6439 1.2695 1.2532
11.7461 10.5909 1.1552
1.8724 1.7170 0.4965 2.1594 2.0574 0.6249 4.9063 9.0464 3.2768
91.0719 56.5370 59.4708 4.5536 2.8268 2.9735 0.4113 0.3195 1.0761
2.9577 1.8724 0.8517 2.0930 0.3107 0.7498 0.5042 1.0780 0.6792
0.6929 0.6077 0.3581 0.2116 0.7161 1.3997 0.9115 1.9369 4.9803
4.5836 0.3968
2.7305 2.4341 0.8440 3.2297 3.0457 1.0655 7.9443 14.6254 5.6619
148.6205
122.6328
60.6632 7.4310 6.1316 3.0332 0.4341 0.4476
0.6389 5.3439 2.7305 2.7723 3.9869 0.7536 0.7360 0.6831 0.8272
0.7185 0.6897 0.6612 0.2604 0.2767 0.4395 1.5137 1.3834 1.6927
10.6278 9.4433 1.1845
2.0675 1.8909 0.5308 2.4683 2.3552 0.6710 6.8205 10.5726 3.6367
92.1157 64.2603 53.7527 4.6058 3.2130 2.6877 0.4079 0.3679 0.9136
3.1248 2.0675 1.5467 3.1709 0.3254 0.7965 0.5801 0.9881 0.7104
0.7222 0.6292 0.2930 0.2279 0.5859 1.4323 1.0579 1.8067 6.9579
6.4960 0.4618
3.6372 3.2777 1.1170 4.2104 3.9670 1.4107 9.7301 17.3887 6.8085
148.5132
121.1391
64.8545 7.4257 6.0569 3.2427 0.3291 0.3330
0.5202 7.0495 3.6372 3.8972 6.9527 1.0770 0.7521 0.5747 0.7117
0.7173 0.7700 0.7349 0.2930 0.1628 0.2604 1.5137 1.2207 1.2370
18.0162 15.9974 2.0187
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3.2758 2.9966 0.8548 3.9075 3.7549 1.0607 10.0871 18.2908 5.4936
169.8129
139.1156
71.0403 8.4906 6.9558 3.5520 0.4132 0.4099
0.7743 6.7234 3.2758 4.0590 7.9796 0.7275 0.8289 0.6326 0.8838
0.7005 0.7156 0.6189 0.3092 0.2279 0.5697 1.6439 1.1719 1.5299
15.4051 14.2592 1.1460
3.3437 2.8689 1.1985 4.1131 3.7627 1.6115 12.2405 19.7133 10.7541
227.3929
127.6132
157.7813
11.3696 6.3806 7.8891 0.5523
0.4129 1.1657 13.0870 3.3437 5.3076 9.4813 2.4873 0.9064 0.6384
1.1234 0.7122 0.7389 0.5333 0.3906 0.2116 0.8626 1.8555 1.1393
1.9206 17.3407 14.7199 2.6209
3.4352 3.0123 1.1884 3.9238 3.5943 1.4774 8.4713 15.3505 6.5310
119.1210
88.6598 61.4444 5.9560 4.4330 3.0722 0.2856 0.2717
0.5260 5.8734 3.4352 3.3280 4.5839 1.4579 0.7124 0.5909 0.7205
0.6905 0.6969 0.6965 0.3255 0.3093 0.3418 1.2695 1.0742 1.2370
15.7589 13.2072 2.5517
2.8291 2.4849 0.9354 3.4898 3.2827 1.1778 10.4903 16.0104 5.9869
132.4476
106.6591
59.8402 6.6224 5.3329 2.9920 0.3769 0.3874
0.5649 5.1160 2.8291 4.0372 8.3218 0.9175 0.6112 0.4521 0.7318
0.6236 0.6048 0.6258 0.3255 0.2278 0.4395 1.0905 0.7650 1.1881
12.5192 11.1253 1.3939
2.8482 2.6327 0.7169 3.2146 3.0665 0.9093 6.7272 12.7116 4.7369
120.2663
88.5667 62.0761 6.0133 4.4283 3.1038 0.3835 0.3555
0.7619 4.6944 2.8482 2.2662 4.9584 0.6100 0.6925 0.4924 0.8643
0.6704 0.6404 0.6826 0.3255 0.2279 0.3418 1.2533 0.7975 1.6927
11.4263 10.5821 0.8442
3.3685 2.6570 1.6494 3.8362 3.2513 1.9812 8.0140 13.3336 9.3206
151.3492
122.7941
64.4627 7.5675 6.1397 3.2231 0.3682 0.4301
0.3531 7.0064 3.3685 3.1288 5.1529 1.8937 0.8751 0.6557 0.6880
0.6897 0.7191 0.7285 0.3418 0.2442 0.2279 1.6764 1.3672 1.2533
15.1951 11.1312 4.0640
4.8087 4.3288 1.4204 5.7859 5.4635 1.7183 13.2347 23.0970 7.4578
129.2667
109.9133
49.0641 6.4633 5.4957 2.4532 0.2245 0.2387
0.3334 8.5911 4.8087 10.2026 19.2516 1.5885 0.6048 0.4287 0.5080
0.6838 0.7067 0.6838 0.2767 0.1790 0.2441 1.0579 0.6836 0.7161
37.0817 33.9647 3.1170
3.6230 2.8637 1.7793 4.1126 3.3671 2.3200 9.1148 13.5092 11.4505
105.6740
79.3853 53.6414 5.2837 3.9693 2.6821 0.2467 0.2562
0.3117 6.1484 3.6230 2.9073 6.2461 3.7495 0.7221 0.4755 0.4851
0.6792 0.7029 0.6829 0.3581 0.1628 0.2279 1.2532 0.7650 0.6999
18.3515 11.9185 6.4331
3.8998 3.5840 1.0084 4.4856 4.2673 1.3092 10.6212 18.2492 7.9893
136.7691
98.7489 70.7136 6.8385 4.9375 3.5357 0.3257 0.2880
0.6353 7.7479 3.8998 5.7821 8.2756 1.1459 0.7112 0.5027 0.8380
0.7028 0.7086 0.6094 0.2930 0.1953 0.5697 1.3672 0.7975 1.4486
25.8593 24.0695 1.7899
4.1851 3.6458 1.4193 5.0585 4.6953 1.8317 12.0566 19.5692 9.4857
130.4310
85.1201 78.4919 6.5215 4.2560 3.9246 0.2510 0.2117
0.4898 9.8174 4.1851 6.2240 14.9826 2.7133 0.5924 0.4100 0.5971
0.7291 0.7201 0.6025 0.2279 0.1628 0.3418 1.0905 0.6022 0.9440
27.0216 23.6644 3.3572
2.6607 2.3226 0.9146 3.1045 2.8683 1.1803 7.6168 12.9746 6.1404
133.5263
95.7452 73.0975 6.6763 4.7873 3.6549 0.4119 0.3740
0.7143 5.3804 2.6607 2.2682 2.9865 1.0105 0.7542 0.6659 0.7930
0.7096 0.6897 0.6934 0.2930 0.3255 0.3743 1.5299 1.2695 1.5137
9.7957 8.3911 1.4047
4.0569 3.4062 1.6422 4.7663 4.3358 1.9307 11.4476 19.5882 9.1247
156.9529
129.0515
61.1575 7.8476 6.4526 3.0579 0.3242 0.3471
0.3982 8.7661 4.0569 4.9969 11.6131 1.9492 0.6849 0.5049 0.6027
0.6857 0.6682 0.7115 0.3092 0.1953 0.2116 1.2207 0.9115 1.0417
23.0777 18.9554 4.1223
3.6964 3.5210 0.7466 4.5746 4.4544 0.9634 10.7007 17.9094 4.6905
96.2535 75.9832 43.1332 4.8127 3.7992 2.1567 0.2448 0.2293 0.5187
4.3004 3.6964 6.9199 10.3828 0.6317 0.6022 0.4313 0.7042 0.7402
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0.7744 0.7036 0.2279 0.1140 0.3092 1.0579 0.7650 1.2858 24.3767
23.4375 0.9392
3.7281 3.1872 1.4146 4.1327 3.7369 1.7232 8.4917 15.8461 7.4221
127.7502
111.4179
43.7426 6.3875 5.5709 2.1871 0.2749 0.3118
0.2975 6.2131 3.7281 2.9918 4.8205 1.3547 0.7038 0.6309 0.4634
0.6990 0.6889 0.6563 0.3092 0.2930 0.2279 1.3672 1.1068 0.6836
17.2922 14.1451 3.1471
2.8852 2.5991 0.8467 3.4476 3.2694 1.0641 8.5828 15.3097 5.1647
130.2578
101.1945
62.0259 6.5129 5.0597 3.1013 0.3580 0.3445
0.6763 5.3578 2.8852 2.9814 7.5215 0.8925 0.7355 0.5237 0.7776
0.6795 0.6770 0.6444 0.3092 0.2441 0.4069 1.2858 0.8301 1.2533
12.0167 10.7572 1.6289
3.0997 2.8002 0.8931 3.5034 3.2810 1.1815 7.0997 12.6395 6.9884
144.7254
76.4617 105.0335
7.2363 3.8231 5.2517 0.3850 0.2539
1.0423 7.8419 3.0997 2.2102 3.7875 1.3194 0.7893 0.5349 1.0065
0.7087 0.7420 0.5852 0.3418 0.1628 0.6999 1.5788 0.9603 1.8717
12.6475 11.2230 1.4245
3.2310 2.8344 1.2592 3.7454 3.3714 1.6129 8.8237 14.2215 7.7870
111.7683
86.1917 55.4491 5.5884 4.3096 2.7725 0.2772 0.2721
0.4148 5.0373 3.2310 2.6347 5.0232 1.7003 0.7695 0.5524 0.5771
0.6629 0.7419 0.6979 0.3743 0.1628 0.2604 1.3021 1.0254 1.0254
14.2583 11.5101 2.7482
3.8210 3.1846 1.6520 4.2923 3.7217 2.1081 9.5085 14.7003 10.9883
161.4249
101.9987
103.5034
8.0713 5.0999 5.1752 0.3441
0.2975 0.5527 10.0336 3.8210 3.2851 3.8552 2.6088 0.7761 0.6962
0.7590 0.7009 0.6929 0.6673 0.3255 0.2767 0.3744 1.4974 1.3347
1.4974 18.8151 14.3242 4.4910
3.0620 2.4785 1.2990 3.5380 3.0934 1.5268 7.9082 13.4374 6.4702
102.6032
86.2216 40.2388 5.1301 4.3111 2.0119 0.2728 0.3371
0.3161 4.6254 3.0620 3.0330 8.6417 0.9305 0.7290 0.4936 0.6311
0.7001 0.6787 0.7627 0.3255 0.2116 0.2116 1.2532 0.7976 0.9928
13.1613 10.6625 2.4988
2.6377 2.2141 1.0359 3.0606 2.7785 1.2713 8.2158 14.3733 5.8916
174.3662
148.3854
67.1844 8.7183 7.4193 3.3592 0.5584 0.6222
0.6362 6.1359 2.6377 2.3389 6.6660 0.8846 0.9372 0.6587 0.7948
0.6644 0.6760 0.6137 0.3743 0.2930 0.5046 1.8066 1.3021 1.3509
9.8481 8.0279 1.8202
2.3160 2.0070 0.8402 2.6108 2.4030 1.0158 5.6056 9.8911 4.6207
95.7936 72.5697 48.2651 4.7897 3.6285 2.4133 0.3444 0.3354 0.5471
2.9285 2.3160 1.4172 2.0055 0.5970 0.7053 0.6525 0.6840 0.7613
0.7118 0.6956 0.1790 0.2930 0.3906 1.3835 1.1556 1.1718 7.0886
5.9737 1.1149
3.2150 2.6448 1.4414 3.6725 3.2016 1.7888 8.4788 14.4621 8.0362
135.2737
105.0458
63.8542 6.7637 5.2523 3.1927 0.3376 0.3585
0.3878 6.5933 3.2150 2.8966 4.7919 1.5240 0.6715 0.5622 0.6183
0.7294 0.7086 0.7301 0.2442 0.1790 0.1953 1.3997 1.1393 1.2370
13.6914 10.4690 3.2224
2.6605 2.3903 0.8022 3.1611 2.9818 1.0361 7.4254 13.9638 6.0371
178.0631
123.5642
97.9318 8.9031 6.1782 4.8966 0.5631 0.5003
1.1028 7.5935 2.6605 2.8697 4.5702 0.9717 0.8971 0.7317 1.0991
0.7024 0.6788 0.5339 0.3092 0.2929 0.8952 1.7904 1.3021 1.8229
10.8102 9.6857 1.1245
];
meanseof=[2.863
2.554
0.873
3.314
3.095
1.106
7.892
13.842
5.852
136.220

81
105.160
64.190
6.811
5.258
3.210
0.407
0.401
0.690
5.379
2.863
2.737
4.992
0.956
0.804
0.616
0.793
0.678
0.686
0.624
0.370
0.251
0.473
1.530
1.157
1.357
12.130
10.773
1.357
];
sdeof=[0.961
0.985
0.291
1.076
1.098
0.367
2.474
4.025
2.223
37.442
31.838
22.225
1.872
1.592
1.111
0.133
0.148
0.238
2.724
0.961
1.731
2.680
0.624
0.180
0.130
0.183
0.055
0.058
0.081
0.177
0.106
0.204
0.391
0.298

82
0.379
8.301
8.063
0.929
];
means_arrayeof=[2.6824 2.2959 1.0071 3.0511 2.7690 1.2521 6.7875
12.2115 6.4185 140.1602
101.3870
74.1237 7.0080 5.0694 3.7062
0.4481 0.4197 0.6993 5.5760 2.6824 2.1435 4.0041 1.1112 0.8635
0.6437 0.8214 0.6632 0.6814 0.6729 0.3906 0.2930 0.4395 1.5462
1.1719 1.5462 10.0283 8.2807 1.7475
2.1083 1.9145 0.5748 2.5046 2.3835 0.7465 6.9110 11.7704 4.4386
114.6492
90.3803 53.0776 5.7325 4.5190 2.6539 0.4398 0.4254
0.8154 3.2767 2.1083 1.6685 3.8504 0.5132 0.8312 0.5910 0.8074
0.6931 0.7199 0.5757 0.3744 0.1953 0.5859 1.6764 1.2207 1.1556
6.3866 5.8151 0.5716
2.9658 2.6992 0.7776 3.7833 3.6415 0.9630 11.5844 17.9785 4.5862
119.3359
91.7121 57.8452 5.9668 4.5856 2.8923 0.3189 0.2984
0.6857 4.5560 2.9658 5.0059 6.5462 0.5010 0.5821 0.4892 0.9226
0.6663 0.6709 0.6132 0.2604 0.2116 0.6185 1.0579 0.9115 1.6601
14.4426 13.4551 0.9875
3.7300 3.4227 0.9299 4.3614 4.1186 1.2504 8.7130 15.5020 6.1385
138.4742
115.0145
55.9512 6.9237 5.7507 2.7975 0.3228 0.3470
0.6233 7.1345 3.7300 4.8046 6.9026 1.0739 0.7020 0.5941 0.6972
0.7157 0.7075 0.6784 0.2767 0.2116 0.3255 1.3184 1.1231 1.3021
21.4945 19.6948 1.7996
2.4248 2.3128 0.4477 2.7723 2.7087 0.5670 5.8594 10.6671 3.2344
108.8910
72.8289 64.3727 5.4446 3.6414 3.2186 0.3762 0.2908
1.2700 4.0941 2.4248 1.3985 2.7580 0.2860 0.8477 0.6322 1.2455
0.7019 0.7411 0.5253 0.4069 0.1790 0.9115 1.5788 1.0905 2.1810
8.1908 7.8670 0.3238
2.8373 2.3851 1.1702 3.3011 2.9618 1.4338 8.4062 15.3028 7.5131
185.7959
148.8607
80.4188 9.2898 7.4430 4.0209 0.5248 0.5617
0.6110 7.1584 2.8373 2.6774 5.5803 1.8725 0.8795 0.7479 0.7152
0.6669 0.6723 0.6310 0.4069 0.3255 0.4069 1.8066 1.4811 1.2858
11.2273 9.0125 2.2148
4.2106 4.0652 0.6850 4.6826 4.5893 0.8520 8.7508 16.2673 4.3768
103.6500
66.3440 64.0490 5.1825 3.3172 3.2025 0.2780 0.2215
0.8516 7.0882 4.2106 4.6569 2.6474 0.5936 0.5848 0.6232 0.9138
0.7619 0.7414 0.6298 0.1628 0.1628 0.4557 1.0742 1.2695 1.7741
26.5377 25.7861 0.7517
3.1692 2.8451 0.9981 3.6475 3.4098 1.2694 9.1221 15.6250 6.3320
151.3511
118.2655
71.8258 7.5676 5.9133 3.5913 0.3937 0.3905
0.6550 6.7262 3.1692 3.2648 4.3111 1.0218 0.7687 0.6984 0.7722
0.7560 0.7366 0.6885 0.2116 0.2279 0.3418 1.6276 1.4648 1.4974
13.6631 12.0313 1.6318
2.8013 2.5958 0.7039 3.2039 3.0714 0.8946 7.3655 13.8175 4.5341
164.2910
136.4604
65.1570 8.2146 6.8230 3.2578 0.5103 0.5128
0.8323 5.1099 2.8013 2.5495 4.1076 0.6312 0.9441 0.7563 0.8702
0.6463 0.6560 0.6785 0.4394 0.3581 0.4069 1.8718 1.4323 1.6602
11.2491 10.4384 0.8107
3.3518 2.9674 1.0376 3.8935 3.6116 1.4511 8.6986 15.0569 11.3620
223.7838
142.7083
138.4393
11.1892 7.1354 6.9220 0.5370
0.4354 1.1784 11.8050 3.3518 3.4416 6.0497 2.0445 0.9133 0.6982
1.1066 0.7403 0.7204 0.4867 0.2930 0.2604 0.8627 1.9531 1.4323
1.8555 15.3203 13.1574 2.1629
2.7024 2.3584 0.9421 3.2026 2.9350 1.2457 9.6318 15.5597 7.0475
194.5642
160.1786
79.1873 9.7282 8.0089 3.9594 0.5845 0.6187
0.7441 7.6613 2.7024 2.8520 6.5877 1.3400 1.0140 0.7525 0.7986
0.6198 0.6620 0.4934 0.6836 0.3255 0.5859 1.8880 1.4486 1.1556
10.6996 9.1403 1.5593
3.9150 3.6150 1.0282 4.5254 4.3237 1.2571 11.4704 19.4590 6.1174
140.9624
118.3253
55.4816 7.0481 5.9163 2.7741 0.3003 0.3057
0.5259 6.2985 3.9150 5.1946 8.6241 0.9620 0.6554 0.4996 0.7550
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0.6521 0.6283 0.6821 0.2767 0.2767 0.3744 1.1556 0.8301 1.4323
21.2210 19.3794 1.8417
2.7405 2.5998 0.5774 3.2904 3.2121 0.7075 7.6614 14.0353 3.3290
92.8999 72.9382 43.0152 4.6450 3.6469 2.1508 0.2799 0.2585 0.7045
3.2252 2.7405 2.8226 6.0935 0.2967 0.6510 0.4522 0.8603 0.6732
0.7091 0.6711 0.2930 0.1628 0.4557 1.0742 0.7650 1.4486 11.6324
11.0892 0.5432
3.4894 2.9204 1.3784 3.8874 3.4072 1.6763 8.1053 15.1522 7.2956
163.3578
140.0603
61.5886 8.1679 7.0030 3.0794 0.3946 0.5040
0.4518 7.9574 3.4894 2.4894 4.1412 1.6354 1.0093 0.8402 0.6380
0.6361 0.6604 0.7281 0.5697 0.3581 0.2604 2.0345 1.6601 1.1068
15.7976 12.6684 3.1293
3.0722 2.7813 0.9492 3.6050 3.3693 1.2809 8.5644 14.7750 6.7365
113.1411
97.1766 40.4055 5.6571 4.8588 2.0203 0.2987 0.3154
0.3897 4.4209 3.0722 3.5120 8.8856 1.0946 0.6184 0.4504 0.4913
0.6590 0.6701 0.6329 0.2767 0.1790 0.3092 1.1393 0.7975 0.7162
13.4402 11.7209 1.7193
2.3445 1.8297 1.1222 2.6032 2.1745 1.4039 6.3143 9.8755 7.5617
100.0170
70.0140 55.4669 5.0008 3.5007 2.7733 0.4031 0.4334
0.4576 3.6454 2.3445 1.4440 2.9074 1.5544 0.8177 0.5861 0.5617
0.6337 0.6450 0.6636 0.4720 0.2930 0.2604 1.4648 1.1231 0.8464
8.0228 5.8741 2.1486
3.2518 2.9869 0.8552 3.8861 3.7277 1.0474 8.2928 16.0147 5.4114
126.1599
91.8501 68.5347 6.3080 4.5925 3.4267 0.3391 0.3082
0.7087 6.5299 3.2518 3.9764 7.3143 1.0030 0.6687 0.4888 0.7292
0.7253 0.7505 0.6099 0.2116 0.1465 0.4557 1.3184 0.9115 1.1719
17.4614 16.3498 1.1116
2.9685 2.5457 1.1492 3.4143 3.0912 1.4411 8.2601 13.5270 7.5153
131.2040
94.4539 71.4730 6.5602 4.7227 3.5737 0.3599 0.3415
0.5520 6.2120 2.9685 2.8071 4.5088 1.5103 0.7140 0.5922 0.7002
0.6901 0.6402 0.5869 0.2604 0.3092 0.4394 1.2207 1.0579 1.0742
11.9358 9.8349 2.1009
2.6768 2.3472 0.8970 3.0432 2.8252 1.1307 8.1765 13.4391 6.4477
149.2907
122.1895
61.4317 7.4645 6.1095 3.0716 0.4475 0.4625
0.6141 4.8365 2.6768 1.9806 4.1431 0.9239 1.0309 0.7837 0.7582
0.6287 0.6519 0.6759 0.6348 0.3255 0.3418 2.0671 1.4323 1.3021
9.2795 7.9987 1.2808
3.0047 2.6017 1.0756 3.4621 3.2049 1.3078 9.2718 14.9568 6.1880
136.4704
116.0558
52.0287 6.8235 5.8028 2.6014 0.3598 0.3917
0.4278 5.1090 3.0047 2.7104 6.5681 1.0993 0.7412 0.5502 0.6087
0.6605 0.6902 0.6780 0.3093 0.1953 0.2604 1.4160 1.0417 1.0742
12.0869 10.3581 1.7288
3.3580 3.2160 0.6549 3.8012 3.7043 0.7971 8.6962 15.6229 4.0456
109.1611
92.1185 41.2245 5.4580 4.6059 2.0612 0.2950 0.2963
0.5558 4.0123 3.3580 2.8120 3.9840 0.3978 0.7766 0.6674 0.7469
0.7173 0.7296 0.6583 0.3092 0.2278 0.4069 1.5788 1.3835 1.3509
16.1679 15.5299 0.6379
2.8229 2.5067 0.8468 3.3221 3.1169 1.0765 8.0224 14.8413 5.0168
137.5827
123.6945
40.7843 6.8791 6.1847 2.0392 0.3886 0.4414
0.4380 3.7303 2.8229 2.8690 6.7640 0.6995 0.8099 0.6072 0.5789
0.6748 0.7037 0.6887 0.3418 0.2279 0.3255 1.5788 1.1068 0.8952
11.0853 9.7907 1.2946
2.1108 1.8625 0.7160 2.4017 2.2177 0.8763 5.1510 9.0775 4.4756
89.6536 64.6480 49.6411 4.4827 3.2324 2.4821 0.3698 0.3483 0.6589
2.9330 2.1108 1.2700 2.4048 0.5357 0.7721 0.5781 0.7761 0.6730
0.6965 0.6311 0.3744 0.2441 0.4557 1.4160 1.0254 1.2044 6.2977
5.4697 0.8279
1.7200 1.3572 0.7897 1.9493 1.6526 1.0116 4.8491 8.0304 6.1101
131.5712
75.5260 90.1137 6.5786 3.7763 4.5057 0.6251 0.5151
1.0140 3.5435 1.7200 0.8682 2.2175 0.9027 1.0987 0.6406 1.0377
0.6237 0.6248 0.5680 0.6673 0.3906 0.6673 2.0508 1.1556 2.0019
3.9126 2.8843 1.0283
1.7493 1.4730 0.6666 2.0205 1.8028 0.9072 4.9630 8.5932 4.9337
87.2471 68.6381 41.2007 4.3624 3.4319 2.0600 0.3964 0.4129 0.5522
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2.1216 1.7493 0.9245 2.0454 0.6236 0.7263 0.5585 0.5744 0.6631
0.6260 0.6493 0.3418 0.2604 0.3093 1.3021 0.9928 0.9440 4.1277
3.2775 0.8502
3.1919 2.8812 0.9080 3.5030 3.2943 1.1327 7.0086 12.9419 5.4273
128.3822
90.6968 69.7710 6.4191 4.5348 3.4885 0.3678 0.3406
0.6801 5.5958 3.1919 2.4434 2.6007 1.1027 0.7628 0.6370 0.7853
0.6979 0.6913 0.6363 0.3255 0.2441 0.3906 1.4323 1.1881 1.3835
14.2185 12.9160 1.3024
2.6469 2.4653 0.6085 3.1238 2.9938 0.8425 7.2887 12.8160 4.6753
104.7566
85.2047 43.8052 5.2378 4.2603 2.1902 0.3228 0.3173
0.6533 3.3069 2.6469 2.3275 5.1087 0.5077 0.6591 0.5360 0.7612
0.7070 0.6911 0.6643 0.2767 0.1953 0.3906 1.2858 0.9766 1.3346
9.8221 9.0524 0.7697
2.4639 2.1952 0.7845 2.9470 2.7777 0.9626 8.6144 15.2736 4.6372
184.1200
152.2858
75.6050 9.2060 7.6143 3.7803 0.6019 0.6202
0.8606 5.9711 2.4639 2.5622 6.5781 0.8360 0.9995 0.6819 0.8951
0.6195 0.6595 0.5267 0.5534 0.3255 0.6836 1.8392 1.2207 1.4323
8.9579 8.0043 0.9536
2.6133 2.2393 0.9390 3.0131 2.7581 1.1765 6.1199 11.6889 6.5130
101.0542
71.0537 57.3725 5.0527 3.5527 2.8686 0.3169 0.2907
0.5523 3.8967 2.6133 1.7750 4.0976 0.7567 0.7165 0.4588 0.8336
0.7263 0.7516 0.6314 0.2604 0.1628 0.5208 1.3835 0.7813 1.4486
9.2095 7.7604 1.4491
2.7986 2.4224 0.9689 3.2613 3.0317 1.1929 8.2967 15.1035 6.1229
151.9908
120.6661
66.1261 7.5995 6.0333 3.3063 0.4321 0.4405
0.5993 5.3887 2.7986 2.8469 6.9958 1.1222 0.8589 0.5834 0.7308
0.6510 0.6751 0.5967 0.4069 0.2767 0.4720 1.4974 1.1068 1.1881
10.6426 9.1966 1.4460
2.8149 2.4793 0.8780 3.2794 3.0687 1.1431 7.6884 14.1109 6.8701
198.8485
148.2325
100.3786
9.9424 7.4116 5.0189 0.5920
0.5688 1.0260 7.8164 2.8149 2.7420 5.4299 1.0797 0.9212 0.6871
1.0747 0.6711 0.6738 0.5009 0.4069 0.2441 0.9277 1.7741 1.2695
1.6439 11.4661 10.1216 1.3445
];
meansec=[3.500
3.045
1.180
4.122
3.798
1.475
10.228
17.745
7.477
171.711
139.383
71.908
8.586
6.969
3.595
0.402
0.421
0.598
7.950
3.500
4.614
9.458
1.580
0.780
0.580
0.748
0.673
0.673
0.646

85
0.355
0.255
0.423
1.475
1.050
1.303
18.074
15.573
2.466
];
sdec=[0.883
0.892
0.476
1.048
1.077
0.573
3.296
4.919
2.753
60.497
53.552
28.994
3.025
2.678
1.450
0.130
0.153
0.254
4.025
0.883
2.605
4.637
1.241
0.176
0.138
0.194
0.044
0.057
0.073
0.137
0.114
0.199
0.409
0.334
0.409
9.315
9.074
2.011
];
means_arrayec=[3.3709
2.8186 1.4128 3.8190 3.4061 1.7253 8.6923
14.9129 8.5559 177.2073
126.8828
95.9959 8.8603 6.3442 4.7998
0.4356 0.4132 0.6400 9.3878 3.3709 3.2240 6.3078 2.1306 0.7995
0.5839 0.7825 0.6833 0.6500 0.6489 0.3255 0.2930 0.4232 1.5299
0.9766 1.4160 15.1904 12.0362 3.1542
2.1783 1.9158 0.7126 2.6287 2.4369 0.9594 7.5410 12.8134 5.9584
154.8315
124.5599
67.9431 7.7416 6.2280 3.3971 0.5677 0.5744
0.8611 4.3132 2.1783 1.9131 4.7532 0.8046 0.9576 0.6747 0.8926
0.6650 0.7141 0.5623 0.4557 0.2441 0.6510 1.7578 1.3509 1.4648
6.9261 5.9483 0.9778
4.7527 4.2918 1.1839 5.7207 5.5050 1.4304 12.9543 23.2045 7.2606
127.8692
98.6759 61.3084 6.3934 4.9338 3.0654 0.2249 0.2245
0.4657 7.7612 4.7527 9.4203 11.9241 1.0116 0.4862 0.4314 0.7689
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0.7148 0.6778 0.6973 0.1628 0.1790 0.3581 0.9115 0.7161 1.4486
35.3519 33.2957 2.0562
3.5013 2.8111 1.6293 3.9269 3.3960 1.9318 9.6238 15.5847 8.9661
173.2003
148.6392
64.8784 8.6600 7.4320 3.2439 0.4039 0.4749
0.3776 8.9152 3.5013 3.0579 8.2801 1.8657 0.8376 0.6031 0.6234
0.6395 0.6340 0.6865 0.4557 0.2767 0.2604 1.5300 1.0416 1.1230
15.6524 11.6260 4.0264
2.6466 2.5186 0.5745 3.2400 3.1528 0.7247 7.8017 14.3244 3.8508
110.6114
81.4462 57.3397 5.5306 4.0723 2.8670 0.3324 0.2859
0.9300 4.1852 2.6466 2.3496 4.5738 0.3883 0.8338 0.6184 1.0069
0.6719 0.7374 0.6198 0.3906 0.2442 0.7162 1.4486 0.9603 1.7415
10.5049 9.9423 0.5626
4.7411 4.1173 1.6488 5.4283 5.0508 1.9409 16.6328 24.3085 8.1187
231.7177
201.2845
77.5190 11.5859 10.0642 3.8759 0.4011 0.4531
0.4207 12.5630 4.7411 6.7041 11.8424 1.7778 0.8861 0.7638 0.7139
0.7239 0.7307 0.7105 0.2930 0.2604 0.2930 1.8880 1.4648 1.5137
30.2978 26.4029 2.9910
3.5280 3.3687 0.7356 4.0908 3.9833 0.9276 9.2809 15.7772 5.2666
120.6854
81.9580 71.5413 6.0343 4.0979 3.5771 0.2745 0.2180
0.8607 6.7108 3.5280 4.2824 6.9425 0.8064 0.5165 0.4064 0.8490
0.6581 0.6653 0.5622 0.2278 0.1628 0.5859 0.9115 0.6348 1.3509
16.9594 16.0821 0.8773
4.2471 3.7764 1.3667 4.9200 4.6013 1.7058 11.6109 21.0008 8.7103
292.1664
246.1058
110.3623
14.6083 12.3053 5.5181 0.5808
0.6237 0.7144 14.5360 4.2471 5.8559 12.3443 2.3333 1.0569 0.8296
0.8177 0.6718 0.6780 0.6629 0.4883 0.4232 0.4069 2.1647 1.6764
1.5137 25.0249 22.1149 2.9099
3.4892 3.2132 0.9122 4.2733 4.1102 1.1482 13.7279 22.2808 5.5361
237.8291
218.3448
61.7346 11.8915 10.9172 3.0867 0.5416 0.5984
0.6240 7.9686 3.4892 5.6187 13.9048 0.7127 0.8797 0.6349 0.8521
0.6419 0.6665 0.6638 0.4069 0.2604 0.4232 1.7090 1.2533 1.5462
18.3263 16.9839 1.3424
3.9032 3.4390 1.2472 4.6548 4.3357 1.6671 11.4720 20.5723 11.4142
335.7828
247.3743
171.2183
16.7891 12.3687 8.5609 0.6844
0.6413 1.2073 20.2839 3.9032 6.1611 14.2320 2.5393 1.0040 0.7243
1.2176 0.6990 0.7191 0.5294 0.4232 0.2116 0.8464 2.2298 1.4649
2.2298 22.1482 19.3679 2.7803
3.7554 3.3810 1.0715 4.4522 4.2478 1.3185 10.1123 18.5021 6.7625
174.3464
143.8049
70.7757 8.7173 7.1903 3.5388 0.3717 0.3763
0.6234 8.0801 3.7554 5.2558 12.7850 1.1828 0.7302 0.5266 0.7622
0.6834 0.6968 0.6805 0.3255 0.1953 0.3418 1.2858 0.9928 1.4323
19.9497 18.1252 1.8245
4.1262 3.9579 0.7983 5.0557 4.9506 1.0163 12.0951 21.7852 5.2307
173.0487
153.6447
56.8976 8.6524 7.6822 2.8449 0.3458 0.3574
0.6650 7.3934 4.1262 7.5900 13.0879 0.6951 0.6973 0.5639 0.8295
0.6496 0.6166 0.6334 0.3581 0.3418 0.5208 1.2369 0.8463 1.5462
26.1298 25.0263 1.1035
3.2197 3.0567 0.6592 3.7696 3.6616 0.8318 8.7436 15.1212 4.3456
147.3794
117.3390
64.9729 7.3690 5.8669 3.2486 0.3664 0.3377
0.8779 5.6111 3.2197 3.9251 11.5858 0.6894 0.6741 0.4157 0.8767
0.6770 0.6661 0.6460 0.2930 0.1790 0.5371 1.2532 0.6348 1.6276
14.4527 13.7052 0.7475
2.8590 2.1028 1.5545 3.3182 2.7196 1.8881 8.2527 13.9058 8.1104
180.8307
161.3489
56.1380 9.0415 8.0674 2.8069 0.5079 0.7000
0.3185 7.4101 2.8590 2.5659 7.0095 1.7606 1.0271 0.7412 0.5843
0.6387 0.5933 0.7491 0.5371 0.4394 0.1790 1.8880 1.4160 1.0742
11.3813 7.7701 3.6112
3.8340 3.5041 1.1043 4.7337 4.4915 1.4690 12.3933 20.6006 7.3734
145.1814
130.9421
42.7926 7.2591 6.5471 2.1396 0.3023 0.3310
0.3517 6.5456 3.8340 7.0131 16.0784 1.6989 0.6232 0.4360 0.5234
0.6574 0.6493 0.7026 0.2767 0.1953 0.2441 1.0905 0.7650 0.8789
22.6888 20.3743 2.3145
3.6508 2.7981 1.8059 4.0560 3.3909 2.1158 8.3864 15.1760 8.2359
152.7494
118.9209
72.3173 7.6375 5.9460 3.6158 0.3312 0.3801
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0.3731 8.5688 3.6508 3.0742 7.6863 2.4376 0.7354 0.5299 0.5624
0.6105 0.5797 0.6237 0.4395 0.3255 0.3093 1.2858 0.9114 0.8952
16.5143 11.7042 4.8100
3.1736 2.7713 1.0119 3.9010 3.6141 1.3691 10.8629 17.5690 7.1741
150.1889
127.2811
55.5189 7.5094 6.3640 2.7759 0.3767 0.4091
0.5157 5.3388 3.1736 4.5376 11.3638 1.2900 0.7258 0.5192 0.6134
0.6717 0.6721 0.6631 0.3093 0.2279 0.3092 1.3183 1.0091 0.9928
15.5568 13.5432 2.0136
4.1426 3.1924 1.9985 4.9910 4.1620 2.6103 12.8111 20.8249 14.1346
145.2866
98.4263 84.6205 7.2643 4.9213 4.2310 0.2801 0.2725
0.4119 9.3585 4.1426 7.2922 13.1658 4.1557 0.6869 0.5005 0.5716
0.7106 0.7144 0.6602 0.2604 0.2116 0.3093 1.2044 0.8138 0.8952
24.9970 17.5915 7.4056
3.0551 2.5465 1.2255 3.5506 3.2233 1.4643 8.8146 15.8974 7.5901
147.7940
118.1264
63.7666 7.3897 5.9063 3.1883 0.3900 0.4130
0.4865 6.0558 3.0551 3.1761 9.4298 1.0728 0.7849 0.4900 0.7776
0.6744 0.6887 0.7122 0.3255 0.1790 0.3418 1.4974 0.9603 1.4974
12.9006 10.5437 2.3569
3.9258 3.1627 1.6247 4.5354 3.9127 2.0854 9.7256 17.3422 10.3341
193.3050
160.0624
76.7923 9.6653 8.0031 3.8396 0.3983 0.4694
0.4548 10.0148 3.9258 4.9587 12.8152 4.2703 0.7995 0.5700 0.4846
0.6215 0.6260 0.5952 0.4557 0.2930 0.3092 1.4485 1.0579 0.7487
20.9789 16.0415 4.9373
4.1030 3.6843 1.1671 4.6773 4.4016 1.3511 10.0769 18.1190 5.4596
130.6615
114.8352
42.6575 6.5331 5.7417 2.1329 0.2658 0.2955
0.4182 5.9500 4.1030 5.1143 7.3398 0.7547 0.6635 0.5671 0.6635
0.7116 0.7213 0.6810 0.2604 0.1790 0.3093 1.3021 1.0417 0.9928
23.3127 21.1281 2.1847
4.3255 3.8143 1.4431 5.3301 4.9589 1.8951 15.3826 25.9105 9.2010
171.1979
156.6293
45.1411 8.5599 7.8315 2.2571 0.3199 0.3765
0.2822 8.5866 4.3255 8.0640 13.3658 2.5377 0.6672 0.5512 0.4690
0.7028 0.6825 0.7062 0.2604 0.2604 0.1790 1.2695 1.1068 0.6836
28.8708 25.2382 3.6326
3.1949 2.8881 1.0172 3.6648 3.4210 1.2415 7.4768 14.1094 6.0898
97.1129 75.8652 46.3318 4.8556 3.7933 2.3166 0.2458 0.2414 0.4308
3.9052 3.1949 2.5432 6.0518 0.7610 0.7252 0.4899 0.6422 0.7178
0.7462 0.7176 0.3418 0.1628 0.2441 1.2858 0.7162 1.0254 13.5941
11.9677 1.6264
2.2437 1.9246 0.8025 2.7045 2.4955 1.0413 7.3204 11.9196 6.4962
142.2492
97.9660 80.4867 7.1125 4.8983 4.0243 0.5150 0.4654
0.8885 4.7225 2.2437 2.2493 4.4473 0.9293 0.7901 0.5561 0.9249
0.6949 0.6744 0.5812 0.3581 0.2767 0.6348 1.5625 0.9928 1.6764
7.6610 6.5393 1.1217
2.8506 2.3882 1.1288 3.3097 3.0021 1.3922 8.5119 15.0566 6.4654
119.1846
98.5511 48.7189 5.9592 4.9276 2.4359 0.3359 0.3685
0.3854 4.5259 2.8506 2.7595 5.6111 1.3062 0.7053 0.5450 0.4909
0.7016 0.6997 0.6349 0.2767 0.2116 0.2767 1.4323 1.0742 0.7812
11.0353 9.0751 1.9602
2.8052 1.9975 1.5706 3.2723 2.6094 1.9736 8.8970 14.3510 10.3040
208.5723
146.4893
119.9840
10.4286 7.3245 5.9992 0.5970
0.6521 0.6816 8.8986 2.8052 2.6144 5.9985 2.9593 1.0421 0.7184
0.7834 0.6506 0.6765 0.5748 0.5209 0.3255 0.4883 2.0834 1.3021
1.2695 10.7510 6.8267 3.9244
3.2211 2.8273 1.0398 3.7615 3.5554 1.2006 8.1593 15.6696 5.3311
121.6924
103.3347
44.0217 6.0846 5.1667 2.2011 0.3188 0.3397
0.4177 4.9194 3.2211 3.6058 6.4579 0.4406 0.6710 0.5239 0.7631
0.6532 0.6503 0.6737 0.2767 0.2441 0.4557 1.2044 0.8952 1.2044
15.1363 13.4362 1.7001
4.0660 3.7315 1.0981 4.7892 4.5818 1.3936 12.6181 23.4016 7.5612
273.1986
239.4602
94.8883 13.6599 11.9730 4.7444 0.5364 0.5680
0.7734 12.4052 4.0660 6.5429 10.3595 1.6024 0.8913 0.8001 0.8057
0.6477 0.6109 0.5962 0.4720 0.4394 0.5371 1.8067 1.5462 1.3997
23.1982 21.2303 1.9679
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2.3345 1.9492 0.8868
97.3662 74.0750 48.4164
3.1302 2.3345 1.6214
0.6851 0.6749 0.3418
5.8126 1.3205
3.7494 3.1510 1.3800
177.7888
133.8835
0.5734 9.4323 3.7494
0.6759 0.6998 0.6482
19.3460 16.0543 3.2917
3.4969 3.2869 0.7772
212.0202
174.6146
0.9882 8.9797 3.4969
0.6720 0.6463 0.5405
18.3285 17.2441 1.0844
];
ranges=[4.910
4.483
1.175
1.792
0.415
5.755
1.783
5.443
1.486
2.212
0.554
13.609 3.987
22.425 7.823
10.775 3.003
184.278 84.790
139.240 61.110
105.197 30.371
9.214
4.240
6.962
3.056
5.260
1.519
0.556
0.170
0.552
0.148
1.017
0.213
10.883 1.933
4.910
1.562
8.463
-1.349
14.326 -1.384
2.912
-0.284
0.960
0.544
0.742
0.406
1.057
0.480
0.766
0.629
0.784
0.620
0.767
0.554
0.492
0.144
0.359
0.094
0.755
0.092
1.883
0.961
1.465
0.626
1.960
0.752
34.460 -2.581
31.571 -4.121
5.076
-0.611
];

1.562

ranges2=[5.468
5.035
0.624
2.022
0.186
6.417
1.121
6.103
0.827
2.488
0.277
15.213 2.383

1.004

2.6694
4.8683
4.6886
0.1302

2.3961
3.7038
0.8789
0.3744

1.0970
2.4208
0.6822
1.2695

5.8355
0.3319
0.4127
0.6022

10.7372
0.3393
0.6748
1.1230

5.2200
0.5216
0.6596
7.1330

4.3727
87.3174
4.7732
0.3418

3.9533
8.8894
10.5135
0.2116

1.7917
6.6942
2.4378
0.4069

11.0796
4.3659
0.7762
1.4974

20.4920
0.3799
0.5359
1.0579

10.2630
0.3883
0.6953
1.2532

4.1514
86.7633
5.1697
0.3581

4.0177
10.6010
8.2368
0.3093

1.0241
8.7307
0.7483
0.8464

10.1900
4.3382
0.8282
1.4323

18.8263
0.4907
0.7056
1.2695

6.4531
0.4761
1.1519
2.0508

89
24.858
12.070
200.860
152.261
117.668
10.043
7.613
5.883
0.620
0.620
1.150
12.374
5.468
10.099
16.945
3.445
1.029
0.798
1.153
0.788
0.811
0.803
0.550
0.404
0.866
2.037
1.605
2.161
40.633
37.520
6.023
];

5.389
1.707
68.209
48.089
17.900
3.410
2.404
0.895
0.105
0.080
0.079
0.441
1.004
-2.985
-4.002
-0.817
0.475
0.350
0.384
0.607
0.593
0.518
0.086
0.050
-0.018
0.808
0.486
0.551
-8.755
-10.070
-1.558

ranges3=[5.265
4.829
1.261
2.133
0.228
6.218
2.025
5.952
1.645
2.621
0.330
16.820 3.637
27.584 7.906
12.982 1.971
292.706 50.717
246.488 32.278
129.896 13.921
14.635 2.536
12.324 1.614
6.495
0.696
0.663
0.141
0.728
0.115
1.106
0.091
16.000 -0.100
5.265
1.734
9.825
-0.597
18.731 0.184
4.062
-0.903
1.133
0.428
0.856
0.304
1.136
0.359
0.760
0.585
0.787
0.559
0.793
0.500
0.630
0.081
0.482
0.027

1.734

90
0.822
2.293
1.717
2.121
0.000
0.000
0.000
];

0.025
0.658
0.383
0.486
0.000
0.000
0.000
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A.3 Error Code Look-up

Error Code Lookup
Error #1:
??? Maximum recursion limit of 450 reached. Use
set(0,'RecursionLimit',N)
to change the limit.
stack space can

Be aware that exceeding your available

crash MATLAB and/or your computer.

Problem: Nested program statements. Program 1 would be responsible for
launching program 2. Which it would, but Program 1 then would never
completely stop running. Thus, they would infinitely launch each other until the
recursion limit of MATLAB was reached.
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Error #2:
??? Attempted to access f(0); index must be a positive integer
or logical.

Error in ==> moments4 at 56
fP50=f(index);

Error in ==> calculos_simulation_june_07 at 155
[t_power_rd,cfreq_rd,freqd_rd,fP50_rd,fP95_rd,f,Pxx,NFFT]=moments
4(rd); %%% July 06, changed moments3 for moments 4

Error in ==> simulations_sep_07 at 155

results12=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(33001:36000),ml(33001:36
000),'12 combination');

Problem: Initial parameters entered into the ‘OpeningGUI’ window are too far from
being suitable for the current population. Try other sets of parameters.
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Error #3:
??? Error using ==> simulations_sep_07 at 105
Error due to multiple causes:
--> Unable to locate a Visual C/C++, Watcom, Borland, Intel, or
LCC compiler.
Please define one of the following environment variables:
Real-Time Workshop builds with Microsoft Visual C on 64 bit
windows require
that the compiler be installed.
environment variables

At least one of these

is expected to be set:
VS80COMNTOOLS
VS90COMNTOOLS

Please check your Microsoft Visual C installation and ensure the
appropriate environemnt variable is set. set
WATCOM=<WatcomPath>
set BORLAND=<BorlandPath>
or you can run "mex -setup" to configure the location of
your compiler or to use LCC compiler shipped with MATLAB.

Problem: The required C-Complier used for simulation under the ‘Rapid Accelerator’
mode has not been installed, or cannot be detected by MATLAB and Simulink. Consult
the ‘Rapid Accelerator Instructions’ document for a complete walkthrough on how to
resolve this error.
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Error #4:
--> Problem creating Accelerator MEX file for model
'maurer_ap_ml_aug_07'. Error returned is:
Unable to locate a Visual C/C++, Watcom, Borland, Intel, or LCC
compiler.
Please define one of the following environment variables:

Real-Time Workshop builds with Microsoft Visual C on 64 bit
windows require
that the compiler be installed.
environment variables

At least one of these

is expected to be set:
VS80COMNTOOLS
VS90COMNTOOLS

Please check your Microsoft Visual C installation and ensure the
appropriate environemnt variable is set. set
WATCOM=<WatcomPath>
set BORLAND=<BorlandPath>
or you can run "mex -setup" to configure the location of
your compiler or to use LCC compiler shipped with MATLAB.
To see the build output, use
set_param('maurer_ap_ml_aug_07','AccelVerboseBuild','on').

Problem: The required C-Complier used for the ‘mex’ function has not been installed,
or cannot be detected by MATLAB and Simulink. Consult the ‘Rapid Accelerator
Instructions’ document for a complete walkthrough on how to resolve this error.
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Error #5:
Exception in thread "AWT-EventQueue-0" java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: Java heap space
Exception in thread "AWT-EventQueue-0" java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: Java heap space
Exception in thread "AWT-EventQueue-0" java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: Java heap space
Exception in thread "AWT-EventQueue-0" java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: Java heap space
Exception in thread "AWT-EventQueue-0" java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: GC overhead limit
exceeded
Exception in thread "Timer-1" java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: GC overhead limit exceeded
??? Error using ==> figure
Error using ==> figure
Java exception occurred:
java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: GC overhead limit exceeded

Error in ==> moments4 at 19
figure('Name','FFT');

Error in ==> calculos_simulation_june_07 at 164
[t_power_ml,cfreq_ml,freqd_ml,fP50_ml,fP95_ml,f_ml,Pxx_ml]=moments4(mcopml);

Error in ==> simulations_sep_07 at 344
results3=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(6001:9000),ml(6001:9000),'3
combination');

Problem: MATLAB’s stack space buffer has run out of room. This limit is set to 500 as a
default. Editing this value may be accomplished using the DOS/Windows command
‘EDITBIN’.
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Error #6:
??? Error using ==> simulations_sep_07 at 105
Error occurred while simulating the model 'maurer_ap_ml_aug_07'
in rapid accelerator mode: Continuous state derivative of
'element 0' is non-finite.

Problem: Initial parameters entered into the ‘OpeningGUI’ window are too far from
being suitable for the current population. Try other sets of parameters within acceptable
ranges.
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Error #7:
java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: GC overhead limit exceeded

Problem:

The Java Virtual Machine is spending ‘too much’ time on garbage collection

of data and decides to halt the program. There is no known solution to this problem
when using the Rapid Accelerator mode.
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Bi-planar Postural Stability Model: Fitting Model Parameters
to Patient Data Automatically
Andy Sovol3, Susan A. Riedel4,5, Gerald F. Harris1-4
1

Orthopaedic and Rehabilitation Engineering Center, O.R.E.C., Milwaukee, WI
2
Shriners Hospital for Children, Chicago, IL
3
Department of Biomedical Engineering, Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI
4
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI
5
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI

Background Summary
Children with cerebral palsy and adolescents with scoliosis often exhibit difficulties
maintaining control of posture in quiet standing. Interventions that include physical
therapy, assistive devices, and surgery may be employed in an effort to improve postural
stability. Assessing the effectiveness of such interventions is an important goal for the
healthcare providers and their patients.
One tool that can assist in this assessment is the bi-planar model of posture control
developed by Bustamante [1]. This model, which is simulated using MATLAB, has
successfully replicated experimental results for typical adults [1], typical children [2, 3],
children with cerebral palsy [2], and adolescents with idiopathic scoliosis [3]. These
experimental results include a total of 34 metrics of posture control calculated from data
acquired during quiet standing on force plates for three different test conditions: eyes
open, eyes closed, and eyes open with feedback. These same 34 metrics are calculated
from model-simulated data, and the model parameters are then systematically varied until
the two sets of metrics are not statistically different.
The advantage of the model is its ability to characterize posture control using a set of 5
model parameters for each plane, rather than using a set of 34 metrics calculated from
experimental data. Further, the model parameters correspond to familiar characteristics
of posture control. The disadvantage of the current model is the time-consuming process
of fitting the model parameters to the experimental data, because a human operator is
required to change the model parameters manually. The parameter-fitting process takes
many hours, and even once the parameters are successfully fit, there is no guarantee that
the fit is optimal.
The current project aims to remove this disadvantage by modifying the model simulation
so that the parameters are automatically adjusted according to an algorithm designed to
minimize a cost function. No human intervention is required, and the cost function
minimization guarantees an optimal fit.
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Project Objectives
Design a software environment based on the existing biplanar postural stability model
simulation in MATLAB with the following characteristics:
• Automate the process of finding model parameters that permit the model to
replicate experimental results.
• Base the model parameter fit on minimization of a cost function.
• Simplify the process of inputting new experimental data for the model to fit.
• Provide output during the parameter-fitting process that characterizes the progress
toward an optimal fit.

[1] K. Bustamante Valles, J. Schneider, J. Long, S. Riedel, M. Johnson, and G. Harris,
“Combined sagittal and coronal plane postural stability model,” Proceedings of the 28th
IEEE EMBS Annual International Conference, New York City, USA, 2006, pp. 45764579.
[2] K. Bustamante Valles, J. Long, S. Riedel, A. Graf, J. Krzak, S. Hassani, P. Smith, and
G. Harris, “Application of a bi-planar postural stability model in children with cerebral
palsy,” Proceedings of the 30th IEEE EMBS Annual International Conference,
Vancouver, Canada, 2008, pp. 4535-4538.
[3] K. Bustamante Valles, J. Long, S. Riedel, A. Graf, J. Krzak, S. Hassani, P. Sturn, and
G. Harris, “Using a bi-planar postural stability model to assess children with scoliosis,”
Proceedings of the 31st IEEE EMBS Annual International Conference, Minneapolis MN,
USA, 2009, (in press).
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Bi-planar Postural Stability Model: Fitting Model Parameters
to Patient Data Automatically
Andy Sovol3, K.D. Bustamante Valles1,6, Susan A. Riedel4,5, Gerald F. Harris1-4
1

Orthopaedic and Rehabilitation Engineering Center, O.R.E.C., Milwaukee, WI
2
Shriners Hospital for Children, Chicago, IL
3
Department of Biomedical Engineering, Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI
4
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI
5
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI
6
Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey (ITESM), Chihuahua Campus, Chihuahua, México

Abstract

Background Summary
Children with cerebral palsy and adolescents with scoliosis often exhibit difficulties
maintaining control of posture in quiet standing. Interventions that include physical
therapy, assistive devices, and surgery may be employed in an effort to improve postural
stability. Assessing the effectiveness of such interventions is an important goal for the
healthcare providers and their patients.
One tool that can assist in this assessment is the bi-planar model of posture control
developed by Bustamante [1]. This model, which is simulated using MATLAB [2] in
conjunction with Simulink [3], has successfully replicated experimental results for typical
adults [1], typical children [4, 5], children with cerebral palsy [4], and adolescents with
idiopathic scoliosis [5]. These experimental results include a total of 35 metrics of
posture control calculated from data acquired during quiet standing on force plates for
three different test conditions: eyes open, eyes closed, and eyes open with feedback.
These same 35 metrics are calculated from model-simulated data, and the model
parameters are then systematically varied until the two sets of metrics are not statistically
different.
The advantage of the model is its ability to characterize balance, noise and nerve signal
transmission delay using a set of 5 parameters (Kp, Kd, Ki, Kn and Td) for each plane
[anterior-posterior (AP) and medial-lateral (ML)], rather than using a set of 35 metrics
calculated from experimental data. Further, the model parameters correspond to familiar
characteristics of posture control [5]. The disadvantage of the current model is the timeconsuming process of fitting the model parameters to the experimental data, because a
human operator is required to change the model parameters manually. The parameter-
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fitting process takes many hours, and once the parameters are successfully fit, there is no
guarantee that the fit is optimal.
The current project aims to remove this disadvantage by modifying the model simulation
so that the parameters are automatically adjusted according to an algorithm designed to
minimize a cost function. No human intervention is required, and the cost function
minimization guarantees an optimal fit. Using numerical methods of data analysis and
prediction, an automated process has been developed that makes it possible to fit
Simulink-modeled data to experimentally-observed data, wherein no statistical difference
is observed based on user-specified goodness of fit tests.

Project Objectives
Design a software environment based on the existing bi-planar postural stability model
simulation in MATLAB with the following characteristics:
• The process of finding model parameters that permit the model to replicate
experimental results is automatic, and does not require user intervention.
• The fitting of model parameters to experimental data is based on minimizing a
cost function.
• The process of inputting experimental data for use in fitting the model is
simplified.
• The parameter-fitting process provides real-time output that characterizes the
progress being made toward an optimal fit.

Introduction
Successful execution of the bi-planar model of posture control under manual operation is
an arduous process. A human operator must initialize each simulation by entering in
approximated balance, noise and nerve delay parameter values (Kpa, Kda, Kia, Kna, Tda,
Kpm, Kdm, Kim, Knm and Tdm), load these values into the MATLAB Workspace and
then manually execute the simulation. Upon completion of the simulation, the user must
enter a prompt command to view the single-iteration simulation results, interpret these
results and then approximate the next-best set of parameter values for the next round of
simulation. Because each simulation iteration takes about 10 to 15 minutes to complete,
it is to be anticipated that the human operator will not always be immediately ready and
waiting to analyze the results. This non-automated inefficiency lengthens the overall
time commitment of the operator to perform simulations. The manual operator must then
enter the prompt command again to display the results, approximate new parameter
values, load the new parameter values into the Workspace and then execute the
simulation again. This continuous process of simulating, experiencing down-time, and
then analyzing the results takes approximately 20 minutes per single-iteration simulation
using the manual method.
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The newly developed automated process remedies the above-mentioned limitations that a
manual operator typically experiences. Once the operator enters the initial parameter
values into the automated program, the first calculation iteration is performed. Once
complete, the program then automatically interprets the results, adjusts the parameter
values and re-launches the next calculation iteration. In all, initialization of parameters,
interpretation of results, adjustment of new parameters and further simulation is entirely
handled by the automated program. This uninterrupted process flow guarantees minimal
operational down-time until the simulation is complete or the operator chooses to halt it.
Further advancements have been made within the automated process that bring the total
single-iteration time from approximately 20 minutes down to less than 2 minutes. This
new method enables more parameter cases to be simulated in a shorter amount of time
compared to the old method. Thus, end results are now guaranteed to be optimal, as
measured by the cost function and logic controls, whereas end results heavily dependent
on operator-interaction did not previously come with this guarantee.

Materials and Methods
Both the MATLAB development suite and Simulink simulation environment were used
in the creation and optimization of the automated process. One version of Simulink and
two versions of MATLAB, releases 2009a and 2009b, were used during development.
The MATLAB suite and the Simulink environment run tightly paired control processes
that form the entirety of the automated program. This automation tool sits atop the
original Simulink model developed by Bustamante and handles most instances of the
previously required user interaction. This tool is supported by three types of interactive
GUI windows that make the operator’s use of the model significantly easier. These
GUIs, created through MATLAB’s GUIDE layout editor, function to help facilitate the
process of creating and assigning input variables, as well as displaying and managing
output variables.
Upon launching the tool, the operator is immediately prompted by the “OpeningGUI”
window, as seen in Figure 1 below. This GUI serves as a portal to the main
programming body, wherein vital global variables are established. The interface asks the
operator to chose which method of search logic to implement, the satisfactory stopping
value for the program’s cost function, estimated parameter values and also suggests static
starting parameter values. Once the user input is complete, the abovementioned
properties are defined as variables and assigned into MATLAB’s Workspace. Variables
associated with the simulation parameters are saved into a ‘.mat’ data file. The
automated process then loads in all other required saved data from a second ‘.mat’ data
file, including physical population data, environment constants and simulated noise. At
this stage, with these variables loaded into MATLAB, Simulink is then ready to begin
simulation.
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Fig. 1. Display of the “OpeningGUI” pop-up window.

To more favorably support a history tracking system of calculated results, matrices are
first initialized
ialized that will store results pertaining to model parameters, occurrences of
previous parameter adjustments and total number of statistical mismatches. Upon
completion of the first simulation iteration, calculated simulation results are compared to
existing
ting physical experimental results by way of an unpaired tt-test
test built into the existing
model. Any metric of simulated data outside one standard deviation of the metric from
experimental data is considered a statistical mismatch. These mismatches are calculated
cal
across all 35 analyzed metrics and saved into a ‘.mat’ file enabling potential data lookup
at a later point in time. Lastly, overall single
single-iteration
iteration MATLAB processing time is
measured using the ‘tic’/‘toc’ MATLAB start/stop commands and is recorded
record into a
global variable. This entire data
data-flow process of single-iteration
iteration simulation may be seen
in Figure 2 below.

Fig. 2. MATLAB & Simulink data flow relationship.

With a completed single--iteration
iteration of the simulation and all analysis results captured,
cap
the
operator is presented with a graphical method to track various results. As displayed in
Figure 3 below, the “TimingGUI” window is presented to the operator to display current
values of parameters, overall statistical mismatches and time require
required
d per single-iteration
single
simulation. The automation program checks to see if the number of statistical
mismatches is greater than the operator’s initially entered stop value. If the number of
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mismatches exceeds the requested stop value, the automation program re-initializes all
required starting parameter values and begins an additional simulation iteration through
the aid of detailed logic-calculating methods.

Fig. 3. Display of the “TimingGUI” pop-up window.

Two methods of parameter-adjusting logic, each with a different design objective, were
written for the automation process. The primary logic method, coined the ‘Wide’ search
method, is best suited for unfamiliar populations wherein large numbers of statistical
mismatches are returned after simulation. Within this method, a spiral-like search
function was developed to optimize the parameter adjustments one at a time, overall
accompanying a ±10% variation of each parameter value individually, as seen in
Equation 1 below. Specifically, one parameter is chosen at a time and then varied by 1%
of its initial value exactly 20 separate times through a combination of increments and
decrements. After execution of 20 single-parameter adjustment simulations that do not
fulfill the stop condition set by the user, the active parameter value is reset to its initial
definition, and the next parameter in line is modified through the same 20-step approach.
This parameter-by-parameter line of attack enables returned simulation results to be
easily characterized and sorted for further analysis, as only a single parameter is changing
in value at a time.
‘Wide’ Search Method
9: 1 <
9: 6 <
9: 1 <
9: 6 <

< 5 ; 11 <
< 10 ; 16 <
< 5 ; 11 <
< 10 ; 16 <
I

< 15
< 20
< 15
< 20

?
?
?
?

@AB  @ABC1 &
@AB  @ABC1 !
@ B  @ BC1 &
@ B  @ BC1 !
I

0.01F
0.01F
0.01F
0.01F

(1)

The secondary logic method, coined the ‘Narrow’ search method, is best suited for
familiar populations wherein small numbers of statistical mismatches are returned after
simulation. Within this method, a binary-counting routine is used to cycle through all ten
parameters, wherein each parameter can retain one of two values, either its initial value or
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its initial value +1%, as seen in Equation 2 below. The search logic cycles or ‘binary
counts’ through each combination either until all combinations have been tried, or the
cost function has been successfully minimized within the operator’s specifications.
‘Narrow’ Search Method
9: 2# < J 2K ; 2# & 2K <
9: 2K < J 2L ; 2K & 2L <

J 2L ; … ? @AB  @AB1.01
J 2N ; … ? @ B  @ B1.01

(2)

Supplementing the logic control of the automation utility are three methods of historical
data result tracking. The first method—numerical tracking—and the second method—
graphical tracking—serve to provide convenient and intuitive displaying of returned
results, as previously demonstrated through the “OpeningGUI” pop-up window featured
in Figure 3 above. Numerical data of all 35 metrics present in the table titled
‘Measurement Mismatches’ is color-coded green and red, representing a good statistical
match and a bad statistical match, respectively. This color scheme provides the operator
with a ‘quick look’ option of determining the overall success of the simulation based on
currently entered parameter values. Adjacent to this colored numerical format, within the
“OpeningGUI” window, is a graphical stem plot titled ‘Results History’ that displays the
number of statistical mismatches across the last 10 instances of simulation. This provides
the operator with a higher-level sense of real-time results tracking, as patterns and trends
of statistical mismatches are more easily visible through this stem-plot display. A ‘.mat’
output file serves as the third and final history tracking method for the automation
program operator. At the completion of each simulation iteration, the current value of
each parameter is recorded, along with the total number of statistical mismatches. These
iteration-specific values are recorded in the ‘.mat’ file as a single row of values, and
additional iteration results occurring thereafter are recorded as concatenated rows within
the same ‘.mat’ file. This provides the user with all previously simulated parameter sets,
along with the resultant total number of statistical mismatches.

Discussion
The automated process developed in this study makes it easier for the operator to
statistically fit Simulink-modeled data to experimentally-observed data by routinely
handling most of the instances that previously required user interactions. Formerly, using
the manual operation method to acquire simulation results for a single population,
containing all three different test conditions (eyes open, eyes closed, and eyes open with
feedback), required approximately 96 uninterrupted hours of combined computation and
analysis time. Taking into account practical considerations, such as the fact that most
operators do not have 96 uninterrupted hours to devote to simulation runtime and
maintenance, the actual length of the entire simulation process was closer to two weeks.
On the other hand, use of the automation process now requires only approximately 12
uninterrupted hours of combined computation and analysis time to acquire the same type
of simulation results. More practically, this equates to an actual work length of one day.
Therefore, both the required simulation solving time and operator participation have been
greatly reduced in comparison with the original manual method.
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Although an operator may successfully use any combination of the included search
methods, there is a specific order that is ideal for obtaining highly accurate results within
a minimal time span. As referenced previously, selecting the ‘Wide’ search method upon
initial population simulation exploration is typically best, as its search process is broad
and extensive. After simulation results utilizing the ‘Wide’ method have resulted in
approximately 10 or fewer statistical mismatches, it has been found to be more time
efficient to switch search techniques to the ‘Narrow’ method, thus enabling a more
precise exploration of additional simulation parameters.
It has been found that reasonable value ranges exist for each model parameter, and that
assigning parameter values outside of these ranges results in an error-ridden MATLAB
simulation due to non-finite temporary values. The model will recognize this variable
assignment fault and terminate the simulation. With the exploration of additional
populations, it is imperative to consider this restraint during initial analysis of an
unknown population.
The possibilities for future work on the automation tool to benefit the operator have also
been contemplated. The ability to effortlessly input patient data from new populations
would enable the operator to focus less on satisfying conditional matrix requirements,
and more on the analysis itself. Further logic development, including the anticipation of
non-calculated, intermediate parameter sets, as well as appreciation for the difference of
parameter set resolutions when automatically incrementing or decrementing, would serve
to minimize the total number of calculations performed. A more comprehensive results
GUI that incorporates parameter value and statistical mismatch information across a
limitless time span, as well as integrating all populations analyzed, would grant the
operator an undemanding, straightforward archive of all calculation results ever
performed using the automated tool.
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Appendix C: SOURCE CODE
C.1 simulations_sep_07.m
C.2 OpeningGUI.m
C.3 TimingGUI.m
C.4 n_Iterations_Ago.m
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C.1 simulations_sep_07
clc
% Clears the Command Window of any current/leftover data
output.
clear all
% Clears the Workspace of any current/leftover variables.
Any variables that require saving are done so using the 'save' command.
OpeningGUI % Launches the 'OpeningGUI.m' prompt window, which allows
the user to select initial conditions (parameter value, maximum allowed
mismatch value, methodology of search).
uiwait(OpeningGUI) % Halts execution of all following code until the
'OpeningGUI.m' window is closed, with the intention of forcing the user
to choose initial conditions.
kpa = RequestedParameters(1);
% Reads the 'RequestedParameters'
matrix that is initially defined via the front'OpeningGUI.m' panel.
% This matrix is this subdivided into
kia = RequestedParameters(2);
ten values and assigned to the matching parameters (kpa, kia, kda,
etc).
kda = RequestedParameters(3);
tda = RequestedParameters(4);
kna = RequestedParameters(5);
kpm = RequestedParameters(6);
kim = RequestedParameters(7);
kdm = RequestedParameters(8);
tdm = RequestedParameters(9);
knm = RequestedParameters(10);
save('DynamicVariables.mat', 'kpa', 'kia', 'kda', 'tda', 'kna', 'kpm',
'kim', 'kdm', 'tdm', 'knm'); % Saves parameter values to
'DynamicVariables.mat' - a file that is actively written to now, as
well as after each calculation iteration.
load('StaticVariables.mat', 'eo', 'eof', 'ec', 'cpdip', 'cphem', 'J',
'm', 'h', 'g', 'noiseap', 'noiseml', 'means', 'sd', 'means_array',
'meanseof', 'sdeof', 'means_arrayeof', 'meansec', 'sdec',
'means_arrayec', 'ranges', 'ranges2', 'ranges3'); % Reads required
simulation elements from 'StaticVariables.mat' - an always-constant
file that is never written to. This read occurs at the start of each
iteration as well.
FirstIteration=1; % Temporarily notes that the first iteration is
passing through this program. When the program attempts to 'shift' the
parameter history, this 'FirstIteration=1' assignment will bypass that
shift.
% This block of definitions initializes various variables that will be
used later in the program.
% 'OverallLoopIteration' is
OverallLoopIteration=0;
initialized to zero here - it will be incremented at the start of each
calculation iteration loop to keep track of how many calculation
iterations have occurred thus far.
Bypass_TotalMismatchesOverall=0;
% 'Bypass_TotalMismatchesOverall'
is initialized to zero here. When at zero, it enables the continuation
of the calculation iteration loop. It will remain at zero until the
'TotalMismatchesOverall' from the previous calculation iteration are
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less than or equal to that of the 'InputConstraint' defined by the user
via the 'OpeningGUI.m' window.
% Initializes the variable
SpiralPosition=0;
'SpiralPosition', which is used to set the initial starting position of
the main logic flow. This will increment or decrement to different
values as the main automated logic executes.
% 'BigResults.mat' will be the
BigResults=[];
final resting matrix for all values. Types of values recorded will
include 'total mismatches' and 'current parameter values'. For legacy
users, viewing this file after simulation is the new ouputs compared to
typing 'res' .
% Assigns the name of the first
VariablePosition='kpa';
parameter automated to be changed by the automated logic process. This
will rotate through all of the paramter names, given an adequate amount
of simulation time and free memory space.
Matrix_kpa = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0]
% Primarily GUI Use: Initialization
of a history-tracking array 'Matrix_kpa' that will retain historical
values of kpa throughout each simulation iteraion.
% Primarily GUI Use: Adds the first
Matrix_kpa([1]) = [kpa]
live 'kpa' value to the #1 matrix slot for storage. This value will be
shifted 'down' the array each time an additional execution takes place
- making space in the array for additional 'live' kpa values.
% Primarily GUI Use: States that
kpaCount=0;
the parameter 'kpa' has not been changed yet. If the variable 'kpa' is
changed 17 times throughout a trial of simulations, this variable
should then equal 17.
Matrix_kia = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0]
Matrix_kia([1]) = [kia]
kiaCount=0;
Matrix_kda = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0]
Matrix_kda([1]) = [kda]
kdaCount=0;
Matrix_tda = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0]
Matrix_tda([1]) = [tda]
tdaCount=0;
Matrix_kna = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0]
Matrix_kna([1]) = [kna]
knaCount=0;
Matrix_kpm = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0]
Matrix_kpm([1]) = [kpm]
kpmCount=0;
Matrix_kim = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0]
Matrix_kim([1]) = [kim]
kimCount=0;
Matrix_kdm = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0]
Matrix_kdm([1]) = [kdm]
kdmCount=0;
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Matrix_tdm = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0]
Matrix_tdm([1]) = [tdm]
tdmCount=0;
Matrix_knm = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0]
Matrix_knm([1]) = [knm]
knmCount=0;
PreviousParameterArray1 = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0]; % Primarily GUI Use:
Initialization of the 'PreviousParameterArrayN' variables. This will
later store the SET of parameters that were used N number of
calculation iterations ago.
PreviousParameterArray2 = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0];
PreviousParameterArray3 = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0];
PreviousParameterArray4 = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0];
PreviousParameterArray5 = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0];
PreviousParameterArray6 = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0];
PreviousParameterArray7 = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0];
PreviousParameterArray8 = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0];
PreviousParameterArray9 = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0];
PreviousParameterArray10 = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0];
tic % Starts the stopwatch. Will later be stopped by 'toc'. Resulting
value will be used to display the time required to perform a single
iteration of the simulation.
%======================================================================
===%
%============\/ ORIGINAL CALC \/============%
%==========%
if eof==1
means=meanseof;
sd=sdeof;
means_array=means_arrayeof;
end
if ec==1
means=meansec;
sd=sdec;
means_array=means_arrayec;
end

n1=1;
n2=15;
m1=1;
m2=2;
%noiseml=noiseap; just to check
for i=1:7
sim('maurer_ap_ml_aug_07',451)
ap=cop1(tetarad_ap(:,2)); ml=cop1(tetarad_ml(:,2));
teta to cop
results=zeros(38,15);

%Convert from
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results1=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(1:3000),ml(1:3000),'First
combination');
results(:,1)=results1;
r1=(abs(results1-means)>sd);

results2=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(3001:6000),ml(3001:6000),'2
combination');
r2=(abs(results2-means)>sd);
results(:,2)=results2;
results3=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(6001:9000),ml(6001:9000),'3
combination');
r3=(abs(results3-means)>sd);
results(:,3)=results3;

results4=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(9001:12000),ml(9001:12000),'4
combination');
r4=(abs(results4-means)>sd);
results(:,4)=results4;

results5=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(12001:15000),ml(12001:15000),'5
combination');
r5=(abs(results5-means)>sd);
results(:,5)=results5;

results6=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(15001:18000),ml(15001:18000),'6
combination');
r6=(abs(results6-means)>sd);
results(:,6)=results6;

results7=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(18001:21000),ml(18001:21000),'7
combination');
r7=(abs(results7-means)>sd);
results(:,7)=results7;

results8=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(21001:24000),ml(21001:24000),'8
combination');
r8=(abs(results8-means)>sd);
results(:,8)=results8;

results9=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(24001:27000),ml(24001:27000),'9
combination');
r9=(abs(results9-means)>sd);
results(:,9)=results9;
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results10=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(27001:30000),ml(27001:30000),'
10 combination');
r10=(abs(results10-means)>sd);
results(:,10)=results10;

results11=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(30001:33000),ml(30001:33000),'
11 combination');
r11=(abs(results11-means)>sd);
results(:,11)=results11;

results12=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(33001:36000),ml(33001:36000),'
12 combination');
r12=(abs(results12-means)>sd);
results(:,12)=results12;

results13=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(36001:39000),ml(36001:39000),'
13 combination');
r13=(abs(results13-means)>sd);
results(:,13)=results13;

results14=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(39001:42000),ml(39001:42000),'
14 combination');
r14=(abs(results14-means)>sd);
results(:,14)=results14;

results15=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(42001:45000),ml(42001:45000),'
15 combination');
r15=(abs(results14-means)>sd);
results(:,15)=results15;
meanresults=mean(results,2);
rmean=(abs(meanresults-means)>sd);
close all;
simulation(:,n1:n2)=results;
n1=n1+15
n2=n2+15

res(:,m1:m2)=[meanresults,rmean]
res1(:,i)=rmean;
% close all
m1=m1+2
m2=m2+2
noiseap=noiseap-1;
%noiseml=noiseap;
noiseml=noiseml+1;
end

%initial noise seed in ap at 23340
%initial noise seed in ml at 23343
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n1=1;
n2=3;
for i=1:35
simulationsmeans(:,i)=mean(simulation(:,n1:n2),2);
n1=n1+3
n2=n2+3
end
statsarray=simulationsmeans(:,1:17); %EDIT HERE to proper array size.
(:,1:n) ,where 'n' is the array size to edit! This value is probably
set at '17' or '31' now.
overallmean=mean(statsarray,2)
statsarray=statsarray';
display('end')
n1=1;
n2=2;
n3=3;
for i=1:35
array(:,n1)=means_array(:,i);
array(:,n2)=statsarray(:,i);
array(:,n3)=zeros(17,1); %EDIT HERE to proper array size. (n,1)
,where 'n' is the array size to edit! This value is probably set at
'17' or '31' now.
n1=n1+3
n2=n2+3
n3=n3+3
end
highervalue=max(simulationsmeans(:,1:17),[],2); %EDIT HERE to proper
array size. (:,1:n),[],2) ,where 'n' is the array size to edit! This
value is probably set at '17' or '31' now. Also, 'gives me the maximum
value in a given metric'
lowervalue=min(simulationsmeans(:,1:17),[],2); %EDIT HERE to proper
array size. (:,1:n),[],2) ,where 'n' is the array size to edit! This
value is probably set at '17' or '31' now.
arr=[highervalue lowervalue];
comparison1=ranges3(:,1)-arr(:,1);
comparison2=arr(:,2)-ranges3(:,2);
[h,p]=ttest(means_array,statsarray,0.1);
arr1=[overallmean comparison1 comparison2 h'];
%==========%
%============/\ ORIGINAL CALC /\============%
%======================================================================
===%
TotalMismatchesOverall = sum(sum(res(1:35,2:2:14)));
PreviousMismatchesArray = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0] %Initializing a 10
iteration history array for total mismatch tracking through iterations.
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PreviousMismatchesArray([1]) = [TotalMismatchesOverall]
overall mismatches through a 10-deep iteration history.
'axes1' stem-plot in TimingGUI.m

%Used to track
Displayed via

LastChangedParameters = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;]
ChangedParametersCount = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;]
tElapsed=toc; % Stops the stopwatch originally started by 'tic'.
Resulting value is assigned to 'tElapsed' and is formatted below.
Represents the time required to perform a single iteration of the
simulation.
mm = floor(tElapsed/60) % Formats the found tic-toc time into minutes.
ss = floor(tElapsed - floor(tElapsed/60)*60) % Formats the found tictoc time into seconds
SingleIterationTime=sprintf('%02d:%02d (mm:ss)' ,mm,ss) % Displays the
found tic-toc time through a combination of the above mintues and
seconds formatting.
CurrentParameters=[kpa; kia; kda; tda; kna; kpm; kim; kdm; tdm; knm];
PreviousParameterArray1 = CurrentParameters;
TimingGUI
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%
Res Calc Block
%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%
%
TotalMismatchesMD_RS = sum(res(1,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesMD_AP = sum(res(2,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesMD_ML = sum(res(3,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesRMS_RS = sum(res(4,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesRMS_AP = sum(res(5,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesRMS_ML = sum(res(6,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesRange_RS = sum(res(7,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesRange_AP = sum(res(8,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesRange_ML = sum(res(9,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesTX_RS = sum(res(10,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesTX_AP = sum(res(11,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesTX_ML = sum(res(12,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesMV_RS = sum(res(13,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesMV_AP = sum(res(14,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesMV_ML = sum(res(15,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesMF_RS = sum(res(16,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesMF_AP = sum(res(17,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesMF_ML = sum(res(18,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesSA = sum(res(19,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesRD = sum(res(20,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesTP_RS = sum(res(21,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesTP_AP = sum(res(22,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesTP_ML = sum(res(23,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesCF_RS = sum(res(24,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesCF_AP = sum(res(25,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesCF_ML = sum(res(26,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesFD_RS = sum(res(27,2:2:14));
TotalMismatchesFD_AP = sum(res(28,2:2:14));
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TotalMismatchesFD_ML =
TotalMismatchesFP50_RS
TotalMismatchesFP50_AP
TotalMismatchesFP50_ML
TotalMismatchesFP95_RS
TotalMismatchesFP95_AP
TotalMismatchesFP95_ML

sum(res(29,2:2:14));
= sum(res(30,2:2:14));
= sum(res(31,2:2:14));
= sum(res(32,2:2:14));
= sum(res(33,2:2:14));
= sum(res(34,2:2:14));
= sum(res(35,2:2:14));

%
%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%
Res Calc Block
%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

if TotalMismatchesOverall > InputConstraint;
% Verifies that the
'TotalMismatchesOverall' from the previous calculation iteration are
still greater than that of the 'InputConstraint' defined by the user
via the 'OpeningGUI.m' window.
if SearchMethod == 'radiobutton1'
% Checks if the userselected radio-button 'Search Method' via the 'OpeningGUI.m' window has
been set to 'Wide'. If so, the 'Wide' serach method is used, and
parameters and explored in a more 'loose' and unconstrained manner.
Better for use when parameters have not been narrowed down and general
parameter fitting is still relatively unknown.
while Bypass_TotalMismatchesOverall == 0
% Starts the stopwatch. Will later be
tic
stopped by 'toc'. Resulting value will be used to display the time
required to perform a single iteration of the simulation.
clear eo eof ec cpdip cphem J m h g noiseap noiseml means sd
means_array meanseof sdeof means_arrayeof meansec sdec means_arrayec
ranges ranges2 ranges3;
% Clears required simulation elements
from the Workspace. After this clear occurs at the start of each
iteration, the original values are reloaded, in the line below, to
guarantee all simulation elements are pure before calculatin begins.
load('StaticVariables.mat', 'eo', 'eof', 'ec', 'cpdip', 'cphem', 'J',
'm', 'h', 'g', 'noiseap', 'noiseml', 'means', 'sd', 'means_array',
'meanseof', 'sdeof', 'means_arrayeof', 'meansec', 'sdec',
'means_arrayec', 'ranges', 'ranges2', 'ranges3'); % Reads required
simulation elements from 'StaticVariables.mat' - an always-constant
file that is never written to.
load('DynamicVariables.mat', 'kpa', 'kia', 'kda', 'tda', 'kna', 'kpm',
'kim', 'kdm', 'tdm', 'knm'); % Loads most recently saved parameter
values from 'DynamicVariables.mat'. The previous parameter values were
last saved by the most recent calculation iteration.
%======================================================================
===%
%============\/ ORIGINAL CALC \/============%
%==========%
if eof==1
means=meanseof;
sd=sdeof;
means_array=means_arrayeof;
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end
if ec==1
means=meansec;
sd=sdec;
means_array=means_arrayec;
end

n1=1;
n2=15;
m1=1;
m2=2;
%noiseml=noiseap; just to check
for i=1:7
sim('maurer_ap_ml_aug_07',451)
ap=cop1(tetarad_ap(:,2)); ml=cop1(tetarad_ml(:,2));
teta to cop
results=zeros(38,15);

%Convert from

results1=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(1:3000),ml(1:3000),'First
combination');
results(:,1)=results1;
r1=(abs(results1-means)>sd);

results2=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(3001:6000),ml(3001:6000),'2
combination');
r2=(abs(results2-means)>sd);
results(:,2)=results2;
results3=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(6001:9000),ml(6001:9000),'3
combination');
r3=(abs(results3-means)>sd);
results(:,3)=results3;

results4=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(9001:12000),ml(9001:12000),'4
combination');
r4=(abs(results4-means)>sd);
results(:,4)=results4;

results5=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(12001:15000),ml(12001:15000),'5
combination');
r5=(abs(results5-means)>sd);
results(:,5)=results5;

results6=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(15001:18000),ml(15001:18000),'6
combination');
r6=(abs(results6-means)>sd);
results(:,6)=results6;
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results7=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(18001:21000),ml(18001:21000),'7
combination');
r7=(abs(results7-means)>sd);
results(:,7)=results7;

results8=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(21001:24000),ml(21001:24000),'8
combination');
r8=(abs(results8-means)>sd);
results(:,8)=results8;

results9=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(24001:27000),ml(24001:27000),'9
combination');
r9=(abs(results9-means)>sd);
results(:,9)=results9;

results10=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(27001:30000),ml(27001:30000),'
10 combination');
r10=(abs(results10-means)>sd);
results(:,10)=results10;

results11=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(30001:33000),ml(30001:33000),'
11 combination');
r11=(abs(results11-means)>sd);
results(:,11)=results11;

results12=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(33001:36000),ml(33001:36000),'
12 combination');
r12=(abs(results12-means)>sd);
results(:,12)=results12;

results13=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(36001:39000),ml(36001:39000),'
13 combination');
r13=(abs(results13-means)>sd);
results(:,13)=results13;

results14=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(39001:42000),ml(39001:42000),'
14 combination');
r14=(abs(results14-means)>sd);
results(:,14)=results14;

results15=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(42001:45000),ml(42001:45000),'
15 combination');
r15=(abs(results14-means)>sd);
results(:,15)=results15;
meanresults=mean(results,2);
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rmean=(abs(meanresults-means)>sd);
close all;
simulation(:,n1:n2)=results;
n1=n1+15
n2=n2+15

res(:,m1:m2)=[meanresults,rmean]
res1(:,i)=rmean;
% close all
m1=m1+2
m2=m2+2
noiseap=noiseap-1;
%noiseml=noiseap;
noiseml=noiseml+1;

%initial noise seed in ap at 23340
%initial noise seed in ml at 23343

end

n1=1;
n2=3;
for i=1:35
simulationsmeans(:,i)=mean(simulation(:,n1:n2),2);
n1=n1+3
n2=n2+3
end
statsarray=simulationsmeans(:,1:17);
%EDIT HERE to proper
array size. (:,1:n) ,where 'n' is the array size to edit! This value
is probably set at '17' or '31' now.
overallmean=mean(statsarray,2)
statsarray=statsarray';
display('end')
n1=1;
n2=2;
n3=3;
for i=1:35
array(:,n1)=means_array(:,i);
array(:,n2)=statsarray(:,i);
array(:,n3)=zeros(17,1);
%EDIT HERE to proper
array size. (n,1) ,where 'n' is the array size to edit! This value is
probably set at '17' or '31' now.
n1=n1+3
n2=n2+3
n3=n3+3
end
highervalue=max(simulationsmeans(:,1:17),[],2); %EDIT HERE to proper
array size. (:,1:n),[],2) ,where 'n' is the array size to edit! This
value is probably set at '17' or '31' now. Also, 'gives me the maximum
value in a given metric'
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lowervalue=min(simulationsmeans(:,1:17),[],2); %EDIT HERE to proper
array size. (:,1:n),[],2) ,where 'n' is the array size to edit! This
value is probably set at '17' or '31' now.
arr=[highervalue lowervalue];
comparison1=ranges3(:,1)-arr(:,1);
comparison2=arr(:,2)-ranges3(:,2);
[h,p]=ttest(means_array,statsarray,0.1);
arr1=[overallmean comparison1 comparison2 h'];
%==========%
%============/\ ORIGINAL CALC /\============%
%======================================================================
===%
TotalMismatchesOverall = sum(sum(res(1:35,2:2:14)));
if FirstIteration==0 % Checks to see this is the first iteration
('FirstIteration==1), wherein the following 'shift' of parameter
history code will NOT execute.
PreviousMismatchesArray([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) =
[PreviousMismatchesArray(1) PreviousMismatchesArray(2)
PreviousMismatchesArray(3) PreviousMismatchesArray(4)
PreviousMismatchesArray(5) PreviousMismatchesArray(6)
PreviousMismatchesArray(7) PreviousMismatchesArray(8)
PreviousMismatchesArray(9)] % Shifts the last nine of the
'PreviousMismatchesArray#' values down to make room for the current
value, as seen in the line below.
PreviousMismatchesArray([1]) = [TotalMismatchesOverall] % Shifts
the curent total number of calculated mismatches into the ten-value
array.
PreviousParameterArray10 = PreviousParameterArray9; % All
'PreviousParameterArray#' assignments are only of value for
'TimingGUI.m' visual display.
PreviousParameterArray9 = PreviousParameterArray8;
% Shifts all
ten parameters in 'PreivousParameterArray9' into
'PreviousParameterArray10'.
PreviousParameterArray8 = PreviousParameterArray7;
% Since only
the last ten values of each parameter are kept
(PreviousParameterArray#), the values in 'PreviousParameterArray10' are
lost upon the next shift.
% Regardless
PreviousParameterArray7 = PreviousParameterArray6;
of any parameter history kept or not kept in 'PreviousParameterArray#',
ALL current and previous parameter data is stored in 'BigResults.m'
until the program is stopped and re-executed (wherein the parameter
data is over-written).
PreviousParameterArray6 = PreviousParameterArray5;
PreviousParameterArray5 = PreviousParameterArray4;
PreviousParameterArray4 = PreviousParameterArray3;
PreviousParameterArray3 = PreviousParameterArray2;
PreviousParameterArray2 = PreviousParameterArray1;
PreviousParameterArray1 = [kpa; kia; kda; tda; kna; kpm; kim; kdm;
tdm; knm];
end
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FirstIteration=0; % Enables the ten parameter history 'shift' above.
This line is only curtial after the very first iteration, when
'FirstIteration==1'.
OverallLoopIteration=OverallLoopIteration+1;
tElapsed=toc; % Stops the stopwatch originally started by 'tic'.
Resulting value is assigned to 'tElapsed' and is formatted below.
Represents the time required to perform a single iteration of the
simulation.
mm = floor(tElapsed/60) % Formats the found tic-toc time into minutes.
ss = floor(tElapsed - floor(tElapsed/60)*60); % Formats the found tictoc time into seconds
SingleIterationTime=sprintf('%02d:%02d (mm:ss)' ,mm,ss) % Displays the
found tic-toc time through a combination of the above mintues and
seconds formatting.
CurrentParameters=[kpa; kia; kda; tda; kna; kpm; kim; kdm; tdm; knm];
ComboMatrix=[sum(sum(res(1:35,2:2:14))) kpa kia kda tda kna kpm kim kdm
tdm knm]
BigResults=cat(1,BigResults,ComboMatrix)
save('BigResults.mat', 'BigResults');
TimingGUI
switch TotalMismatchesOverall
case 0
display('ALL FINSHED')
Bypass_TotalMismatchesOverall=1
otherwise
display('Mis-matches remaining')
display('Value for TotalMismatchesOverall @ >3')
switch VariablePosition
case 'kpa'
switch SpiralPosition
case {0,1,2,3,4, 11,12,13,14}
display('KPA SpiralPosition
is 0 --> 4 or 11 --> 14')
kpa=kpa+0.15 % The 0.15
increment here represents 1% of an average KPA value. This can be
adjusted for further programming control.
kpaCount=kpaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {5}
display('KPA SpiralPosition
is 5')
kpa=kpa-0.9
kpaCount=kpaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
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case {6,7,8,9,

16,17,18,19}

display('KPA SpiralPosition
is 6 --> 9 or 16 --> 19')
kpa=kpa-0.15 % The 0.15
decrement here represents 1% of an average KPA value. This can be
adjusted for further programming control.
kpaCount=kpaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {10}
display('KPA SpiralPosition
is 10')
kpa=kpa+1.65
kpaCount=kpaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {15}
display('KPA SpiralPosition
is 15')
kpa=kpa-2.4
kpaCount=kpaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
otherwise
display('KPA SpiralPosition
is > 19 - trying different
parameter')
kpa=kpa+1.5;
SpiralPosition=0;
VariablePosition='kia';
end
case 'kia'
switch SpiralPosition
case {0,1,2,3,4, 11,12,13,14}
display('KIA SpiralPosition
is 0 --> 4 or 11 --> 14')
kia=kia+0.01 % The 0.01
increment here represents 1% of an average KIA value. This can be
adjusted for further programming control.
kiaCount=kiaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {5}
display('KIA SpiralPosition
is 5')
kia=kia-0.06
kiaCount=kiaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {6,7,8,9,

16,17,18,19}
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display('KIA SpiralPosition
is 6 --> 9 or 16 --> 19')
kia=kia-0.01 % The 0.01
decrement here represents 1% of an average KIA value. This can be
adjusted for further programming control.
kiaCount=kiaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {10}
display('KIA SpiralPosition
is 10')
kia=kia+0.11
kiaCount=kiaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {15}
display('KIA SpiralPosition
is 15')
kia=kia-0.16
kiaCount=kiaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
otherwise
display('KIA SpiralPosition
is > 19 - trying different
parameter')
kia=kia+0.1;
SpiralPosition=0;
VariablePosition='kda';
end
case 'kda'
switch SpiralPosition
case {0,1,2,3,4, 11,12,13,14}
display('KDA SpiralPosition
is 0 --> 4 or 11 --> 14')
kda=kda+0.05 % The 0.05
increment here represents 1% of an average KDA value. This can be
adjusted for further programming control.
kdaCount=kdaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {5}
display('KDA SpiralPosition
is 5')
kda=kda-0.3
kdaCount=kdaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {6,7,8,9,

16,17,18,19}
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display('KDA SpiralPosition
is 6 --> 9 or 16 --> 19')
kda=kda-0.05 % The 0.05
decrement here represents 1% of an average KDA value. This can be
adjusted for further programming control.
kdaCount=kdaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {10}
display('KDA SpiralPosition
is 10')
kda=kda+0.55
kdaCount=kdaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {15}
display('KDA SpiralPosition
is 15')
kda=kda-0.8
kdaCount=kdaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
otherwise
display('KDA SpiralPosition
is > 19 - trying different
parameter')
kda=kda+0.5;
SpiralPosition=0;
VariablePosition='tda';
end
case 'tda'
switch SpiralPosition
case {0,1,2,3,4, 11,12,13,14}
display('TDA SpiralPosition
is 0 --> 4 or 11 --> 14')
tda=tda+0.0015 % The 0.0015
increment here represents 1% of an average TDA value. This can be
adjusted for further programming control.
tdaCount=tdaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {5}
display('TDA SpiralPosition
is 5')
tda=tda-0.009
tdaCount=tdaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {6,7,8,9,

16,17,18,19}
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display('TDA SpiralPosition
is 6 --> 9 or 16 --> 19')
tda=tda-0.0015 % The 0.0015
decrement here represents 1% of an average TDA value. This can be
adjusted for further programming control.
tdaCount=tdaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {10}
display('TDA SpiralPosition
is 10')
tda=tda+0.0165
tdaCount=tdaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {15}
display('TDA SpiralPosition
is 15')
tda=tda-0.024
tdaCount=tdaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
otherwise
display('TDA SpiralPosition
is > 19 - trying different
parameter')
tda=tda+0.015;
SpiralPosition=0;
VariablePosition='kna';
end
case 'kna'
switch SpiralPosition
case {0,1,2,3,4, 11,12,13,14}
display('KNA SpiralPosition
is 0 --> 4 or 11 --> 14')
kna=kna+3 % The 3.0 increment
here represents 1% of an average KNA value. This can be adjusted for
further programming control.
knaCount=knaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {5}
display('KNA SpiralPosition
is 5')
kna=kna-18
knaCount=knaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {6,7,8,9,

16,17,18,19}
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display('KNA SpiralPosition
is 6 --> 9 or 16 --> 19')
kna=kna-3 % The 3.0 decrement
here represents 1% of an average KNA value. This can be adjusted for
further programming control.
knaCount=knaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {10}
display('KNA SpiralPosition
is 10')
kna=kna+33
knaCount=knaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {15}
display('KNA SpiralPosition
is 15')
kna=kna-48
knaCount=knaCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
otherwise
display('KNA SpiralPosition
is > 19 - trying different
parameter')
kna=kna+30;
SpiralPosition=0;
VariablePosition='kpm';
end
case 'kpm'
switch SpiralPosition
case {0,1,2,3,4, 11,12,13,14}
display('KPM SpiralPosition
is 0 --> 4 or 11 --> 14')
kpm=kpm+0.15 % The 0.15
increment here represents 1% of an average KPM value. This can be
adjusted for further programming control.
kpmCount=kpmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {5}
display('KPM SpiralPosition
is 5')
kpm=kpm-0.9
kpmCount=kpmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {6,7,8,9,

16,17,18,19}
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display('KPM SpiralPosition
is 6 --> 9 or 16 --> 19')
kpm=kpm-0.15 % The 0.15
decrement here represents 1% of an average KPM value. This can be
adjusted for further programming control.
kpmCount=kpmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {10}
display('KPM SpiralPosition
is 10')
kpm=kpm+1.65
kpmCount=kpmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {15}
display('KPM SpiralPosition
is 15')
kpm=kpm-2.4
kpmCount=kpmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
otherwise
display('KPM SpiralPosition
is > 19 - trying different
parameter')
kpm=kpm+1.5;
SpiralPosition=0;
VariablePosition='kim';
end
case 'kim'
switch SpiralPosition
case {0,1,2,3,4, 11,12,13,14}
display('KIM SpiralPosition
is 0 --> 4 or 11 --> 14')
kim=kim+0.01 % The 0.01
increment here represents 1% of an average KIM value. This can be
adjusted for further programming control.
kimCount=kimCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {5}
display('KIM SpiralPosition
is 5')
kim=kim-0.06
kimCount=kimCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {6,7,8,9,

16,17,18,19}
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display('KIM SpiralPosition
is 6 --> 9 or 16 --> 19')
kim=kim-0.01 % The 0.01
decrement here represents 1% of an average KIM value. This can be
adjusted for further programming control.
kimCount=kimCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {10}
display('KIM SpiralPosition
is 10')
kim=kim+0.11
kimCount=kimCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {15}
display('KIM SpiralPosition
is 15')
kim=kim-0.16
kimCount=kimCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
otherwise
display('KIM SpiralPosition
is > 19 - trying different
parameter')
kim=kim+0.1;
SpiralPosition=0;
VariablePosition='kdm';
end
case 'kdm'
switch SpiralPosition
case {0,1,2,3,4, 11,12,13,14}
display('KDM SpiralPosition
is 0 --> 4 or 11 --> 14')
kdm=kdm+0.05 % The 0.05
increment here represents 1% of an average KDM value. This can be
adjusted for further programming control.
kdmCount=kdmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {5}
display('KDM SpiralPosition
is 5')
kdm=kdm-0.3
kdmCount=kdmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {6,7,8,9,

16,17,18,19}
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display('KDM SpiralPosition
is 6 --> 9 or 16 --> 19')
kdm=kdm-0.05 % The 0.05
decrement here represents 1% of an average KDM value. This can be
adjusted for further programming control.
kdmCount=kdmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {10}
display('KDM SpiralPosition
is 10')
kdm=kdm+0.55
kdmCount=kdmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {15}
display('KDM SpiralPosition
is 15')
kdm=kdm-0.8
kdmCount=kdmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
otherwise
display('KDM SpiralPosition
is > 19 - trying different
parameter')
kdm=kdm+0.5;
SpiralPosition=0;
VariablePosition='tdm';
end
case 'tdm'
switch SpiralPosition
case {0,1,2,3,4, 11,12,13,14}
display('TDM SpiralPosition
is 0 --> 4 or 11 --> 14')
tdm=tdm+0.0015 % The 0.0015
increment here represents 1% of an average TDM value. This can be
adjusted for further programming control.
tdmCount=tdmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {5}
display('TDM SpiralPosition
is 5')
tdm=tdm-0.009
tdmCount=tdmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {6,7,8,9,

16,17,18,19}
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display('TDM SpiralPosition
is 6 --> 9 or 16 --> 19')
tdm=tdm-0.0015 % The 0.0015
decrement here represents 1% of an average TDM value. This can be
adjusted for further programming control.
tdmCount=tdmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {10}
display('TDM SpiralPosition
is 10')
tdm=tdm+0.0165
tdmCount=tdmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {15}
display('TDM SpiralPosition
is 15')
tdm=tdm-0.024
tdmCount=tdmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
otherwise
display('TDM SpiralPosition
is > 19 - trying different
parameter')
tdm=tdm+0.015;
SpiralPosition=0;
VariablePosition='knm';
end
case 'knm'
switch SpiralPosition
case {0,1,2,3,4, 11,12,13,14}
display('KNM SpiralPosition
is 0 --> 4 or 11 --> 14')
knm=knm+1.5 % The 1.5 increment
here represents 1% of an average KNM value. This can be adjusted for
further programming control.
knmCount=knmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {5}
display('KNM SpiralPosition
is 5')
knm=knm-9
knmCount=knmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {6,7,8,9,

16,17,18,19}
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display('KNM SpiralPosition
is 6 --> 9 or 16 --> 19')
knm=knm-1.5 % The 1.5 decrement
here represents 1% of an average KNM value. This can be adjusted for
further programming control.
knmCount=knmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {10}
display('KNM SpiralPosition
is 10')
knm=knm+16.5
knmCount=knmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
case {15}
display('KNM SpiralPosition
is 15')
knm=knm-24
knmCount=knmCount+1;
SpiralPosition=SpiralPosition+1
otherwise
display('KNM SpiralPosition
is > 19 - trying different
parameter')
knm=knm+15;
SpiralPosition=0;
%end of variable
switching.... bypassing
Bypass_TotalMismatchesOverall=1;
end
otherwise
display('Variable case
selected does not have a
case!')
end
%The following records the last/previous set of
parameters - primarily used for UI display.
LastChangedParameters = [Matrix_kpa(1);
Matrix_kia(1); Matrix_kda(1); Matrix_tda(1); Matrix_kna(1);
Matrix_kpm(1); Matrix_kim(1); Matrix_kdm(1); Matrix_tdm(1);
Matrix_knm(1)]
ChangedParametersCount = [kpaCount; kiaCount;
kdaCount; tdaCount; knaCount; kpmCount; kimCount; kdmCount; tdmCount;
knmCount];
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%The following increments all 'parameter history' arrays to
include the newest parameter that has recently been updated.
%This shifts all 10 parameter values down (the initial '10th
parameter value' is lost) and the newest parameter that has
%recently been updated fills the '1' spot in the array.
Matrix_kpa([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_kpa(1) Matrix_kpa(2)
Matrix_kpa(3) Matrix_kpa(4) Matrix_kpa(5) Matrix_kpa(6) Matrix_kpa(7)
Matrix_kpa(8) Matrix_kpa(9)]
Matrix_kpa([1]) = [kpa]
Matrix_kpm([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_kpm(1) Matrix_kpm(2)
Matrix_kpm(3) Matrix_kpm(4) Matrix_kpm(5) Matrix_kpm(6) Matrix_kpm(7)
Matrix_kpm(8) Matrix_kpm(9)]
Matrix_kpm([1]) = [kpm]
Matrix_kia([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_kia(1) Matrix_kia(2)
Matrix_kia(3) Matrix_kia(4) Matrix_kia(5) Matrix_kia(6) Matrix_kia(7)
Matrix_kia(8) Matrix_kia(9)]
Matrix_kia([1]) = [kia]
Matrix_kim([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_kim(1) Matrix_kim(2)
Matrix_kim(3) Matrix_kim(4) Matrix_kim(5) Matrix_kim(6) Matrix_kim(7)
Matrix_kim(8) Matrix_kim(9)]
Matrix_kim([1]) = [kim]
Matrix_kda([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_kda(1) Matrix_kda(2)
Matrix_kda(3) Matrix_kda(4) Matrix_kda(5) Matrix_kda(6) Matrix_kda(7)
Matrix_kda(8) Matrix_kda(9)]
Matrix_kda([1]) = [kda]
Matrix_kdm([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_kdm(1) Matrix_kdm(2)
Matrix_kdm(3) Matrix_kdm(4) Matrix_kdm(5) Matrix_kdm(6) Matrix_kdm(7)
Matrix_kdm(8) Matrix_kdm(9)]
Matrix_kdm([1]) = [kdm]
Matrix_tda([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_tda(1) Matrix_tda(2)
Matrix_tda(3) Matrix_tda(4) Matrix_tda(5) Matrix_tda(6) Matrix_tda(7)
Matrix_tda(8) Matrix_tda(9)]
Matrix_tda([1]) = [tda]
Matrix_tdm([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_tdm(1) Matrix_tdm(2)
Matrix_tdm(3) Matrix_tdm(4) Matrix_tdm(5) Matrix_tdm(6) Matrix_tdm(7)
Matrix_tdm(8) Matrix_tdm(9)]
Matrix_tdm([1]) = [tdm]
Matrix_kna([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_kna(1) Matrix_kna(2)
Matrix_kna(3) Matrix_kna(4) Matrix_kna(5) Matrix_kna(6) Matrix_kna(7)
Matrix_kna(8) Matrix_kna(9)]
Matrix_kna([1]) = [kna]
Matrix_knm([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_knm(1) Matrix_knm(2)
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Matrix_knm(3) Matrix_knm(4) Matrix_knm(5) Matrix_knm(6) Matrix_knm(7)
Matrix_knm(8) Matrix_knm(9)]
Matrix_knm([1]) = [knm]
save('DynamicVariables.mat', 'kpa', 'kia',
'kda', 'tda', 'kna', 'kpm', 'kim', 'kdm', 'tdm', 'knm');
disp(sprintf('kpa Loop finished for %dx
time',OverallLoopIteration));
end
end
else
end
if SearchMethod == 'radiobutton2'
% Checks if the user-selected
radio-button 'Search Method' via the 'OpeningGUI.m' window has been set
to 'Narrow'. If so, the 'Narrow' serach method is used, and parameters
and explored in a more 'tight' and constrained manner. Better for use
when parameters have already been narrowed down significantly.
while Bypass_TotalMismatchesOverall == 0
% Starts the stopwatch. Will
tic
later be stopped by 'toc'. Resulting value will be used to display the
time required to perform a single iteration of the simulation.
clear eo eof ec cpdip cphem J m h g noiseap noiseml means sd
means_array meanseof sdeof means_arrayeof meansec sdec means_arrayec
ranges ranges2 ranges3;
% Clears required simulation
elements from the Workspace. After this clear occurs at the start of
each iteration, the original values are reloaded, in the line below, to
guarantee all simulation elements are pure before calculatin begins.
load('StaticVariables.mat', 'eo', 'eof', 'ec', 'cpdip', 'cphem', 'J',
'm', 'h', 'g', 'noiseap', 'noiseml', 'means', 'sd', 'means_array',
'meanseof', 'sdeof', 'means_arrayeof', 'meansec', 'sdec',
'means_arrayec', 'ranges', 'ranges2', 'ranges3');
% Reads required
simulation elements from 'StaticVariables.mat' - an always-constant
file that is never written to.
load('DynamicVariables.mat', 'kpa', 'kia', 'kda', 'tda', 'kna', 'kpm',
'kim', 'kdm', 'tdm', 'knm');
% Loads most
recently saved parameter values from 'DynamicVariables.mat'. The
previous parameter values were last saved by the most recent
calculation iteration.
%======================================================================
===%
%============\/ ORIGINAL CALC \/============%
%==========%
if eof==1
means=meanseof;
sd=sdeof;
means_array=means_arrayeof;
end
if ec==1
means=meansec;
sd=sdec;
means_array=means_arrayec;
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end

n1=1;
n2=15;
m1=1;
m2=2;
%noiseml=noiseap; just to check
for i=1:7
sim('maurer_ap_ml_aug_07',451)
ap=cop1(tetarad_ap(:,2)); ml=cop1(tetarad_ml(:,2));
teta to cop
results=zeros(38,15);

%Convert from

results1=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(1:3000),ml(1:3000),'First
combination');
results(:,1)=results1;
r1=(abs(results1-means)>sd);

results2=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(3001:6000),ml(3001:6000),'2
combination');
r2=(abs(results2-means)>sd);
results(:,2)=results2;
results3=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(6001:9000),ml(6001:9000),'3
combination');
r3=(abs(results3-means)>sd);
results(:,3)=results3;

results4=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(9001:12000),ml(9001:12000),'4
combination');
r4=(abs(results4-means)>sd);
results(:,4)=results4;

results5=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(12001:15000),ml(12001:15000),'5
combination');
r5=(abs(results5-means)>sd);
results(:,5)=results5;

results6=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(15001:18000),ml(15001:18000),'6
combination');
r6=(abs(results6-means)>sd);
results(:,6)=results6;

results7=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(18001:21000),ml(18001:21000),'7
combination');
r7=(abs(results7-means)>sd);
results(:,7)=results7;
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results8=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(21001:24000),ml(21001:24000),'8
combination');
r8=(abs(results8-means)>sd);
results(:,8)=results8;

results9=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(24001:27000),ml(24001:27000),'9
combination');
r9=(abs(results9-means)>sd);
results(:,9)=results9;

results10=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(27001:30000),ml(27001:30000),'
10 combination');
r10=(abs(results10-means)>sd);
results(:,10)=results10;

results11=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(30001:33000),ml(30001:33000),'
11 combination');
r11=(abs(results11-means)>sd);
results(:,11)=results11;

results12=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(33001:36000),ml(33001:36000),'
12 combination');
r12=(abs(results12-means)>sd);
results(:,12)=results12;

results13=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(36001:39000),ml(36001:39000),'
13 combination');
r13=(abs(results13-means)>sd);
results(:,13)=results13;

results14=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(39001:42000),ml(39001:42000),'
14 combination');
r14=(abs(results14-means)>sd);
results(:,14)=results14;

results15=calculos_simulation_june_07(ap(42001:45000),ml(42001:45000),'
15 combination');
r15=(abs(results14-means)>sd);
results(:,15)=results15;
meanresults=mean(results,2);
rmean=(abs(meanresults-means)>sd);
close all;
simulation(:,n1:n2)=results;
n1=n1+15
n2=n2+15
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res(:,m1:m2)=[meanresults,rmean]
res1(:,i)=rmean;
% close all
m1=m1+2
m2=m2+2
noiseap=noiseap-1;
%noiseml=noiseap;
noiseml=noiseml+1;

%initial noise seed in ap at 23340
%initial noise seed in ml at 23343

end

n1=1;
n2=3;
for i=1:35
simulationsmeans(:,i)=mean(simulation(:,n1:n2),2);
n1=n1+3
n2=n2+3
end
statsarray=simulationsmeans(:,1:17); %EDIT HERE to proper array size.
(:,1:n) ,where 'n' is the array size to edit! This value is probably
set at '17' or '31' now.
overallmean=mean(statsarray,2)
statsarray=statsarray';
display('end')
n1=1;
n2=2;
n3=3;
for i=1:35
array(:,n1)=means_array(:,i);
array(:,n2)=statsarray(:,i);
array(:,n3)=zeros(17,1); %EDIT HERE to proper array size. (n,1)
,where 'n' is the array size to edit! This value is probably set at
'17' or '31' now.
n1=n1+3
n2=n2+3
n3=n3+3
end
highervalue=max(simulationsmeans(:,1:17),[],2); %EDIT HERE to proper
array size. (:,1:n),[],2) ,where 'n' is the array size to edit! This
value is probably set at '17' or '31' now. Also, 'gives me the maximum
value in a given metric'
lowervalue=min(simulationsmeans(:,1:17),[],2); %EDIT HERE to proper
array size. (:,1:n),[],2) ,where 'n' is the array size to edit! This
value is probably set at '17' or '31' now.
arr=[highervalue lowervalue];
comparison1=ranges3(:,1)-arr(:,1);
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comparison2=arr(:,2)-ranges3(:,2);
[h,p]=ttest(means_array,statsarray,0.1);
arr1=[overallmean comparison1 comparison2 h'];
%==========%
%============/\ ORIGINAL CALC /\============%
%======================================================================
===%
TotalMismatchesOverall = sum(sum(res(1:35,2:2:14)));
if FirstIteration==0 % Checks to see this is the first iteration
('FirstIteration==1), wherein the following 'shift' of parameter
history code will NOT execute.
PreviousMismatchesArray([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) =
[PreviousMismatchesArray(1) PreviousMismatchesArray(2)
PreviousMismatchesArray(3) PreviousMismatchesArray(4)
PreviousMismatchesArray(5) PreviousMismatchesArray(6)
PreviousMismatchesArray(7) PreviousMismatchesArray(8)
PreviousMismatchesArray(9)] % Shifts the last nine of the
'PreviousMismatchesArray#' values down to make room for the current
value, as seen in the line below.
PreviousMismatchesArray([1]) = [TotalMismatchesOverall] % Shifts
the curent total number of calculated mismatches into the ten-value
array.
PreviousParameterArray10 = PreviousParameterArray9; % All
'PreviousParameterArray#' assignments are only of value for
'TimingGUI.m' visual display.
PreviousParameterArray9 = PreviousParameterArray8;
% Shifts all
ten parameters in 'PreivousParameterArray9' into
'PreviousParameterArray10'.
% Since only
PreviousParameterArray8 = PreviousParameterArray7;
the last ten values of each parameter are kept
(PreviousParameterArray#), the values in 'PreviousParameterArray10' are
lost upon the next shift.
PreviousParameterArray7 = PreviousParameterArray6;
% Regardless
of any parameter history kept or not kept in 'PreviousParameterArray#',
ALL current and previous parameter data is stored in 'BigResults.m'
until the program is stopped and re-executed (wherein the parameter
data is over-written).
PreviousParameterArray6 = PreviousParameterArray5;
PreviousParameterArray5 = PreviousParameterArray4;
PreviousParameterArray4 = PreviousParameterArray3;
PreviousParameterArray3 = PreviousParameterArray2;
PreviousParameterArray2 = PreviousParameterArray1;
PreviousParameterArray1 = [kpa; kia; kda; tda; kna; kpm; kim; kdm;
tdm; knm];
end
FirstIteration=0; % Enables the ten parameter history 'shift' above.
This line is only curtial after the very first iteration, when
'FirstIteration==1'.
OverallLoopIteration=OverallLoopIteration+1;
tElapsed=toc; % Stops the stopwatch originally started by 'tic'.
Resulting value is assigned to 'tElapsed' and is formatted below.
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Represents the time required to perform a single iteration of the
simulation.
mm = floor(tElapsed/60)
ss = floor(tElapsed - floor(tElapsed/60)*60)
SingleIterationTime=sprintf('%02d:%02d (mm:ss)' ,mm,ss)
CurrentParameters=[kpa; kia; kda; tda; kna; kpm; kim; kdm; tdm; knm];
ComboMatrix=[sum(sum(res(1:35,2:2:14))) kpa kia kda tda kna kpm kim kdm
tdm knm]
BigResults=cat(1,BigResults,ComboMatrix)
save('BigResults.mat', 'BigResults');
TimingGUI
switch TotalMismatchesOverall
case 0
display('ALL FINSHED')
Bypass_TotalMismatchesOverall=1
otherwise
display('Mis-matches remaining')
display('Value for TotalMismatchesOverall @ >
InputConstraint variable')
switch OverallLoopIteration
case
{1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31,33,35,37,39,41,43,45,47,49,
51,53,55,57,59,61,63,65,67,69,71,73,75,77,79,81,83,85,87,89,91,93,95,97
,99,101,103,105,107,109,111,113,115,117,119,121,123,125,127,129,131,133
,135,137,139,141,143,145,147,149,151,153,155,157,159,161,163,165,167,16
9,171,173,175,177,179,181,183,185,187,189,191,193,195,197,199,201,203,2
05,207,209,211,213,215,217,219,221,223,225,227,229,231,233,235,237,239,
241,243,245,247,249,251,253,255}
display('lsb')
kpa=RequestedParameters(1)+0.15; % The 0.15 increment here
represents 1% of an average KPA value. This can be adjusted for
further programming control.
kpaCount=kpaCount+1;
otherwise
display('not true for lsb')
kpa=RequestedParameters(1);
end

switch OverallLoopIteration
case
{2,6,10,14,18,22,26,30,34,38,42,46,50,54,58,62,66,70,74,78,82,86,90,94,
98,102,106,110,114,118,122,126,130,134,138,142,146,150,154,158,162,166,
170,174,178,182,186,190,194,198,202,206,210,214,218,222,226,230,234,238
,242,246,250,254,3,7,11,15,19,23,27,31,35,39,43,47,51,55,59,63,67,71,75
,79,83,87,91,95,99,103,107,111,115,119,123,127,131,135,139,143,147,151,
155,159,163,167,171,175,179,183,187,191,195,199,203,207,211,215,219,223
,227,231,235,239,243,247,251,255}
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display('2nd lsb')
kia=RequestedParameters(2)+0.01; % The 0.01 increment here
represents 1% of an average KIA value. This can be adjusted for
further programming control.
kiaCount=kiaCount+1;
otherwise
display('not true for 2nd lsb')
kia=RequestedParameters(2);
end

switch OverallLoopIteration
case
{4,12,20,28,36,44,52,60,68,76,84,92,100,108,116,124,132,140,148,156,164
,172,180,188,196,204,212,220,228,236,244,252,5,13,21,29,37,45,53,61,69,
77,85,93,101,109,117,125,133,141,149,157,165,173,181,189,197,205,213,22
1,229,237,245,253,6,14,22,30,38,46,54,62,70,78,86,94,102,110,118,126,13
4,142,150,158,166,174,182,190,198,206,214,222,230,238,246,254,7,15,23,3
1,39,47,55,63,71,79,87,95,103,111,119,127,135,143,151,159,167,175,183,1
91,199,207,215,223,231,239,247,255}
display('3rd lsb')
kda=RequestedParameters(3)+0.05; % The 0.05 increment here
represents 1% of an average KDA value. This can be adjusted for
further programming control.
kdaCount=kdaCount+1;
otherwise
display('not true for 3rd lsb')
kda=RequestedParameters(3);
end

switch OverallLoopIteration
case{8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,40,41,42,43,44,45,46
,47,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,72,73,74,75,76,77,78,79,88,89,90,91,92,93,9
4,95,104,105,106,107,108,109,110,111,120,121,122,123,124,125,126,127,13
6,137,138,139,140,141,142,143,152,153,154,155,156,157,158,159,168,169,1
70,171,172,173,174,175,184,185,186,187,188,189,190,191,200,201,202,203,
204,205,206,207,216,217,218,219,220,221,222,223,232,233,234,235,236,237
,238,239,248,249,250,251,252,253,254,255}
display('4th lsb')
tda=RequestedParameters(4)+0.0015; % The 0.0015 increment here
represents 1% of an average TDA value. This can be adjusted for
further programming control.
tdaCount=tdaCount+1;
otherwise
display('not ture for 4th lsb')
tda=RequestedParameters(4);
end

switch OverallLoopIteration
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case{16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,48,49,50,51,52,53,
54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,80,81,82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,90,91,92,93
,94,95,112,113,114,115,116,117,118,119,120,121,122,123,124,125,126,127,
144,145,146,147,148,149,150,151,152,153,154,155,156,157,158,159,176,177
,178,179,180,181,182,183,184,185,186,187,188,189,190,191,208,209,210,21
1,212,213,214,215,216,217,218,219,220,221,222,223,240,241,242,243,244,2
45,246,247,248,249,250,251,252,253,254,255}
display('5th lsb')
kna=RequestedParameters(5)+3; % The 3.0 increment here
represents 1% of an average KNA value. This can be adjusted for
further programming control.
knaCount=knaCount+1;
otherwise
display('not ture for 5th lsb')
kna=RequestedParameters(5);
end

switch OverallLoopIteration
case{32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,
54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,96,97,98,99,100,101,102,103,104,105,106,1
07,108,109,110,111,112,113,114,115,116,117,118,119,120,121,122,123,124,
125,126,127,160,161,162,163,164,165,166,167,168,169,170,171,172,173,174
,175,176,177,178,179,180,181,182,183,184,185,186,187,188,189,190,191,22
4,225,226,227,228,229,230,231,232,233,234,235,236,237,238,239,240,241,2
42,243,244,245,246,247,248,249,250,251,252,253,254,255}
display('6th lsb')
kpm=RequestedParameters(6)+0.15; % The 0.15 increment here
represents 1% of an average KPM value. This can be adjusted for
further programming control.
kpmCount=kpmCount+1;
otherwise
display('not ture for 6th lsb')
kpm=RequestedParameters(6);
end

switch OverallLoopIteration
case{64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,75,76,77,78,79,80,81,82,83,84,85,
86,87,88,89,90,91,92,93,94,95,96,97,98,99,100,101,102,103,104,105,106,1
07,108,109,110,111,112,113,114,115,116,117,118,119,120,121,122,123,124,
125,126,127,192,193,194,195,196,197,198,199,200,201,202,203,204,205,206
,207,208,209,210,211,212,213,214,215,216,217,218,219,220,221,222,223,22
4,225,226,227,228,229,230,231,232,233,234,235,236,237,238,239,240,241,2
42,243,244,245,246,247,248,249,250,251,252,253,254,255}
display('7th lsb')
kim=RequestedParameters(7)+0.01; % The 0.01 increment here
represents 1% of an average KIM value. This can be adjusted for
further programming control.
kimCount=kimCount+1;
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otherwise
display('not ture for 7th lsb')
kim=RequestedParameters(7);
end

switch OverallLoopIteration
case{128,129,130,131,132,133,134,135,136,137,138,139,140,141,142,143,14
4,145,146,147,148,149,150,151,152,153,154,155,156,157,158,159,160,161,1
62,163,164,165,166,167,168,169,170,171,172,173,174,175,176,177,178,179,
180,181,182,183,184,185,186,187,188,189,190,191,192,193,194,195,196,197
,198,199,200,201,202,203,204,205,206,207,208,209,210,211,212,213,214,21
5,216,217,218,219,220,221,222,223,224,225,226,227,228,229,230,231,232,2
33,234,235,236,237,238,239,240,241,242,243,244,245,246,247,248,249,250,
251,252,253,254,255}
display('8th lsb')
kdm=RequestedParameters(8)+0.05; % The 0.05 increment here
represents 1% of an average KDM value. This can be adjusted for
further programming control.
kdmCount=kdmCount+1;
otherwise
display('not ture for 8th lsb')
kdm=RequestedParameters(8);
end
%The following records the last/previous set of
parameters - primarily used for UI display.
LastChangedParameters = [Matrix_kpa(1);
Matrix_kia(1); Matrix_kda(1); Matrix_tda(1); Matrix_kna(1);
Matrix_kpm(1); Matrix_kim(1); Matrix_kdm(1); Matrix_tdm(1);
Matrix_knm(1)]

ChangedParametersCount = [kpaCount; kiaCount;
kdaCount; tdaCount; knaCount; kpmCount; kimCount; kdmCount; tdmCount;
knmCount];

%The following increments all 'parameter history' arrays to
include the newest parameter that has recently been updated.
%This shifts all 10 parameter values down (the initial '10th
parameter value' is lost) and the newest parameter that has
%recently been updated fills the '1' spot in the array.
Matrix_kpa([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_kpa(1) Matrix_kpa(2)
Matrix_kpa(3) Matrix_kpa(4) Matrix_kpa(5) Matrix_kpa(6) Matrix_kpa(7)
Matrix_kpa(8) Matrix_kpa(9)]
Matrix_kpa([1]) = [kpa]
Matrix_kpm([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_kpm(1) Matrix_kpm(2)
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Matrix_kpm(3) Matrix_kpm(4) Matrix_kpm(5) Matrix_kpm(6) Matrix_kpm(7)
Matrix_kpm(8) Matrix_kpm(9)]
Matrix_kpm([1]) = [kpm]
Matrix_kia([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_kia(1) Matrix_kia(2)
Matrix_kia(3) Matrix_kia(4) Matrix_kia(5) Matrix_kia(6) Matrix_kia(7)
Matrix_kia(8) Matrix_kia(9)]
Matrix_kia([1]) = [kia]
Matrix_kim([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_kim(1) Matrix_kim(2)
Matrix_kim(3) Matrix_kim(4) Matrix_kim(5) Matrix_kim(6) Matrix_kim(7)
Matrix_kim(8) Matrix_kim(9)]
Matrix_kim([1]) = [kim]
Matrix_kda([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_kda(1) Matrix_kda(2)
Matrix_kda(3) Matrix_kda(4) Matrix_kda(5) Matrix_kda(6) Matrix_kda(7)
Matrix_kda(8) Matrix_kda(9)]
Matrix_kda([1]) = [kda]
Matrix_kdm([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_kdm(1) Matrix_kdm(2)
Matrix_kdm(3) Matrix_kdm(4) Matrix_kdm(5) Matrix_kdm(6) Matrix_kdm(7)
Matrix_kdm(8) Matrix_kdm(9)]
Matrix_kdm([1]) = [kdm]
Matrix_tda([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_tda(1) Matrix_tda(2)
Matrix_tda(3) Matrix_tda(4) Matrix_tda(5) Matrix_tda(6) Matrix_tda(7)
Matrix_tda(8) Matrix_tda(9)]
Matrix_tda([1]) = [tda]
Matrix_tdm([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_tdm(1) Matrix_tdm(2)
Matrix_tdm(3) Matrix_tdm(4) Matrix_tdm(5) Matrix_tdm(6) Matrix_tdm(7)
Matrix_tdm(8) Matrix_tdm(9)]
Matrix_tdm([1]) = [tdm]
Matrix_kna([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_kna(1) Matrix_kna(2)
Matrix_kna(3) Matrix_kna(4) Matrix_kna(5) Matrix_kna(6) Matrix_kna(7)
Matrix_kna(8) Matrix_kna(9)]
Matrix_kna([1]) = [kna]
Matrix_knm([2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]) = [Matrix_knm(1) Matrix_knm(2)
Matrix_knm(3) Matrix_knm(4) Matrix_knm(5) Matrix_knm(6) Matrix_knm(7)
Matrix_knm(8) Matrix_knm(9)]
Matrix_knm([1]) = [knm]
save('DynamicVariables.mat', 'kpa', 'kia',
'kda', 'tda', 'kna', 'kpm', 'kim', 'kdm', 'tdm', 'knm');
disp(sprintf('kpa Loop finished for %dx
time',OverallLoopIteration));
end
end
else
end

else
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end
display('Simulation has stopped.') %Will display in the console only
when all calculations have completed cleanly AND the cost function has
been minizied within the operator's specified requirements (this
minimization requirement is listed as user-defined variable
'InputConstraint').
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C.2 OpeningGUI.m
function varargout = OpeningGUI(varargin)
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',
mfilename, ...
'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton, ...
'gui_OpeningFcn', @OpeningGUI_OpeningFcn, ...
'gui_OutputFcn', @OpeningGUI_OutputFcn, ...
'gui_LayoutFcn', [] , ...
'gui_Callback',
[]);
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});
end
if nargout
[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
else
gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
end
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

% --- Executes just before OpeningGUI is made visible.
function OpeningGUI_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
% hObject
handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% varargin
command line arguments to OpeningGUI (see VARARGIN)
% Choose default command line output for OpeningGUI
handles.output = hObject;
% Update handles structure
set(handles.uipanel8,'SelectionChangeFcn',@uipanel8_SelectionChangeFcn)
;
SearchMethod = 'radiobutton1';
assignin('base', 'SearchMethod', SearchMethod);
guidata(hObject, handles);
% UIWAIT makes OpeningGUI wait for user response (see UIRESUME)
% uiwait(handles.figure1);
clc
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
function varargout = OpeningGUI_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
% hObject
handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout{1} = handles.output;
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% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton1.
function pushbutton1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to pushbutton1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
assignin('base', 'RequestedParameters', get(handles.uitable2, 'Data'));
% Assigns the user supplied parameter inputs to 'RequestedParameters'
global variable.
InputUI = str2double(get(handles.InputConstraint, 'String'));
assignin('base', 'InputConstraint', InputUI);
% Assigns the user supplied 'minimum mismatches to stop at' value to
'InputConstraint' global variable.
close
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton2.
function pushbutton2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to pushbutton2 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of pushbutton2
DefaultParameters= [17.55;0.8;6.5;0.171;327;16.5;1.0;8.9;0.171;130];
% Manual list of default parameter values listed in grey color on the
left side of the 'OpeningGUI.m' GUI window.
set(handles.uitable2,'Data',DefaultParameters)

% --- Executes during object deletion, before destroying properties.
function uitable1_DeleteFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to uitable1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

function InputConstraint_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to InputConstraint (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of InputConstraint as
text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
InputConstraint as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function InputConstraint_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to InputConstraint (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
called
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% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function uipanel8_SelectionChangeFcn(hObject, eventdata)
%retrieve GUI data, i.e. the handles structure
handles = guidata(hObject);
switch get(eventdata.NewValue,'Tag')
% Get Tag of selected object
case 'radiobutton1'
%execute this code when fontsize08_radiobutton is selected
SearchMethod = get(eventdata.NewValue,'Tag');
assignin('base', 'SearchMethod', SearchMethod);
case 'radiobutton2'
%execute this code when fontsize12_radiobutton is selected
SearchMethod = get(eventdata.NewValue,'Tag');
assignin('base', 'SearchMethod', SearchMethod);
otherwise
% Code for when there is no match.
end
%updates the handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
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C.3 TimingGUI.m
function varargout = TimingGUI(varargin)
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',
mfilename, ...
'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton, ...
'gui_OpeningFcn', @TimingGUI_OpeningFcn, ...
'gui_OutputFcn', @TimingGUI_OutputFcn, ...
'gui_LayoutFcn', [] , ...
'gui_Callback',
[]);
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});
end
if nargout
[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
else
gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
end
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

% --- Executes just before TimingGUI is made visible.
function TimingGUI_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
% hObject
handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% varargin
command line arguments to TimingGUI (see VARARGIN)

% Choose default command line output for TimingGUI
handles.output = hObject;

% Update handles structure
% need to convert the answer back into String type to display it
guidata(hObject, handles);
clc
CurrentParameters = evalin('base', 'CurrentParameters');
LastChangedParameters = evalin('base', 'LastChangedParameters');
SingleIterationTime = evalin('base', 'SingleIterationTime');
TotalMismatchesOverall = evalin('base', 'TotalMismatchesOverall');
PreviousMismatchesArray = evalin('base', 'PreviousMismatchesArray');
ChangedParametersCount = evalin('base', 'ChangedParametersCount');
caption = sprintf('%s', SingleIterationTime);
set(handles.SingleIterationTime, 'String', caption);
caption = sprintf('%d', TotalMismatchesOverall);
set(handles.CurrentMismatchesST, 'String', caption);
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axes(handles.axes1)
x= [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10];
y=PreviousMismatchesArray;
stem(x,y);
set(handles.CurrentUITable, 'data', CurrentParameters);
set(handles.LastUITable, 'data', LastChangedParameters);
set(handles.ChangedUITable, 'data', ChangedParametersCount);
%GUIkna = evalin('base', 'kna');
%caption = sprintf('%.2f', GUIkna);
%set(handles.knaStaticText, 'String', caption);
%set(handles.knaStaticText, 'BackgroundColor',[0.5 1 0])
res = evalin('base', 'res');
%============\/ MD (RS) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(1,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(1,2));
set(handles.Array0x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array0x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array0x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(1,2));
set(handles.Array0x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array0x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array0x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(1,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(1,4));
set(handles.Array0x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array0x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array0x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(1,4));
set(handles.Array0x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array0x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array0x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(1,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(1,6));
set(handles.Array0x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array0x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array0x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(1,6));
set(handles.Array0x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array0x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array0x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
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switch res(1,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(1,8));
set(handles.Array0x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array0x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array0x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(1,8));
set(handles.Array0x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array0x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array0x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(1,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(1,10));
set(handles.Array0x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array0x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array0x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(1,10));
set(handles.Array0x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array0x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array0x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(1,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(1,12));
set(handles.Array0x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array0x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array0x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(1,12));
set(handles.Array0x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array0x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array0x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(1,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(1,14));
set(handles.Array0x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array0x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array0x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(1,14));
set(handles.Array0x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array0x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array0x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ MD (RS) /\============%
%============\/ MD (AP) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(2,2)
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case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(2,2));
set(handles.Array1x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array1x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array1x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(2,2));
set(handles.Array1x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array1x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array1x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(2,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(2,4));
set(handles.Array1x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array1x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array1x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(2,4));
set(handles.Array1x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array1x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array1x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(2,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(2,6));
set(handles.Array1x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array1x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array1x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(2,6));
set(handles.Array1x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array1x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array1x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(2,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(2,8));
set(handles.Array1x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array1x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array1x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(2,8));
set(handles.Array1x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array1x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array1x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(2,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(2,10));
set(handles.Array1x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array1x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array1x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
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case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(2,10));
set(handles.Array1x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array1x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array1x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%%%%%
switch res(2,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(2,12));
set(handles.Array1x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array1x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array1x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(2,12));
set(handles.Array1x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array1x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array1x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(2,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(2,14));
set(handles.Array1x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array1x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array1x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(2,14));
set(handles.Array1x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array1x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array1x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ MD (AP) /\============%
%============\/ MD (ML) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(3,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(3,2));
set(handles.Array2x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array2x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array2x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(3,2));
set(handles.Array2x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array2x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array2x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(3,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(3,4));
set(handles.Array2x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array2x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array2x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
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caption = sprintf('%d', res(3,4));
set(handles.Array2x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array2x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array2x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%%%%%
switch res(3,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(3,6));
set(handles.Array2x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array2x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array2x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(3,6));
set(handles.Array2x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array2x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array2x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(3,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(3,8));
set(handles.Array2x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array2x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array2x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(3,8));
set(handles.Array2x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array2x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array2x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(3,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(3,10));
set(handles.Array2x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array2x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array2x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(3,10));
set(handles.Array2x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array2x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array2x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(3,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(3,12));
set(handles.Array2x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array2x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array2x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(3,12));
set(handles.Array2x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array2x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array2x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
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%%%%%
switch res(3,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(3,14));
set(handles.Array2x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array2x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array2x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(3,14));
set(handles.Array2x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array2x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array2x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ MD (ML) /\============%
%============\/ RMS (RS) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(4,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(4,2));
set(handles.Array3x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array3x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array3x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(4,2));
set(handles.Array3x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array3x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array3x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(4,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(4,4));
set(handles.Array3x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array3x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array3x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(4,4));
set(handles.Array3x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array3x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array3x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(4,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(4,6));
set(handles.Array3x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array3x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array3x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(4,6));
set(handles.Array3x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array3x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array3x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
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switch res(4,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(4,8));
set(handles.Array3x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array3x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array3x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(4,8));
set(handles.Array3x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array3x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array3x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(4,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(4,10));
set(handles.Array3x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array3x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array3x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(4,10));
set(handles.Array3x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array3x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array3x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(4,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(4,12));
set(handles.Array3x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array3x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array3x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(4,12));
set(handles.Array3x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array3x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array3x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(4,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(4,14));
set(handles.Array3x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array3x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array3x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(4,14));
set(handles.Array3x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array3x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array3x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ RMS (RS) /\============%
%============\/ RMS (AP) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(5,2)
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case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(5,2));
set(handles.Array4x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array4x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array4x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(5,2));
set(handles.Array4x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array4x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array4x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(5,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(5,4));
set(handles.Array4x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array4x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array4x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(5,4));
set(handles.Array4x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array4x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array4x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(5,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(5,6));
set(handles.Array4x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array4x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array4x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(5,6));
set(handles.Array4x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array4x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array4x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(5,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(5,8));
set(handles.Array4x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array4x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array4x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(5,8));
set(handles.Array4x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array4x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array4x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(5,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(5,10));
set(handles.Array4x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array4x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array4x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
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case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(5,10));
set(handles.Array4x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array4x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array4x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%%%%%
switch res(5,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(5,12));
set(handles.Array4x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array4x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array4x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(5,12));
set(handles.Array4x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array4x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array4x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(5,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(5,14));
set(handles.Array4x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array4x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array4x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(5,14));
set(handles.Array4x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array4x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array4x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ RMS (AP) /\============%
%============\/ RMS (ML) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(6,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(6,2));
set(handles.Array5x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array5x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array5x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(6,2));
set(handles.Array5x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array5x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array5x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(6,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(6,4));
set(handles.Array5x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array5x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array5x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
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caption = sprintf('%d', res(6,4));
set(handles.Array5x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array5x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array5x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%%%%%
switch res(6,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(6,6));
set(handles.Array5x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array5x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array5x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(6,6));
set(handles.Array5x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array5x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array5x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(6,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(6,8));
set(handles.Array5x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array5x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array5x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(6,8));
set(handles.Array5x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array5x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array5x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(6,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(6,10));
set(handles.Array5x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array5x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array5x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(6,10));
set(handles.Array5x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array5x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array5x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(6,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(6,12));
set(handles.Array5x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array5x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array5x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(6,12));
set(handles.Array5x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array5x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array5x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
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%%%%%
switch res(6,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(6,14));
set(handles.Array5x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array5x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array5x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(6,14));
set(handles.Array5x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array5x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array5x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ RMS (ML) /\============%
%============\/ Range (RS) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(7,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(7,2));
set(handles.Array6x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array6x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array6x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(7,2));
set(handles.Array6x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array6x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array6x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(7,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(7,4));
set(handles.Array6x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array6x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array6x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(7,4));
set(handles.Array6x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array6x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array6x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(7,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(7,6));
set(handles.Array6x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array6x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array6x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(7,6));
set(handles.Array6x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array6x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array6x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
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switch res(7,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(7,8));
set(handles.Array6x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array6x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array6x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(7,8));
set(handles.Array6x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array6x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array6x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(7,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(7,10));
set(handles.Array6x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array6x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array6x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(7,10));
set(handles.Array6x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array6x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array6x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(7,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(7,12));
set(handles.Array6x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array6x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array6x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(7,12));
set(handles.Array6x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array6x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array6x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(7,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(7,14));
set(handles.Array6x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array6x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array6x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(7,14));
set(handles.Array6x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array6x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array6x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ Range (RS) /\============%
%============\/ Range (AP) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(8,2)
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case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(8,2));
set(handles.Array7x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array7x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array7x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(8,2));
set(handles.Array7x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array7x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array7x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(8,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(8,4));
set(handles.Array7x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array7x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array7x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(8,4));
set(handles.Array7x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array7x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array7x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(8,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(8,6));
set(handles.Array7x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array7x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array7x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(8,6));
set(handles.Array7x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array7x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array7x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(8,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(8,8));
set(handles.Array7x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array7x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array7x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(8,8));
set(handles.Array7x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array7x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array7x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(8,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(8,10));
set(handles.Array7x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array7x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array7x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
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case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(8,10));
set(handles.Array7x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array7x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array7x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%%%%%
switch res(8,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(8,12));
set(handles.Array7x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array7x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array7x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(8,12));
set(handles.Array7x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array7x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array7x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(8,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(8,14));
set(handles.Array7x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array7x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array7x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(8,14));
set(handles.Array7x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array7x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array7x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ Range (AP) /\============%
%============\/ Range (ML) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(9,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(9,2));
set(handles.Array8x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array8x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array8x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(9,2));
set(handles.Array8x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array8x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array8x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(9,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(9,4));
set(handles.Array8x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array8x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array8x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
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caption = sprintf('%d', res(9,4));
set(handles.Array8x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array8x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array8x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%%%%%
switch res(9,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(9,6));
set(handles.Array8x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array8x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array8x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(9,6));
set(handles.Array8x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array8x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array8x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(9,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(9,8));
set(handles.Array8x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array8x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array8x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(9,8));
set(handles.Array8x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array8x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array8x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(9,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(9,10));
set(handles.Array8x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array8x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array8x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(9,10));
set(handles.Array8x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array8x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array8x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(9,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(9,12));
set(handles.Array8x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array8x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array8x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(9,12));
set(handles.Array8x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array8x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array8x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
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%%%%%
switch res(9,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(9,14));
set(handles.Array8x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array8x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array8x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(9,14));
set(handles.Array8x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array8x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array8x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ Range (ML) /\============%
%============\/ TX (RS) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(10,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(10,2));
set(handles.Array9x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array9x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array9x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(10,2));
set(handles.Array9x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array9x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array9x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(10,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(10,4));
set(handles.Array9x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array9x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array9x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(10,4));
set(handles.Array9x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array9x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array9x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(10,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(10,6));
set(handles.Array9x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array9x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array9x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(10,6));
set(handles.Array9x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array9x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array9x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
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switch res(10,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(10,8));
set(handles.Array9x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array9x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array9x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(10,8));
set(handles.Array9x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array9x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array9x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(10,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(10,10));
set(handles.Array9x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array9x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array9x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(10,10));
set(handles.Array9x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array9x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array9x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(10,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(10,12));
set(handles.Array9x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array9x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array9x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(10,12));
set(handles.Array9x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array9x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array9x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(10,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(10,14));
set(handles.Array9x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array9x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array9x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(10,14));
set(handles.Array9x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array9x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array9x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ TX (RS) /\============%
%============\/ TX (AP) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(11,2)
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case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(11,2));
set(handles.Array10x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array10x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array10x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(11,2));
set(handles.Array10x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array10x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array10x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(11,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(11,4));
set(handles.Array10x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array10x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array10x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(11,4));
set(handles.Array10x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array10x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array10x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(11,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(11,6));
set(handles.Array10x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array10x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array10x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(11,6));
set(handles.Array10x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array10x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array10x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(11,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(11,8));
set(handles.Array10x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array10x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array10x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(11,8));
set(handles.Array10x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array10x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array10x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(11,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(11,10));
set(handles.Array10x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array10x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array10x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
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case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(11,10));
set(handles.Array10x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array10x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array10x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%%%%%
switch res(11,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(11,12));
set(handles.Array10x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array10x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array10x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(11,12));
set(handles.Array10x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array10x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array10x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(11,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(11,14));
set(handles.Array10x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array10x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array10x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(11,14));
set(handles.Array10x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array10x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array10x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ TX (AP) /\============%
%============\/ TX (ML) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(12,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(12,2));
set(handles.Array11x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array11x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array11x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(12,2));
set(handles.Array11x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array11x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array11x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(12,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(12,4));
set(handles.Array11x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array11x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array11x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
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caption = sprintf('%d', res(12,4));
set(handles.Array11x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array11x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array11x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%%%%%
switch res(12,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(12,6));
set(handles.Array11x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array11x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array11x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(12,6));
set(handles.Array11x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array11x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array11x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(12,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(12,8));
set(handles.Array11x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array11x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array11x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(12,8));
set(handles.Array11x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array11x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array11x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(12,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(12,10));
set(handles.Array11x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array11x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array11x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(12,10));
set(handles.Array11x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array11x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array11x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(12,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(12,12));
set(handles.Array11x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array11x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array11x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(12,12));
set(handles.Array11x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array11x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array11x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
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%%%%%
switch res(12,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(12,14));
set(handles.Array11x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array11x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array11x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(12,14));
set(handles.Array11x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array11x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array11x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ TX (ML) /\============%
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%============\/ MV (RS) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(13,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(13,2));
set(handles.Array12x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array12x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array12x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(13,2));
set(handles.Array12x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array12x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array12x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(13,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(13,4));
set(handles.Array12x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array12x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array12x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(13,4));
set(handles.Array12x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array12x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array12x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(13,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(13,6));
set(handles.Array12x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array12x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array12x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(13,6));
set(handles.Array12x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array12x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array12x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
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end
%%%%%
switch res(13,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(13,8));
set(handles.Array12x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array12x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array12x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(13,8));
set(handles.Array12x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array12x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array12x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(13,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(13,10));
set(handles.Array12x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array12x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array12x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(13,10));
set(handles.Array12x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array12x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array12x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(13,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(13,12));
set(handles.Array12x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array12x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array12x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(13,12));
set(handles.Array12x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array12x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array12x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(13,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(13,14));
set(handles.Array12x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array12x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array12x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(13,14));
set(handles.Array12x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array12x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array12x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ MV (RS) /\============%
%============\/ 11 (RS) \/============%
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%==========%
switch res(14,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(14,2));
set(handles.Array13x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array13x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array13x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(14,2));
set(handles.Array13x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array13x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array13x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(14,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(14,4));
set(handles.Array13x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array13x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array13x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(14,4));
set(handles.Array13x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array13x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array13x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(14,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(14,6));
set(handles.Array13x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array13x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array13x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(14,6));
set(handles.Array13x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array13x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array13x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(14,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(14,8));
set(handles.Array13x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array13x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array13x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(14,8));
set(handles.Array13x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array13x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array13x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(14,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(14,10));
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set(handles.Array13x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array13x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array13x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(14,10));
set(handles.Array13x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array13x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array13x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(14,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(14,12));
set(handles.Array13x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array13x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array13x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(14,12));
set(handles.Array13x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array13x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array13x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(14,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(14,14));
set(handles.Array13x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array13x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array13x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(14,14));
set(handles.Array13x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array13x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array13x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
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%============\/ 11 (RS) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(15,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(15,2));
set(handles.Array14x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array14x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array14x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(15,2));
set(handles.Array14x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array14x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array14x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(15,4)
case 0
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caption = sprintf('%d', res(15,4));
set(handles.Array14x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array14x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array14x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(15,4));
set(handles.Array14x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array14x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array14x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(15,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(15,6));
set(handles.Array14x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array14x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array14x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(15,6));
set(handles.Array14x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array14x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array14x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(15,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(15,8));
set(handles.Array14x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array14x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array14x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(15,8));
set(handles.Array14x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array14x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array14x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(15,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(15,10));
set(handles.Array14x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array14x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array14x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(15,10));
set(handles.Array14x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array14x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array14x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(15,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(15,12));
set(handles.Array14x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array14x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array14x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
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caption = sprintf('%d', res(15,12));
set(handles.Array14x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array14x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array14x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%%%%%
switch res(15,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(15,14));
set(handles.Array14x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array14x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array14x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(15,14));
set(handles.Array14x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array14x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array14x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
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%============\/ 11 (RS) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(16,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(16,2));
set(handles.Array15x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array15x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array15x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(16,2));
set(handles.Array15x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array15x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array15x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(16,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(16,4));
set(handles.Array15x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array15x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array15x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(16,4));
set(handles.Array15x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array15x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array15x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(16,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(16,6));
set(handles.Array15x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array15x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array15x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
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case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(16,6));
set(handles.Array15x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array15x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array15x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%%%%%
switch res(16,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(16,8));
set(handles.Array15x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array15x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array15x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(16,8));
set(handles.Array15x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array15x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array15x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(16,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(16,10));
set(handles.Array15x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array15x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array15x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(16,10));
set(handles.Array15x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array15x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array15x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(16,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(16,12));
set(handles.Array15x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array15x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array15x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(16,12));
set(handles.Array15x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array15x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array15x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(16,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(16,14));
set(handles.Array15x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array15x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array15x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(16,14));
set(handles.Array15x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array15x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array15x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
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end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
%============\/ 11 (RS) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(17,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(17,2));
set(handles.Array16x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array16x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array16x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(17,2));
set(handles.Array16x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array16x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array16x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(17,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(17,4));
set(handles.Array16x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array16x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array16x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(17,4));
set(handles.Array16x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array16x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array16x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(17,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(17,6));
set(handles.Array16x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array16x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array16x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(17,6));
set(handles.Array16x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array16x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array16x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(17,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(17,8));
set(handles.Array16x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array16x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array16x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(17,8));
set(handles.Array16x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array16x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
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set(handles.Array16x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(17,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(17,10));
set(handles.Array16x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array16x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array16x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(17,10));
set(handles.Array16x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array16x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array16x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(17,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(17,12));
set(handles.Array16x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array16x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array16x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(17,12));
set(handles.Array16x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array16x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array16x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(17,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(17,14));
set(handles.Array16x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array16x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array16x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(17,14));
set(handles.Array16x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array16x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array16x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
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%============\/ 11 (RS) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(18,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(18,2));
set(handles.Array17x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array17x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086 0.4 0.031])
set(handles.Array17x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796 0.988 0.761])
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(18,2));
set(handles.Array17x0, 'String', caption);
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set(handles.Array17x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array17x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%%%%%
switch res(18,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(18,4));
set(handles.Array17x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array17x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array17x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(18,4));
set(handles.Array17x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array17x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array17x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(18,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(18,6));
set(handles.Array17x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array17x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array17x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(18,6));
set(handles.Array17x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array17x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array17x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(18,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(18,8));
set(handles.Array17x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array17x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array17x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(18,8));
set(handles.Array17x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array17x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array17x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(18,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(18,10));
set(handles.Array17x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array17x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array17x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(18,10));
set(handles.Array17x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array17x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array17x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(18,12)
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case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(18,12));
set(handles.Array17x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array17x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array17x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(18,12));
set(handles.Array17x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array17x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array17x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(18,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(18,14));
set(handles.Array17x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array17x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array17x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(18,14));
set(handles.Array17x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array17x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array17x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
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%============\/ 11 (RS) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(19,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(19,2));
set(handles.Array18x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array18x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array18x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(19,2));
set(handles.Array18x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array18x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array18x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(19,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(19,4));
set(handles.Array18x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array18x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array18x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(19,4));
set(handles.Array18x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array18x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array18x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
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switch res(19,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(19,6));
set(handles.Array18x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array18x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array18x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(19,6));
set(handles.Array18x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array18x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array18x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(19,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(19,8));
set(handles.Array18x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array18x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array18x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(19,8));
set(handles.Array18x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array18x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array18x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(19,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(19,10));
set(handles.Array18x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array18x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array18x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(19,10));
set(handles.Array18x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array18x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array18x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(19,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(19,12));
set(handles.Array18x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array18x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array18x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(19,12));
set(handles.Array18x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array18x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array18x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(19,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(19,14));
set(handles.Array18x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array18x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
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set(handles.Array18x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796 0.988 0.761])
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(19,14));
set(handles.Array18x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array18x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array18x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
%============\/ 11 (RS) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(20,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(20,2));
set(handles.Array19x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array19x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array19x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(20,2));
set(handles.Array19x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array19x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array19x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(20,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(20,4));
set(handles.Array19x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array19x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array19x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(20,4));
set(handles.Array19x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array19x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array19x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(20,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(20,6));
set(handles.Array19x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array19x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array19x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(20,6));
set(handles.Array19x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array19x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array19x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(20,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(20,8));
set(handles.Array19x3, 'String', caption);
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set(handles.Array19x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array19x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(20,8));
set(handles.Array19x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array19x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array19x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(20,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(20,10));
set(handles.Array19x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array19x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array19x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(20,10));
set(handles.Array19x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array19x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array19x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(20,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(20,12));
set(handles.Array19x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array19x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array19x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(20,12));
set(handles.Array19x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array19x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array19x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(20,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(20,14));
set(handles.Array19x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array19x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array19x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(20,14));
set(handles.Array19x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array19x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array19x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
%============\/ 11 (RS) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(21,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(21,2));
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set(handles.Array20x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array20x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array20x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(21,2));
set(handles.Array20x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array20x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array20x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(21,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(21,4));
set(handles.Array20x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array20x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array20x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(21,4));
set(handles.Array20x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array20x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array20x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(21,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(21,6));
set(handles.Array20x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array20x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array20x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(21,6));
set(handles.Array20x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array20x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array20x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(21,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(21,8));
set(handles.Array20x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array20x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array20x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(21,8));
set(handles.Array20x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array20x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array20x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(21,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(21,10));
set(handles.Array20x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array20x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array20x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(21,10));
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set(handles.Array20x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array20x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array20x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%%%%%
switch res(21,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(21,12));
set(handles.Array20x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array20x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array20x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(21,12));
set(handles.Array20x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array20x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array20x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(21,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(21,14));
set(handles.Array20x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array20x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array20x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(21,14));
set(handles.Array20x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array20x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array20x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
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%==========%
switch res(22,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(22,2));
set(handles.Array21x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array21x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array21x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(22,2));
set(handles.Array21x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array21x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array21x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(22,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(22,4));
set(handles.Array21x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array21x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array21x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
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caption = sprintf('%d', res(22,4));
set(handles.Array21x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array21x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array21x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%%%%%
switch res(22,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(22,6));
set(handles.Array21x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array21x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array21x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(22,6));
set(handles.Array21x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array21x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array21x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(22,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(22,8));
set(handles.Array21x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array21x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array21x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(22,8));
set(handles.Array21x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array21x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array21x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(22,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(22,10));
set(handles.Array21x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array21x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array21x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(22,10));
set(handles.Array21x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array21x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array21x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(22,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(22,12));
set(handles.Array21x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array21x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array21x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(22,12));
set(handles.Array21x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array21x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array21x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
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%%%%%
switch res(22,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(22,14));
set(handles.Array21x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array21x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array21x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(22,14));
set(handles.Array21x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array21x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array21x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
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%==========%
switch res(23,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(23,2));
set(handles.Array22x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array22x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array22x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(23,2));
set(handles.Array22x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array22x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array22x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(23,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(23,4));
set(handles.Array22x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array22x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array22x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(23,4));
set(handles.Array22x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array22x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array22x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(23,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(23,6));
set(handles.Array22x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array22x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array22x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(23,6));
set(handles.Array22x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array22x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array22x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
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end
%%%%%
switch res(23,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(23,8));
set(handles.Array22x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array22x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array22x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(23,8));
set(handles.Array22x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array22x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array22x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(23,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(23,10));
set(handles.Array22x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array22x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array22x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(23,10));
set(handles.Array22x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array22x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array22x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(23,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(23,12));
set(handles.Array22x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array22x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array22x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(23,12));
set(handles.Array22x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array22x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array22x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(23,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(23,14));
set(handles.Array22x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array22x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array22x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(23,14));
set(handles.Array22x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array22x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array22x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
%============\/ 11 (RS) \/============%
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%==========%
switch res(24,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(24,2));
set(handles.Array23x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array23x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array23x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(24,2));
set(handles.Array23x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array23x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array23x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(24,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(24,4));
set(handles.Array23x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array23x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array23x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(24,4));
set(handles.Array23x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array23x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array23x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(24,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(24,6));
set(handles.Array23x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array23x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array23x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(24,6));
set(handles.Array23x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array23x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array23x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(24,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(24,8));
set(handles.Array23x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array23x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array23x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(24,8));
set(handles.Array23x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array23x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array23x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(24,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(24,10));
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set(handles.Array23x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array23x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array23x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(24,10));
set(handles.Array23x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array23x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array23x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(24,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(24,12));
set(handles.Array23x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array23x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array23x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(24,12));
set(handles.Array23x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array23x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array23x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(24,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(24,14));
set(handles.Array23x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array23x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array23x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(24,14));
set(handles.Array23x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array23x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array23x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
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switch res(25,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(25,2));
set(handles.Array24x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array24x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array24x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(25,2));
set(handles.Array24x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array24x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array24x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(25,4)
case 0
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caption = sprintf('%d', res(25,4));
set(handles.Array24x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array24x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array24x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(25,4));
set(handles.Array24x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array24x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array24x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(25,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(25,6));
set(handles.Array24x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array24x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array24x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(25,6));
set(handles.Array24x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array24x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array24x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(25,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(25,8));
set(handles.Array24x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array24x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array24x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(25,8));
set(handles.Array24x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array24x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array24x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(25,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(25,10));
set(handles.Array24x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array24x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array24x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(25,10));
set(handles.Array24x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array24x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array24x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(25,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(25,12));
set(handles.Array24x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array24x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array24x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
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caption = sprintf('%d', res(25,12));
set(handles.Array24x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array24x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array24x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%%%%%
switch res(25,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(25,14));
set(handles.Array24x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array24x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array24x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(25,14));
set(handles.Array24x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array24x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array24x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
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switch res(26,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(26,2));
set(handles.Array25x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array25x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array25x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(26,2));
set(handles.Array25x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array25x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array25x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(26,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(26,4));
set(handles.Array25x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array25x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array25x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(26,4));
set(handles.Array25x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array25x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array25x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(26,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(26,6));
set(handles.Array25x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array25x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array25x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
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case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(26,6));
set(handles.Array25x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array25x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array25x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%%%%%
switch res(26,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(26,8));
set(handles.Array25x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array25x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array25x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(26,8));
set(handles.Array25x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array25x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array25x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(26,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(26,10));
set(handles.Array25x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array25x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array25x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(26,10));
set(handles.Array25x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array25x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array25x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(26,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(26,12));
set(handles.Array25x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array25x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array25x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(26,12));
set(handles.Array25x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array25x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array25x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(26,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(26,14));
set(handles.Array25x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array25x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array25x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(26,14));
set(handles.Array25x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array25x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array25x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
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end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
%============\/ 11 (RS) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(27,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(27,2));
set(handles.Array26x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array26x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array26x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(27,2));
set(handles.Array26x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array26x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array26x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(27,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(27,4));
set(handles.Array26x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array26x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array26x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(27,4));
set(handles.Array26x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array26x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array26x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(27,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(27,6));
set(handles.Array26x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array26x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array26x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(27,6));
set(handles.Array26x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array26x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array26x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(27,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(27,8));
set(handles.Array26x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array26x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array26x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(27,8));
set(handles.Array26x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array26x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
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set(handles.Array26x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(27,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(27,10));
set(handles.Array26x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array26x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array26x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(27,10));
set(handles.Array26x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array26x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array26x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(27,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(27,12));
set(handles.Array26x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array26x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array26x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(27,12));
set(handles.Array26x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array26x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array26x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(27,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(27,14));
set(handles.Array26x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array26x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array26x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(27,14));
set(handles.Array26x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array26x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array26x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
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switch res(28,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(28,2));
set(handles.Array27x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array27x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086 0.4 0.031])
set(handles.Array27x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796 0.988 0.761])
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(28,2));
set(handles.Array27x0, 'String', caption);

195
set(handles.Array27x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array27x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%%%%%
switch res(28,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(28,4));
set(handles.Array27x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array27x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array27x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(28,4));
set(handles.Array27x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array27x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array27x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(28,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(28,6));
set(handles.Array27x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array27x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array27x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(28,6));
set(handles.Array27x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array27x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array27x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(28,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(28,8));
set(handles.Array27x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array27x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array27x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(28,8));
set(handles.Array27x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array27x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array27x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(28,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(28,10));
set(handles.Array27x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array27x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array27x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(28,10));
set(handles.Array27x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array27x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array27x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(28,12)
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case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(28,12));
set(handles.Array27x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array27x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array27x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(28,12));
set(handles.Array27x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array27x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array27x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(28,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(28,14));
set(handles.Array27x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array27x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array27x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(28,14));
set(handles.Array27x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array27x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array27x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
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%============\/ 11 (RS) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(29,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(29,2));
set(handles.Array28x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array28x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array28x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(29,2));
set(handles.Array28x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array28x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array28x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(29,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(29,4));
set(handles.Array28x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array28x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array28x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(29,4));
set(handles.Array28x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array28x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array28x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
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switch res(29,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(29,6));
set(handles.Array28x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array28x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array28x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(29,6));
set(handles.Array28x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array28x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array28x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(29,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(29,8));
set(handles.Array28x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array28x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array28x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(29,8));
set(handles.Array28x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array28x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array28x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(29,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(29,10));
set(handles.Array28x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array28x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array28x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(29,10));
set(handles.Array28x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array28x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array28x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(29,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(29,12));
set(handles.Array28x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array28x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array28x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(29,12));
set(handles.Array28x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array28x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array28x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(29,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(29,14));
set(handles.Array28x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array28x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
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set(handles.Array28x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796 0.988 0.761])
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(29,14));
set(handles.Array28x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array28x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array28x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
%============\/ 11 (RS) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(30,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(30,2));
set(handles.Array29x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array29x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array29x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(30,2));
set(handles.Array29x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array29x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array29x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(30,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(30,4));
set(handles.Array29x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array29x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array29x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(30,4));
set(handles.Array29x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array29x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array29x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(30,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(30,6));
set(handles.Array29x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array29x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array29x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(30,6));
set(handles.Array29x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array29x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array29x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(30,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(30,8));
set(handles.Array29x3, 'String', caption);
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set(handles.Array29x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array29x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(30,8));
set(handles.Array29x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array29x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array29x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(30,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(30,10));
set(handles.Array29x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array29x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array29x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(30,10));
set(handles.Array29x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array29x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array29x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(30,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(30,12));
set(handles.Array29x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array29x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array29x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(30,12));
set(handles.Array29x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array29x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array29x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(30,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(30,14));
set(handles.Array29x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array29x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array29x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(30,14));
set(handles.Array29x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array29x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array29x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
%============\/ 11 (RS) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(31,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(31,2));
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set(handles.Array30x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array30x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array30x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(31,2));
set(handles.Array30x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array30x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array30x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(31,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(31,4));
set(handles.Array30x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array30x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array30x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(31,4));
set(handles.Array30x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array30x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array30x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(31,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(31,6));
set(handles.Array30x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array30x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array30x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(31,6));
set(handles.Array30x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array30x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array30x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(31,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(31,8));
set(handles.Array30x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array30x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array30x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(31,8));
set(handles.Array30x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array30x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array30x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(31,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(31,10));
set(handles.Array30x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array30x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array30x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(31,10));
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set(handles.Array30x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array30x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array30x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%%%%%
switch res(31,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(31,12));
set(handles.Array30x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array30x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array30x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(31,12));
set(handles.Array30x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array30x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array30x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(31,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(31,14));
set(handles.Array30x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array30x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array30x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(31,14));
set(handles.Array30x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array30x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array30x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
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%==========%
switch res(32,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(32,2));
set(handles.Array31x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array31x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array31x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(32,2));
set(handles.Array31x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array31x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array31x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(32,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(32,4));
set(handles.Array31x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array31x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array31x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
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caption = sprintf('%d', res(32,4));
set(handles.Array31x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array31x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array31x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%%%%%
switch res(32,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(32,6));
set(handles.Array31x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array31x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array31x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(32,6));
set(handles.Array31x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array31x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array31x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(32,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(32,8));
set(handles.Array31x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array31x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array31x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(32,8));
set(handles.Array31x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array31x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array31x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(32,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(32,10));
set(handles.Array31x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array31x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array31x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(32,10));
set(handles.Array31x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array31x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array31x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(32,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(32,12));
set(handles.Array31x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array31x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array31x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(32,12));
set(handles.Array31x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array31x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array31x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
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%%%%%
switch res(32,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(32,14));
set(handles.Array31x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array31x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array31x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(32,14));
set(handles.Array31x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array31x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array31x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
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%==========%
switch res(33,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(33,2));
set(handles.Array32x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array32x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array32x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(33,2));
set(handles.Array32x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array32x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array32x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(33,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(33,4));
set(handles.Array32x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array32x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array32x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(33,4));
set(handles.Array32x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array32x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array32x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(33,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(33,6));
set(handles.Array32x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array32x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array32x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(33,6));
set(handles.Array32x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array32x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array32x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
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end
%%%%%
switch res(33,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(33,8));
set(handles.Array32x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array32x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array32x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(33,8));
set(handles.Array32x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array32x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array32x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(33,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(33,10));
set(handles.Array32x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array32x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array32x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(33,10));
set(handles.Array32x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array32x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array32x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(33,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(33,12));
set(handles.Array32x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array32x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array32x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(33,12));
set(handles.Array32x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array32x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array32x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(33,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(33,14));
set(handles.Array32x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array32x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array32x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(33,14));
set(handles.Array32x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array32x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array32x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
%============\/ 11 (RS) \/============%
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%==========%
switch res(34,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(34,2));
set(handles.Array33x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array33x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array33x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(34,2));
set(handles.Array33x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array33x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array33x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(34,4)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(34,4));
set(handles.Array33x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array33x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array33x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(34,4));
set(handles.Array33x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array33x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array33x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(34,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(34,6));
set(handles.Array33x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array33x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array33x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(34,6));
set(handles.Array33x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array33x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array33x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(34,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(34,8));
set(handles.Array33x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array33x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array33x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(34,8));
set(handles.Array33x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array33x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array33x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(34,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(34,10));
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set(handles.Array33x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array33x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array33x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(34,10));
set(handles.Array33x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array33x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array33x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(34,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(34,12));
set(handles.Array33x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array33x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array33x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(34,12));
set(handles.Array33x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array33x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array33x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(34,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(34,14));
set(handles.Array33x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array33x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array33x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(34,14));
set(handles.Array33x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array33x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array33x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
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%============\/ 11 (RS) \/============%
%==========%
switch res(35,2)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(35,2));
set(handles.Array34x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array34x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array34x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(35,2));
set(handles.Array34x0, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array34x0, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array34x0, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(35,4)
case 0
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caption = sprintf('%d', res(35,4));
set(handles.Array34x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array34x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array34x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(35,4));
set(handles.Array34x1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array34x1, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array34x1, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(35,6)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(35,6));
set(handles.Array34x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array34x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array34x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(35,6));
set(handles.Array34x2, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array34x2, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array34x2, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(35,8)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(35,8));
set(handles.Array34x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array34x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array34x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(35,8));
set(handles.Array34x3, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array34x3, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array34x3, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(35,10)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(35,10));
set(handles.Array34x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array34x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array34x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(35,10));
set(handles.Array34x4, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array34x4, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array34x4, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%%%%%
switch res(35,12)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(35,12));
set(handles.Array34x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array34x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array34x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
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caption = sprintf('%d', res(35,12));
set(handles.Array34x5, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array34x5, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604 0.047 0.047])
set(handles.Array34x5, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988 0.761 0.761])
end
%%%%%
switch res(35,14)
case 0
caption = sprintf('%d', res(35,14));
set(handles.Array34x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array34x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.086
set(handles.Array34x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.796
case 1
caption = sprintf('%d', res(35,14));
set(handles.Array34x6, 'String', caption);
set(handles.Array34x6, 'ForegroundColor',[0.604
set(handles.Array34x6, 'BackgroundColor',[0.988
end
%==========%
%============/\ 11 (AP) /\============%
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%caption = sprintf('The number = %s','aa');
%set(handles.kpaStaticText, 'String',caption);
% UIWAIT makes TimingGUI wait for user response (see UIRESUME)
% uiwait(handles.kpa_CurrentValue);

% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
function varargout = TimingGUI_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
% hObject
handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout{1} = handles.output;

% --- Executes on selection change in listbox2.
function listbox2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to listbox2 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: contents = get(hObject,'String') returns listbox2 contents as
cell array
%
contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item from
listbox2

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function listbox2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to listbox2 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
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% handles
called

empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns

% Hint: listbox controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

% --- Executes on key press with focus on CurrentUITable and none of
its controls.
function CurrentUITable_KeyPressFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to CurrentUITable (see GCBO)
% eventdata structure with the following fields (see UITABLE)
%
Key: name of the key that was pressed, in lower case
%
Character: character interpretation of the key(s) that was pressed
%
Modifier: name(s) of the modifier key(s) (i.e., control, shift)
pressed
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% --- Executes on button press in pb6.
function pb6_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to pb6 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
Six_Iterations_Ago
% --- Executes on button press in pb7.
function pb7_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to pb7 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
Seven_Iterations_Ago
% --- Executes on button press in pb8.
function pb8_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to pb8 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
Eight_Iterations_Ago
% --- Executes on button press in pb9.
function pb9_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to pb9 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
Nine_Iterations_Ago
% --- Executes on button press in pb10.
function pb10_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to pb10 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
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% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
Ten_Iterations_Ago
% --- Executes on button press in pb1.
function pb1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to pb1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
One_Iteration_Ago

% --- Executes on button press in pb2.
function pb2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to pb2 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
Two_Iterations_Ago

% --- Executes on button press in pb3.
function pb3_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to pb3 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
Three_Iterations_Ago
% --- Executes on button press in pb4.
function pb4_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to pb4 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
Four_Iterations_Ago
% --- Executes on button press in pb5.
function pb5_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to pb5 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
Five_Iterations_Ago
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C.4 n_Iterations_Ago.m
function varargout = One_Iteration_Ago(varargin)
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',
mfilename, ...
'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton, ...
'gui_OpeningFcn', @One_Iteration_Ago_OpeningFcn, ...
'gui_OutputFcn', @One_Iteration_Ago_OutputFcn, ...
'gui_LayoutFcn', [] , ...
'gui_Callback',
[]);
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});
end
if nargout
[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
else
gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
end
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

% --- Executes just before One_Iteration_Ago is made visible.
function One_Iteration_Ago_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles,
varargin)
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
% hObject
handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% varargin
command line arguments to One_Iteration_Ago (see VARARGIN)
% Choose default command line output for One_Iteration_Ago
handles.output = hObject;
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
PreviousParameterArray1 = evalin('base', 'PreviousParameterArray1');
PreviousMismatchesArray(1) = evalin('base',
'PreviousMismatchesArray(1)');
caption = sprintf('%d', PreviousMismatchesArray(1));
set(handles.PreviousMismatches1, 'String', caption);
set(handles.One_IterationUI, 'data', PreviousParameterArray1);

% UIWAIT makes One_Iteration_Ago wait for user response (see UIRESUME)
% uiwait(handles.figure1);
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% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
function varargout = One_Iteration_Ago_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
% varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
% hObject
handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout{1} = handles.output;

